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Abstract

Among low-ability Ss (students) in first- and second-year typing classes

in two vocational high schools, proficiency at vocational typing tasks fol-

lowing conventional instruction (N=45 Year-1 and 168 Year-2 Ss in the classes

of two Year-1 and Baur Year-2 teachers) was contrasted with proficiency fol-

lowing programed instruction (N=109 Year-I and 225 Year-2 Ss in other classes

of the same teachers in the same schools). The leading features of the pro-

gramed instruction were the reverse of conventiolial ones and consisted of:

(a) little practice at ordinary stroking skills, (b) very early introduction

of vocational typing tasks, (c) explicit instruction in making decisions

about attractive placement of materials an the page--via programed homework,

and (d) in-class practice at the typewriter in applying placement decisions

to the typing of business letters, tables, and manuscripts embracing a wide

range of internal task featu-:es and task difficulty (from unarranged, often

longhand materials) without teacher guidance. The programed instruction was

identical in scope for Year-1 and Year-2 Ss and was conducted for a full

school year.

Ss were tested on representative vocational typing tasks, scored for

speed, form errors (ones in placement of materials on the page), and for un-

corrected typographical errors; straight copy performanae was scored for

speed and errors. Of 11 terminal vocational task comparisons (conventional

vs. programed) across both years, there were 4 significant speed difEerences

favoring conventional Ss, who were 27% faster (Year 1) and 12k% faster (Year

2) than programed Ss. For the most consequential criterion of proficiency,

form errors, all 11 comparisons significantly favored programed Ss, whose

total errors were about half those of conventional Ss (38.42 vs. 74.11 for

Years 1 and 2 together). Indeed, for parallel test items, mid-year profi-

ciency among programed Sa (for form errors) was greatly superior to end-of-

year proficiency among conventional Ss. Further, the level of work quality

following one year of programed instruction was greatly superior to that

following two years of conventional instruction--for a 1-year programed cur-

riculum exceeding in scope that of 2-year conventional instruction. Noth-

ing of consequence was found for uncorrected typographical errors, and no

significant differences were found in terminal straight copy profiaiency.

Modification of training practices in the direction of the instructional

features enumerated above is strongly indicated.
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Teachers reported much "live" reteaching of programed placement concepts;

but its contribution arpears to have been modest in view of the finding of

no terminal p:Irformance differences between frequently absent and infrequently

absent programed Ss. Teachers also estimated student attitudes toward the

program to be substanially negative and the program not well suited to low-

ability trainees. However, typing proficiency following the programed in-

struction shows these motivational features to have been transcended by the

more important instructional variables enumerated above.

4
A
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EFFECTS OF PROGRAMED VS. CONVENTIONAL INSTRUCTION

ON PROFICIENCY AT OFFICE-TYPING TASKS

The general problem to which the'present investigation was addressed is

the undersupply of typists sufficiently skilled at vocational typing tasks.

As given in government reports (e.g., Wright, 1964), employers' complaints of

shortages of, and insufficient skills among, typists have been chronic. The num-

bers and proportions of o.efice workers who operate c typewriter (clerks, typ-

ists, stenographers, secretaries) have been steadily increasing, and further

increases have been predicted (1U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1963; New

York State Education Department, 1970). In particular, the U.S. Department

of Labor's Occupational Outlook Handbook (1966-67 edition) has pointed t a

speciai need during the 1970's for "senior" typists, who "generally perform

work requiring .
independent judgment; they may work from rough drafts

. . which contain technical material, or they may plan and type complicated

statistical.tables Espeeially compelling is the need to furnish an

occupational skill to the disadvantaged urban student, numbers of whom pres-

ently complete "clerical" training with little more than ordinary copying

skill.

The available research evidence (see "Related Research") suggests that

the problems or needs mentioned above arise from deficiencies in conventional

instructional materials ane practices. Chief among these deficiencies ap-

pears to be instruction in the decisions and processes that govern attractive

"placement" or arrangement of typed materials on the page, according to es-

tablished conventions. As a first step in attempting to remedy these defi-

ciencies, instructional materials bearing on the placement features of real-

istic typing tasks (business letters, tables, and manuscripts) were pre-

pared in "programed" form (West, 1970)2 in readiness for field trial among

high school students enrolled in first-year and second-year typing courses.

Following completion of a given subsection of the programed materials, the

learner then applies to the actual typing of pertinent tasks the placement

concepts and procedures taught by the program. Although the programed ma-

terials were intended for use among any (high school and college) trainees,

funds for assessing the effects of the materials were available only for

field trial among disadvantaged trainees.
1

1The present investigation was carried out under New York City Board of

flt
9
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Major Purpose. The major purpose of the present investigation was to as-

sess the relative effects of programed versus conventional instruction on

proficiency at three major classes of vocational typing tasks (business let-

ters, tables, manuscripts), among students in lst-year and 2d-year typing

classes. More exactly, as will later be explained, the contrast was between

the effects of "live" instruction and the effects of an amalgam of live plus

programed instruction, using the same teachers under both instructional con-

ditions. Particular prec.ramed materials and particular teachers were involved.

No general test of live versus Orogramed instruction was intended; for no

such test could have any conceivable scientific validity. Instead, should

significant superiority in proficiency follow the instruction involving the

programed materials, the general use of the materials in training could con-

tribute to alleviating labor shortages, reducing camplaints about insuffi-

cient skills among typists, and famishing a marketable skill to students

whose present training has been less than adequate.

Several ancillary purposes are more readily explicable after_ the proce-

dures oZ ehis investigation are described. Accordingly, all purposes are

listed in detail following the "Procedures" section (pp. 40-42).

Related Research

The research evidence in support of the deficiencies of conventional in-

struction and of the mistakz.., rationale underlying it has been given in de-

tail elsewhere (dest, 1969, Chap. 13) and was summarized in the report of

the preparation of the programed materials used in the present. study (West,

1970); accordingly, it is given briefly, rather ehan in detail, here.

The primary fallacy in the rationale underlying conventional instruction

is the assumption that ordinary stroking or copying skills are a major con-

tributor to proficiency at vocational typing tasks. That assumption is im-

plicit in the amount of attention given to copying skills in typewriting text-

books and in the volume of reported data on speed and errors in ordinary copy-

ing tests--in contrast to the virtual absence of data on proficiency at vo-

cational typing tasks. Ordinary stroking or copying skills are measured in

"straight copy" tests involving the line-for-line copying of perfectly printed

Education Proposal No. 1. 1969-70, entitled; "Implementation and Validation

of 'Programed' Curricular Materials for Developing Marketable Typing Skills

Among Disadvantaged High School Students."
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prose, without error correction, and requiring no placement decisions other

than reasonably regular right-hand margins and, sometimes, correct word di-

vision. In contrast, realistic typing tasks contain components and iimpose

requirements wholly absent in straight copy typing, viz., knowledge of con-

ventions of format, decision-making
about placement of materials on the

page (e.g., margins, tabular stops for table columns), heavier use of the

typewriter's service mechanisms, proofreading, and error correction.

The unique features of vocational typing tasks should lead one to expect

correlations between straight copy and vocational typing skills that are, at

best, moderate. The evidence supports that expectation. Specifically: for

errors, near-zero correlations have been found between straight copy and vo-

cational typing (both under no-erasing conditions); for speed, moderate cor-

relations have been found among advanced typists who have established mas-

tery over the placement features of vocational tasks (West, 1969, Chap. 13),

while somewhat lower ones have been found among novices (McLean, 1971). Thus

the conventional assumption that ordinary copying skills contribute appre-

ciably to skill at vocational typing tasks is seriously in error.

Anothor type of evidence supporting the low relevance of copying to vo-

cational typing skills is the enormous differences in proficiency scores be-

tween the two types of tasks. Speed at vocational typing tasks is a small

fraction of ordinary copying speed; stroking errors are also appreciably

fewer in vocational tasks--under no-erasing conditions (West, 1969, Chap. 13).

Apparently, the typist's "set" or perception of the requirements of the two

kinds of tasks differs; accordingly, so do his stroking habits.

Muhich's (1967) study, summarized by West(1969, Chap. 13), is the only

one directly addressed to estimating the relative roles of stroking skill

and of decision-making about placement of materials on the page in total pro-

ficiency at realistic typing tasks. She found decision-making to play a

larger role than stroking skill, increasingly so, as amount of training in-

creased. That evidence, together with the evidence mentioned earlier,

strongly suggests that the heart of proficiency at realistic typing tasks

is decision-making about arrangement of materials on the page.

The evidence, however, seems not to be well kno7In among practitioners,

and the contents of typewriting textbooks are not in good accord with that

evidence. For one thing, instrugtion in vocational tasks tends to be de-

ferred until relatively late stages of training. For another thing, although
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typewriting textbooks contain ample materials to be typed, such materials

are typically accompanied by explicit placement instructions, Even at rela-

tively late stages of training. It is difficult to imagine any employer in-

structing his typist to "type this 137-word letter" or to "leave 8 spaces

between columns in this table"; yet guidance at that level pervades the type-

writing textbooks. The textbooks contain placement "rules," sometimes in

list form, but no explicit practice at dhe lequential decisions represented

by the briefly stated rules. To judge from the levels of proficiency at

vocational typing tasks following conventional instruction, the supporting

or additional instruction furnished by teachers has not been notably success-

ful in remedying textbook omissions and, thereby, in producing marketable

vocational typing skills among students.

The evidence points strongly to the preeminence of decision making about

arrangement or placement of materials on the page in accounting for skill at

vocational typing tasks. The discrepancy between the implications of that

evidence and conventional instructional materials and practices led to the

preparation of instructional materials directly addressed to the "mental" de-

cisions governing the placement features of three major classes of vocational

typing tasks (West, 1970), as described next.

Programed Materials. The sequential, step-by-step character of the perti-

nent decision processes lends itself especially well to the step-by-step se-

quencing of instruction that characterizes "programed" instruction. Accord-

ingly, the instructional materials were prepared in programed form and con-

sisted of 541 linear "frames" organized into 14 sections, as follows:

Sec- No. of

tion Topic, Frames

1 Centering at the typewriter 19

2 Horizontal centering of single lines 46

3 Vertical centering 34

4 Vertical centering of simple tables 37

5 Tables without column headings (backspace method) 40

6 Tables with column headings (backspace method) 26

7 Tables without column headings (arithmetic method) 22

8 Tables with column headings (arithmetic method) 31

9 Advanced table typing 105

10 Vertical margins for business letters 34
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Sec-
tion Topic

No. of
Frames

11 Horizontal margins for business letters 22

12 Advanced business letters 40

13 Estimation of copy length and centering of estimated

materials

45

14 Manuscript and report typing 40

541

The scope of the program is evident from its table of contents, above.

The first three sections deal with elementary matters that are prerequisite

to the vocational tasks specified in Sections 4-14. Simple centering (Sec-

tions 1-3) tends to be adequately treated in conventional instruction; pro-

gramed materials were prepared on that topic merely to provide an easy in-

troduction to programed instruction for students who had not earlier exper-

ienced instructional materials in programed form. The more consequential

"decision-making" sections (4-14) constitute the heart of the program and

were deliberately organized to provide maximum flexibility of use in keep-

ing with variations in training syllabi, objectives, and duration. Except

that "advanced" sections (9, 12) require earlier study of the corresponding

simpler sections (5-6 and/or 7-8, 10-11), the sections of the program are

essentially independent and may be used in a variety of orders. As shown by

the program's contents, table planning may be taught by either of two meth-

ods or by both methods, as the teacher may desire. The teacher may elect to

assign either of two methods of dateline placement in business letters (Sec-

tion 10): (a) "moving"--dateline location varies with letter length and dis-

tance between date and inside address is fixed; (b) "fixed"--dateline con-

stant and distance between date and inside address varies with length of

letter. In all program sections, there is provision for both pica and elite

type; in applicable instances the student selects a route through the pro-

gram corresponding to his size of type. The particular placement procedures

taught in the program are not tied to any particular typewriting textbook;

they represent a selection by the author, according to his judgment, of op-

timal procedures--sometimes ones not represented in any typewriting text-

book. Finally, and not least in imporiance, the placement processes taught

in the program aim at to-the-line and ta-the-space exactness in placement--

not approximations. The contention underlying that deliberate tactic is
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that it is no more difficult to be just right as approximately right; be-

sides, the labor market requirement for "senior" typists connotes a need

for high-quality, precision work.

To illu3trate the student's use of the program and its place in instruc-

tion, six sample frames from the section on "Vertical Placement of Business

Letters" ("moving" date line) are sbiwn on pages 7-8.
2 The first ten frames

in that section are not shown; frames 11-15 are a sequence; the illustration

then jumps to the final "test" frame in that section (No. 34). As illustra-

ted, the learner reads the frame, fills in the blanks (multiple choice items

are given in parenaleses below the blank), then checks his responses against

the model answers given at the left of the following frame. Occasionally,

explanations of answers are given in square brackets following the answer.

It is not required that a typewriter be available during work at the pro-

gram. Instead, the program deals entirely with the "mental" processes or

steps in determining placement of materials on the page, accompanied by spe-

cification of the physical operations required for implementing the place-

ment decisions at the typewriter. Following completion of a portion of the

program, the learner then uses the typewriter to apply the placement pro-

cesses taught in the program to (a) the many miniature tasks included in

the program and/or to (b) pertinent typewriting-textbook or locally prepared

business letters, tables, and manuscripts. To that end, each of the four-

teen sections is further divided into subsections, each of which is judged

to provide a single work assignment of practicable duration (10-30 minutes)

and meaningful scope.

The scope of the program manifestly exceeds a single semester's work, and

its flexible organization permits distributing its subsections across two or

three or four semesters, as may be desired. In the present investigation,

as described in the "Procedures" section, the entire program was to be "cov-

ered" within the two semesters of first-year typing classes and, minus sev-

eral of the elementary sections, in the two semesters of the separate second-

year typing classes, as well. While the scope of the entire program extends

well beyond what is characteristically taught in first-year typing classes

(e.g., tables with braced col,umn headings), it is conten4ed for one thing,

that the one-year courses that predominate (70 percent of all typing instruc-

2Six sample frames from a section on table planning arc on pages 9-10.



Figure 1. Sample Programed Frames

NOTE: The 6 frames on
pages 7 and 8 are
from a section on
"Vertical Placenent
of Business Letters"

words

body (or message)

20

19

92

raised

20

20

011111.ar ...... -7-

10-11

There it:. a simple rule that tells you how many lines fram

the top edge to type the date. The location of the date

depends on the number of in the

of the letter. Here's the rule.

RULE: For a letter of up to 60 words, put the date on

line 22. For each additional 20 words or frac-

tion of 20 words, raise the date 1 line.

If words = 60 or less, date line = 22. For 61 to 80 words,

the date goes up 1 line to line 21. For 81-100 words, go

up another line to ; for 101-120 words, place the

date on line 1 and so on.

1

22 Date

10-12

For a letter of 60 words or less

in the message, the distance

from the top of the page to the

date is lines. The date is

1 line for each

(raised/lowered)

additional words or frac-

tion of words.

10-13

For a letter of longer than 60 words, we want to know how,

many lines above line 22 to type the date. We want to

know how many lines to line 22.

(add toisubtract from)
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subtract from

22

22 (- 2) = 20

18

3

19 [22 - 3]

Answers to frame 10-34

1. 60

22

2. 19 [22 - 3]

4 16

10-14

Assume a letter whose message contains 96 words. To locate

its date line, count on your fingers. Count by 20's, start,

ing at 60, until you pass 96. Start with a closed fist and

straighten a finger for each 20, like this: "60" . . .

"80" (1 finger) . . . "100" (2 fingers). Subtract the num-

ber of straightened fingers from the line number on which

a letter of up to 60 words is placed; tl-at is, subtract

from . For the 96-word letter, the date would be on

line - 2 =

10-15

Count on your fingers as you read this frame.

Assume a letter of 138 words. Count: 160"

(I finger) . . . "100" (2 fingers) . . . "120" (3 fingers)

. . "140" (4 fingers). Place the date for that 138-word

letter on line 22 - 4 = line . For a letter of 103

words you would straighten fingers, and its date

would be on line

[Note: 18 additional practice frames follow.]

Now a little TEST.- - - - -
1. For a le:rer up to

10-34

words, place the date on

line

. In a letter of 116 words, the date should be placed

on line



NOTE. The 6 frames on pages
9 and 10 are from a sec-
tion on "Tables without
Column Headings (Arith-
metic Method)."

85

102

52 (102 - 50]

side margins
(or left and right margins)

North Dakota

12
10
12
32

e 1 7

2

4;
Fred Jean Jo

Tam Sue Bill

...

1-
ATY., B°b-lkjim

lw
3 3

-9-

7-2

Horizontally, the body of a
table has three elements or
parts. As numbered at the left,
they are: 1 side margins (left
and right), 2 typed matter, and
1 IC (intercolumn) space--the
blank space between columns.

If the planning of a table is correct, then: side margins

+ typed matter + IC (intercolumn) space should equal total

spaces across the page.

On 8" x 11" paper or stationery, in pica type there are

spaces across the page; in elite type, spaces.

If some elite table uses 50 spaces for the typed matter +

ICs, there will be spaces left for fhe

7-3

To plan a table means to locate the LM (left margin) and

the starting point for each column. To do that, you must

first determine the number of spaces needed for the typed

matter. So: identify the longest item in each column,

count its spaces, and add across the columns. Consider:

California
North Dakota
Ohio

Sacramento
Bismarck
Columbus

15,707,204
632,446

90706,397

The longest item in column 1 is ; it

has spaces. In column 2, the longest item has

spaces; and in column 3, spaces. The total is

spaces.

7-4

To plan tables by arithmetic, you use a horizontal line to

represent each column, and you show the number of spaces

in each column and'between columns, like this:

20 JO 10

The sketch shows that typed matter = 20 + 10 + 10 =

ICs (intercolumns) = 2 x 6

Total

In elite type, the space remaining for side margins would

be 102 -
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40
12
52

(102-) 52 = 50

2

left

55 [40 + 151

30 [85 - 55]

15 [k of 30]

left

Note. The diagonal or frac-
tion bar (/) is also a di-
vision sign. 12/2 means
12 2.

Ex
[85-(46+15)]/2=12 pica
[102-(46+15)]/2=21 elite

[85-(41+9)]/2 =18 pica
[102-(41+9)]/2=26 elite

[85-(44+15)]/2 =11 pica
[102-(49+15)]/2=19 elite

[85-(38414)]/2 =17 pica
[102-(38+14)]/2=25 elite'

[85-(41+18)]/2 =13 pica
[102-(41+18)]/2=22 elite

V 1

IThe preceding frame shows that:

_
Total spaces available across the page
Spaces used for typed matter and ICs (intercolumns)

= Spaces available for side margins

7-5

Since there are two side margins, just divide the marginal

space by to determine the point on the carriage scale

at which to set the margin. Example: 40 spaces

of typed matter + three 5-space ICs total spaces. In

pica type, the space remaining for the two side margins =

spaces, and the LM (left margin) would be set at

[Note: four additional practice frames follow.]

7-10

Use scrap paper for the arithmetic and fill in the blanks.
When an odd number of spaces remaps for side margins, put

the "larger half" in the margin.
(left/right)

In Each Left Margin
Column Spaces IC Pica Elite

atExample 8-12-6-20 5 /2

a. 18-23 9

b. 6-9-13-7-10-4 3

c. 7-19-12 7

d. 18-8-11-4 6

7-11

With arithmetic planning, it is easy to check your work be-
fore typing. Once you have figured out LM and RM, just sum
across (marginsi-typed matter+ICs). If you do not get a
total of (pica) Or (elite), you know you have
made an arithmetic error and can recheck. Fill in this?

LM MA Total

Pica 19
16 23

9 18 =

7
Elite 25 7

17 12
7 24 =

There is a mistake in the example. The mar-

gins should be

(pica/elite)

(left) and (ight)."

[This frame makes a convenient stopping point.]



tion in this country, according to Wright, 1964) mandate inclusion, in such

courses, of all the major typewriting tasks required for marketable skills.

For another thing, the low relevance of ordinary copying skills to profi-

ciency atrealistic typing tasks, in the light of the demands of the deci-

sion-making features of such tasks, argues for the introduction of such

tasks earlier in training than has been typical. Hopefully, the introduc-

tion of such tasks early in first-year training and the particular focus on

the consequential decision processes of such tasks permit covering a wider

range of tasks and task difficulty than would otherwise be possible within

first-year training.

Insofar as "programed instruction" is, by definition, self-instruction,

work on it should in theory be done by the student outside of class (e.g.,

as homework). So used, the program taked over the teaching of placement pro-

cesses that otherwise characteristically requires much of the teacher's

time, thereby providing much more class time for actual typewriting. Wheth-

er the program can indeed be used in ideal "homework" fashion or, instead,

must be worked on in class under the teacher's supervision, depends mainly

on the appropriateness of the program's content to given learners and in

part on the attitudes of given students toward school in general and toward

homework in particular, as well as on the skill of teachers in accommodating

their "live" instruction to the programing of portions of the instruction.

Althpugh students work at their own individual rates on programed materials,

the dividing of the present program into many short subsections permits the

assignment of a given subsection to all students in a class (as homework),

in consequence allowing actual typewriting practice in class the next day

on a common body of materials for actual typing. The mode of use of the

program in the present investigation, with regard to in-class versus at-

home work on the program and other issues, is described in the "Procedures"

section (pp. 22-35).

It may be repeated that the dominating considerations accounting for prep-

aration of the program were (a) the inferred inadequacies of conventional ma-

terials and practices relating to the "placement" features of the major vo-

cational typing tasks and (b) the nice correspondence between the step-by-

step sequencing of "programaed" instructiGn with the step-by-step, sequen-

tial nature of the decision processes that govern placement of typed mater-

ials on the page. The explicit research findings supporting the first of
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the above-mentioned Mao considerations and the processes of program prepa-

ration are described in an earlier report (West, 1970) containing the full

program.

Procedures

Treated in turn are: (a) experimental design, (b) teachers, (c) sub-

jects, (d) instructional procedres, (e) criterion (and interim) measures,

and (f) modes of data analysis. Finally, the purposes of the present inves-

tigation are listed in more detail.

Experimental Design

The two contrasted instructional methods or treatments or conditions are:

C (conventional) and P (programed) inf;truction. The proficiency scores of

C students were drawn from an earlier study (McLean, 1971) devoted to the

development of indices of difficulty for vocational typing tasks. To hold

constant teaching skill and the kinds of students undergoing C and P instruc-

tion, in several of the high schools involved in the earlier McLean investi-

gation arrangements were made for several of the same teachers tn partici-

pate, two years later, in the trial of the programed materials, using classes

at the same typing grade levels as those of the earlier conventional in-

struction and, of course, the same criterion measures. It was assumed that

within a two-year period any school would tend to have comparable students.

As a modest check on that assumption, a brief measure of general ability,

administered to the C students by McLean in his investigation, was also ad-

ministered by the present investigator to the P students [see "Criterion

(and Interim) Measures," pp. 35-40].

Initially, for the trial of the programed materials, arrangements were

made for the participation of three of the schools that had been involved

in the earlier McLean ...,Ludy and of certain of the same teachers in those

schools. With each teacher assigned a pair of typing classes at the same

typing grade level as in the McLean study,
3

there were originally six teach-

ers of first-year classes and six teachers of second-year classes: in

School A, four Year-1 and four Year-2 teachers; in School B, two Year-2

teachers; and in School C, two Year-1 teachers. However, because of school-

wide disruption in School C, leading to closing of the school on a substan-

3In School B it was possible to assign three typing classes to one of
the two teachers.
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tial number of days, conduct of the investigation in that school had to be

discontinued after the first semester of the school year. Since the out-

comes of this study were to be measured upon completion of a full school

year, School C was entirely dropped from this study.

Further modification of the original orthogonal design (equal number cf

teachers and classes at each typing grade level) was necessitated by the ina-

bility of School A to meet the original commitment to program intact classes

with the same teacher during both semesters of the school year allocated to

the programed instruction.4' In that school, some students in some first-

semester (fall) classes remained with the same teacher during the second

(spring) semester; other students taught by various fall-term teachers were

distributed among the classes of different teachers during the spring term.

The present study retained only those P students whose spring-term teachers

had been involved in fall-term instruction in P classes.

However--and despite the absence of information on the extent of yearlong

stability of teachers cf C students (see Footnote 5, below)--the teacher

shifts among P students in School A provided an opportunity to test the pos-

sible effects on criterion performance of "same vs. different" teachers dur-

ing the school year. On the thesis that the typing curriculum is markedly

cumulative (simple tasks are necessarily embedded in later, more difficult,

tasks)--with the programed materials being deliberately cumulative--it thight

be contended that criterion proficiency is influenced mainly by one's most

recent (spring-term) teacher. The hypothesis would then be one of no differ-

ences in terminal proficiency among those taught by the same or by differ-

ent teachers during the school year. On the other hand, differences in

teaching skill could outweigh the stabilizing effects of the cumulative na-

ture of the typing curriculum--leading to a hypothesis of differences in

terminal proficiency accompanying differences in teachers. These hypotheses

4One substitute teacher lost her position in the spring; others took ma-

ternity leaves or were transferred to other assignments.

5The C students of the McLean study had been taught, variously, by the

same or by two different teachers during the two semesters of the school

year preceding their criterion testing. McLean did not inquire into and

therefore did not report the numbers of students in each of the two cate-

gories. However, the novelty (to teachers) of programed instruction made

it desirle to keep students with the same teacher throughout the year.
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were tested in the present investigation, as a first step, and the results

used to determine whether the eventual comparison of P with C students was

to be carried out separately for same-teacher and for different-teacher P

students or, alternatively, for all P students taken together.

In School A, in order not to "lose" students despite attrition among

teachers between the fall and spring semesters, it was possible to assign

to the two retained Year-2 teachers three typing classes in the spring,

thus salvaging many students whose fall-term teachers did not continue into

spring instruction. Unfortunately, it was not possible to increase from

two to three the number of typing classes of the retained Year-1 teachers;

it was necessary to discard the many fall-term students in Year-1 whose

spring-term teachers had not participated in the earlier McLean research--

teachers for whom there were no scores for C students. In School B there

was neither attrition among teachers nor shifts of students from one teacher

to the other. In that school, each teacher had three spring-term classes.

In summary, the programed instruction involved the performance of stu-

dents in four Year-1 classes of two teachers and in 12 Year-2 classes of

four teachers. The experimental design (for C vs. P instruction) is sum-

marized in Table 1, showing the number of spring-term typing classes of the

various teachers under the C(onventional) instruction of the earlier McLean

study and under the P(rogramed) instruction of the same teachers in the same

schools two years later.

Table 1

Experimental Design--Conventional vs. Programed Instruction

(Number of Spring Typing Classes)

School and
Teacher

Year 1 Year 2

Cony. Prog. Cony. Prog.

School A

3

2

2

4

2

9

3

3

3

3

12

Teacher A

School B

Teacher E

Total

22
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As displayed in Table 1, the data for the major purpose of che present

investigation were provided by Year-1 students in 3 conventional and 4 pro-

gramed classes and by Year-2 students in 9 conventional 4nd 12 programed

classes, with the sane spring-term teachers for both types of instruction.

The original proviso of a pair of prograned classes for each teacher was

intended to furnish the largest possible number of students in the light of

reasonable scheduling of teachers. However, that proviso permitted the test

of an additional hypothesis that arose from the views of the participating

teachers and department chairmen prior to initiation of the programed in-

struction, based on the type of students in the particpating schools. The

two participating schools are vocational high schools with substantial pro-

portions of so-called disadvantaged students, of presumed below-average abil-

ity and, conceivably, of less than "strong" motivations toward school. The

"programed" instructional materials make demands on reading (and, on some

topics, arithmetic) skills. Teachers and chairmen contended that students

would have difficulty in learning from written materials, that they would

not work conscientiously at the materials unless under the direct supervis-

ion of their teacher, and that there would be resentment of homework for an

"unprepared" (i.e., no homework) subject like typewriting. Although the at-

tempt was made during preparation of the programnd materials to gear its

reading difficulty to low-ability students (see West, 1970), to assess the

validity of the assumptions about these students, one of the two (or three)

P classes of each teacher was randomly assigned to in- class work at fhe pro-

gramed materials; the other(s), to "home" work at the p%ogram. The investiga-

tor pointed out to teachers and chairmen that the self-paced character of

programed instruction would make in-class work on the program unmanageable

and, moreover, that little class tine would be left for actual typing were

it '.,;(3 be largely preempted by work at the program. Within a few weeks of

the mid-October initiation of at-home versus in-class work at the programed

sections, reports of the teachers confirmed the investigator's predictions.

However, to provide at least a modest test of the original assumptions it

was agreed to continue with the dual work conditions until the Christmas

holidays, shifting all classes immediately thereafter (in January) to

"home" work at the program. As a basis for testing the hypothesis about

the behavior of disadvantaged students with regard to programed materials,
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there was, then, a 2-month period at the beginning of first-year and second-

year instruction carried out under differential homework and in-class con-

ditions, with results based on scores on a brief test battery administered

to students just before the Christmas holidays. For that purpose there was

a sufficient number of students in the classes of teachers who continued

with P classes in the spring term to permit discarding of classes (in School

A) whose teachers did not continue with spring-term programed instruction,

leaving 122 homework and 133 in-class Ss in the 13 fall classes of 6 teachers.

Finally, a test battery was administered to all P students at the end

of their first (fall) semester of instruction (late January), for several

reasons: (1 to provide an estimate of mid-year proficiency, (2) to provide

a basis for comparing the results of mid-year P instruction with end-of-year

C instruction--in the light of the coverage in first-semester P instruction

of topics treated at the end of the school year in C instruction (in Year-1

classes), and (3) to salvage the scores of students who were transferred to

spring-term classes of teachers who had not been involved in C instruction.

Teachers

Described, in turn, are: (a) the selection of participating schools and

teachers, (b) the extent and nature of the teaching experience of partici-

pants, (c) ratings of their teaching skills, and (d) the training and super-

vision of teachers for the conduct of programed instruction.

Selection. The requirement in a comparison of instructional methods that

teachers be held constant mandated the use of teachers in the field trial of

the programed materials who had also been involved in the conventional in-

struction of the earlier McLean investigation (1971). That earlier investi-

gation required the cooperation of schools only to the extent of providing

one full school week for massive testing of students, rigorously administered

by the investigator and his assistants. Accordingly, a large proportion of

each school's staff with typing classes at the desired grade levels agreed

to participate, representing, presumably, a range of teaching skills. Soli-

citation of these schools' participation in the more massive, full-school-

year intervention needed for trial of the programed instruction led to ac-

ceptance by three high schools/ i.e., of a number of teachers in these schools

who had been involved in the earlier conventional instruction and whose chair-

men committed them to at least two typing classes at the appropriate grade

24
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level during the year of programed field trial. The investigator's impres-

sion of the initial attitudes of teachers toward participation was enthusi-

asm among some, curiosity (about programed instruction) among others, and

neutrality among still others.

Teachir,g Ex erience. As explained earlier, one school had to be dropped

following the first semester of P instruction. Of the ten teachers in ehe

other two schools who began the year of P instruction, one was a substitute

teacher teaching out-of-license; the typewriting teaching experience of the

others ranged from several to many years. All six (of the original ten)

teachers who completed the full year of P instruction were experienced.

None of the participants, however, had any earlier experience with programed

instruction or more than superficial knowledge of the characteristics of

such instruction. They may be characterized as experienced in teaching type-

writing, but novices at programed instruction.

Rating of Teaching Skills. Of the six teachers whose commitment to pro-

gramed instruction for the entire school year was met, one was rated by the

department chairman as a "superior" teacher, three were rated as "average,"

and two were rated as "below average" in teaching skills by their chairmen.

The investigator's subjective judgment of these six teachers, upon early

visit to their classes, concurred in every instance with that of the depart-

ment chairmen. In a teacher questionnaire completed by participating teach-

ers at the end of the year of programed instruction (see p. 105, item 15),

five of the six teachers rated their own teaching skills as "average"; one

"excellent" self-rating was by a teacher who was considered "average" by

the department chairman and the investigator. It appears from these various

ratings that participating teachers represented a range of teaching skills

perhaps not unlike that of teachers in general.

Training and Supervision of Teachers. Neither funding nor the schedules

of teachers permitted in-depth training for the novelties of programed in-

struction thai Would ideally have been desirable: Instead, the investigator

conducted a 3.-hour Saturday morning session with participants prior to the

beginning of P inatruction and visited the Classes Of each teacher at least

once early in the fall semesterea did dePartment chairmen later in the

year. In addition, by arrangement with chairmen the investigator conducted

instruction in each of several.classes on one occasion, with teaching as-



sfsnments on that day shuffled to permit all participants to observe the in-

vestigator's instruction in at least one class. A second 3-hour Saturday

session was held with participants at mid-year, just before the beginning of

spring-term instruction. Throughout the school year--beginning with a 9-

page singie-spaced teachers' manual dealing with the management and schedul-

ing of instruction--teachers were sent by mailed memo and letter a steady

stream of detailed advice and instructions, as well as ample supplies of prac-

tice and test materials for use in class hnmediately upon completion of each

of the 48 subsections into which the program was divided. These were mater-

ials of a kind unfortunately not frequently found in published typewriting

textbooks (viz.; unarranged materials requiring the typist to make all the

placement decisions). The investigator was also in periodic telephone con-

tact with teachers and chairmen.

Details on the extent to which teacher behaviorg were in accord with

ideal specifications are given in the "Ptocedures" subsection entitled

"Teacher Behaviors" (pp. 31-35).

Sub'ects

The students or subjects (Ss) were high school trainees normally enrolled

in first-year and second-year typing classes in two vocational high schoola

serving a largely disadvantaged student body. Assignment of Ss to classes

followed the school's ordinary programming procedures and led, presumably,

to Ss being a representative sample of all typing students in the school.

Some Year-1 classes (in School A) included stenographic majors, typically

somewhat more able than the "clerical" majors of other Year-1 classes in

that school scheduled for a 2-year typing program. All Year-2 classes in

both schools consisted of clerical majors.

Ss in all classes were, on the average, of below-average mental ability,

as inferred from their scores on a brief 20-word vocabulary test that is

highly correlated with a full-scale adult intelligence test.
6 The mental-

age equivalents of their vocabulary scores were 1-3 years below the chrono-

logical ages of Ss. Additional, but Impressionistic, evidence on student

abilities is provided bY teachers' questionnaire responses (Item 6, Appen-

dix/ p. 103) at the end of the year of programed instruction. These are dis-

6A description of .the vocabulary test and the scores of P and C students

are given on pages 43-45.

..G
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played in Table 2, relating to attitudes toward homework in typewriting and

toward school in general, as well us judgments of reading and arithmetic

abilities. Interpretive details are given in fhe table footnotes.

Table 2

Teachers' Judgments of Attitudes and Abilities of Programed Studentsa

Student
Characteristic

b

Year-1
Teachers

Year-2 Teachers

A B C DE F
Mean

Judgment

Attitudes

6a. Negative toward D NS SA A SA SA 2.00

typing homework

6e. Negative toward SD D D D D D 4.17
school in general

Skills

6b. Reading akills too
low to learn frc,a1 D D D SA SA SA 2.50

reading

6d. Weak in arithmetic A A A SA A NS 2.00

aSD, DI NS, A, SA stand, respectively, for strongly disagree, dis-

agree, not sure, agree, strongly agree.

The abbreviated designations represent the similarly numbered

questionnaire items, which are given in full under Item 6 in the

questicnnaire reproduced on pp. 103-105.

cWeights of 5 through I were assigned to the judgments from SD

through SA: fhe lower fhe mean, fhe greater the agreement with the

statement.

In the judgment of their teachers, as displayed in Table 2, the pro--

grimed Ss were estimated to have negative attitudes toward homework in

typewriting, but not toward school in general. Arithmetic skills were

judged to be weak; whereas, with regard to reading skills too low to

learn fram reading, teachers' views centered between "agree" and "not

sure." Also evident, except for attitudes toward school, is the di-

versity of teacher judgments about the student characteristics listed

in Table 2. In any event, these teacher judgments are congruent with

Ss' vocabulary scores in characterizing Ss as ones Of low ability.

e
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A final characterization of programed Ss, bearing on their motivations

toward learning to type, is provided by teachers' end-of-year estimates of

the proportions of students in their classes for Idiom, in future years,

typing skills would be of "primary use," "secondary use," or of "little or

no use" (cee Item 14, p. 105) Teachers were not asked to specify the bases

for their percentage allocations, and no comparable data were available for

the conventional Ss of fhe McLean investigation. Findings are displayed in

Table S.

Table 3

Teachers' Estimates of Later-Life Use
Of Typing Skills by Programed Students

(In percentages)

Year-1 Y
Extent Teachers

ear-2 Teachers

of Use
Mean

a

A B CDEF
Primary 10 80 75 0 70 70 51

Secondary 80 18 15 50 25 25 35

Little or none 10 2 10 50 5 5 14

Nounded

The classes of Teacher D were described as consisting almost exclusively

of bookkeeping majors; however, the investigator has no information that could

explain the puzzling discrepancies between the judgments of Teachers A and B

(in School A). For whatever the impressionistic data of Table 3 may be worth,

only about half the programed Ss were judged to have the primary use for typ-

ing skills in later life that one would expect to be associated with high mo-

tivation toward learning to type.

Sample Size. In the initial 25 P classes in 3 high schools there were

638 Ss on register. Loss of School C after the fall term (for the reasons

given earlier) reduced the number (R) of Ss in the two remaining schools to

542. Attrition among School-A teachers at mid-year, necessitating the drop-

ping of Ss whose spring-term teachers had not participated in the convention-

al instruction of the earlier McLean study, led to further reduction in the

number of usable programed Ss. Gross truancy plus absenteeism during the
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terminal testing at the end of the school year reduced the number of usable

Ss still further.7

The number of usable Ss from the earlier conventional classes of the Mc-

Lean investigation was determined by the nature of the test battery adminis-

tered to those students, as explained in the subsection on "Criterion (and

Interim) Measures" (pp. 35-40).

Retaining only those conventional Ss for whom appropriate test scores

were available and only those programed Ss with pertinent test scores who

had a full year of P instruction under teachers involved in that instruc-

tion for the full school year, the number of usable Ss is shown in Table 4.

Table 4

Number of Usable Subjects

Under Conventional and Programed Instruction

Instruction Year 1 Year 2 Total

Conventional 45 168 213

Programed 109 225 334

Total 154 393 547

The data of Table 4 apply to the terminal testing at the end of the

school year across the various items in the test battery. Since not all Ss

completed all items in the test battery, Ns for particular test items are

below those shown in Table 4. Per teacher for individual test items the

range was from as few as 2 conventional Ss to as many as 64 programed Ss.

Details are given in the "Results" section (pp. 42-87). For the ancillary

purposes of this investigation (effects of in-class vs. at-home work on the

program, effeets of same vs. different teachers during the programed year)

and for interim testing of P students during the school year, Ns are given

in the "Results" section, since these varied widely with various objectives

and testing occasions. The data of Table 4 apply to the primary objeetive

7In School A, schoolwide.abseteeism during the school year of programed

inStruction was 8 percent aboVe the figUre far the sChaol year (tWo years

earlier) Of the conventional instruction--suggesttve of a nontriviaLdecre-

men'4 im.student attitudes toward school. InSchool By schoolwide attendance

was high and stabll througtOut the period invOlveth The general impressiOn

of School-Ai teachers-was that studente attitudes toward school had notice-

ably declined during the period of the past few years.

29
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of this investigation.

The earlier McLean study that provided the scores of conventional Ss did

not collect attendance data on students and used all persons for whom at

least one test score was available--regardless of whatever may have been the

attendance history of Ss during the school year preceding the testing. Ac-

cordingly, in all testing of programed Ss, both terminal and interim, no

persons were discarded for reasons of excessive absence.

Instructional Procedures

The pertinent instructional procedures for the most part apply to the

programed instruction; only general information on the procedures of conven-

tional instruction two years earlier was available, based on the remarks of

participating teachers upon first examining the programed materials and upon

their questionnaire responses at the end of the year (Appendix, pp. 103-105).

The various procedural aspects concern: (a) differences between conventional

and programed typing curricula, materials, and methods; (b) scope of programed

materials assigned to P classes; (c) mode of student use of the program dur-

ing the initial 2-month period of contrasted at-home vs. in-class work on the

program, as well as during the at-home work by all Ss thereafter; (d) supple-

mentary practice and test materials for programed Ss; and (e) desired and

actual teacher behaviors during programed instruction. Each of these aspects

is described, in turn.

Conventional vs. Programed Conditions. A number of features grossly char-

acterize the distinctions between the two types of instruction, as conducted

by the same teachers. For one thing, the P materials extend to tasks at a

level of difficulty beyond that included in C instruction (e.g., tables with

braced column headings, footnoted manuscripts, close estimation of words or

lines in a piece of materials). For another, in P instruction, especially

in first-year classes, topics were introduced much earlier than in C instruc-

tion. Third, C instruction generally specified some one procedure for carry-

ing out a particular kind of typing task; whereas P instruction deliberately

included alternative procedures (e.g., both backspace and arithmetic methods

of planning tables, both fixed and moving date lines in business letters).

One consequence was to place second-year programed Ss in an interference sit-

uation. That is, some programed topics had beenwincluded in the first-year

C instruction of these Ss, involving placement processes differing in varying

degrees from those taught in the program; thus Year-2 Ss were faced with the
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difficulties of replacing earlier-learned responses with different ones.

Fourth, C instruction presumably used large amounts of "guidancej,"
8

ex-

tending into relatively late stages of instruction; whereas P instruction

early required the learner to make his own decisions about placement of

materials on the page. Fifth, a larger proportion of C instruction than

of P instruction, especially in first-year classes, was probably devoted

to ordinary copying skills that have no bearing on the placement aspects

of realistic typing tasks.
9 Sixth and most centrally, C instruction was

entirely teacher-conducted, wholly reliant on oral explication of place-

ment processes, applied for the most part to typing textbook materials

plus locally prepared materials presumably supplementing the textbook.

instruction, on the other hand, was intended to be largely program-

mediated. The teacher's role was to be confined to checking on the extent

of student learning from the program, to providing practice at the type-

writer following completion of each subsection of the program and feedback

(knowledge of results) to Ss about their typed products, to furnishing

only such oral instructional support as student difficulties with the pro-

gram might dictate, and to maintaining student motivation. No doubt, dif-

ferences between C and P instruction in addition to the six given above

existed; however, those listed are judged to be the major ones.

Scope of Programed and Conventional Typing Curricula. The scope of the

programed materials (see pp. 4-5) extends beyond what had been included in

conventional instruction. In fact, although it was originally hoped that

8"Guidance" refers to showing or telling the learner, in advance of his

response, what responsr, he is to make or, more broadly, to providing infor-

mation needed for a response before the response is made. The contrasted

"confirmation" tactic consists of requiring.a response without prior assis-

tance or information and then of providing a model against which the learner

can assess the correctness of his response. The experimental evidence (Bu-

gelski, 1956; Stolurow, 1959) uniformly shows that guidance is valuable if

given in small doses entirely confined to the.earliest stages of learning,

but that it is less-effective than confirmation and even harmful if given

in large amounts or past the earliest stages of learning.'

9'The two first-year teachers reported (Questionnaire Item 7, Appendix p.

104) land 10 percent Of-second-semester P instruCtion devoted to ordinary

copying skills-7those estiTates being of unknown reliability. ,
Typing text-

books and the modest clerical-typing curriculum of the school involved sug-

gest that at least 25-301-percent of the C instruction of these teachers In

the second semester of first-year classes bore on ordinary copying skills.
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the entire program could be included in both first-year and second-year pro-

gramed classes, the judgments of teachers led to agreement to drop several

subsections dealing with advanced table typing (braced headings, unequal in-

tercolumn spacing, blocking columns under a table title, table footnotes).

Accordingly, criterion testing did not include items involving the features

discarded from the instruction. Responses to Item 1 of the Teacher Question-

naire (p. 103) revealed that, among the programed topics that were to be in-

cluded, one first-year teacher (Teacher A) was not able to include Section 14

on manuscript and report typing. For that teacher, the two of the six cri-

terion test items that consisted of manuscripts represented performances

based on Sst best judgment, in the absence of pertinent formal instruction.

Among the programed topics that were included, responses to Teacher Ques-

tionnaire Item 11 (p. 104 identified as new ones, not included in their con-

ventional instruction of two years earlier: side-bound manuscripts, foot-

notes, fixed date lines in business letters, estimation of copy length, back-

space methods of centering tables horizontally. One first-year teacher

(Teacher B) also excluded from earlier conventional instruction business let-

ters with inserts or listings and the centering of materials in relation to

the length of the writing line rather than in relation to the width of the

paper. The last-mentioned feature was probably also excluded by the other

teachers (it is a rather fussy feature), who failed to mention it in their

questionnaires, undoubtedly through forgetfulness or oversight.

The actual scheduling of sections of the program varied within and between

the first- and second-year teachers. Second-year teachers routinely omitted

program sections 1-2, dealing with simple horizontal and vertical centerin1;.

Some teachers (in both first- and second-year classes) elected to begin with

simple business letters (Sections 10-11); others, with simple tables (Sec-

tions 5-6 or 7-8). The order in which the various program sections were

treated varied according to the judgment of the individual teacher, and the

organization of the program permitted a number of different orders; e.g.:

simple letters/tables without column headings/advanced letters or tables

without column headings/simple letters/tables with column headings or tables

without then with column headings/simple letters/advanced letters, and so on.

In same instances, arithmetic and backspace methods of centering tables forl-

zontally were taught consecutively;. in other instances, simple business let-

ters intervened between one table centering method and the other.
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The only constraint imposed by the investigator was completion of speci-

fied sections of the program to permit specified testing at various times

during the year of instruction; for example: simple business letters and

tables without column headings (for Year-I classes), but with column head-

ings (for Year-2 classes), by mid-year. The remaining portions of the pro-

gram (with the agreed upon exceptions noted earlier) were to be completed

by the end of th c.:. school year (early June), just prior to criterion testing,

following whatever time schedule the teacher desired. In some but not all

instances, teachers deliberately elected to use the same order of sections

and time schedule as one or another of their colleagues.

Procedures for Student Work at the Program. The mode of usg.. of "pro-

gramed instruction" is essentially standard and is represented in the in-

structions to Ss (Appendix pp. 101-102) distributed to students on the first

day of programed work (mid-October) and discussed by the teacher, step by

step, on that day and on each of the next few days. During the first two

months of programed instruction (until mid-December), one of each teacher's

classes worked on the program in class, under the teacher's supervision; the

other class(es) of each teacher worked on the program at home. Thereafter,

starting in January after the Christmas holidays, all classes worked on the

program at home.

Because of the novelty of programed instruction to Ss, the generally low

reading skills of Ss and their presumed resistance to reading (in contrast

to listening to oral teacher instruction), and possible student resentment

of "homework" for typewriting, teachers were asked to attend particularly to

motivational factors and to monitor, as best as possible, adherence of stu-

Jents to the "rules" for work at the program (especially, no cheating--no

looking at model answers in advance). In fact, students were -sired to re-

cord on the first page of each program section the number of wrong answers

they made. In addition, to pravide empirical data on the amounts of time

typically required for completing each subsection of the program, Ss were

asked to record on the first page of each section the to-the-minute starting

and stopping times for their work at each subsection of the program. It was

the strong impression of teachers, however, that there was much "cheating,"

much copying of model answers iLL the frame blanks, and that work time en-

tries were unrel.able, often "invented" by students after the fact. There-

fore, work-time data were not processed and are not reported here.



As a modest and essentially impressionistic check on the extent of student

copying of model answers, all program sections were collected by teachers

periodically, turrt-d over to the investigator at the end of the school year,

and examined by him. Specifically, a full set of all program sections for

each of five students selected at random from each class was scanned for the

frequency and nature of front-page record entries and for the frequency of

wrong answers lightly lined out and accompanied by the correct answer--in

accord with instructions. It was found that some students routinely recorded

work times and error rates; others, only sometimes. For some students,

lined-out wrong answers regularly appeared; for others, not. Very many in-

stances of scribbled arithmetic applicable to certain placement decisions

were found, suggesting that many students were making an honest attempt to

respond to frame blanks before looking at the model answer. At the same

time, the impressions of teachers cannot be gainsaid. It is very probable

that substantial copying of answers occurred, especially for the more diffi-

cult sections of the program. Of course, looking at model answers in ad-

vance is a guidance procedure and, as such, powerful during early learning

stages. For first-year Ss, the entire program is early learning; for second-

year Ss the novel program topics also constitute early learning. Whether Ss

who looked at model answers in advance of filling in program blanks indeed

considered frame content in relation to their responses is another question

--one on which no information could reliably by collected.

The 14 sections of the program were further divided into 48 subsections,

each of meaningful scope and concluding with one or more unguided, unprompted

test frames ("Now a little TEST"). For both in-class and at-hame work on the

program, the teacher assigned to Ss one or more subsections. Thus, while

each S worked at each subsection at his own rate, movement from one subsec-

tion assignment to the next was on a group basis.

In summary; it must be judged that, in general, adherence of Ss to the

specified procedures for their work at the program was mixed. Some seem re-

spon.ibly to have responded before examining model answers; others, often not.

Supplementary Materials for Programed Classes. Supplementary materials

were of two kinds: those designed to check on the extent of learning of the

placement concepts taught in the programed materials and materials lor actual

typing. Materials of the first kind were like the "TEST" frames that concluded

each of the 48 subsections of the program, but mere unaccompanied by model an-

b 34
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swers. Copies were to be distributed to students in class immediately upon

their completion of the pertinent programed subsection, and model answers

were to be supplied by teachers after students had responded to the test items.

Varying with the volume of student errors on these unprompted, unguided test

items, teache-s were to conduct clarifying oral instruction on the concepts

reflected in the test items before having Ss proceed to actual typing of let-

ters, tables, or manuscripts from unarranged longhand copy, unaccompanied by

detailed placement instructions and requiring application of the placement

concepts to the typing. A sample of such supplementary materials (applicable

to table typing--and planning by arithmetic) is shown on page 28; one relat-

ing to manuscripts is shownonpage 29 (tophalf). In these exhibits, LM and RM

stand for left margin and right margin, IC is intercolumn (the number of type-

writer spaces between table columns, shown circled), and CH stands for col-

umn heading. To permit quick checking of Ss' placement decisions, blanks

are provided for Ss to record those decisions. The investigator sent to

teachers, accompanying these supplementary materials for Ss, model answers

to all test items and model typing.

The materials for actual typing incorporated into the supplementary mater-

ials ware provided precisely because few typewriting textbook materials were

judged to be sufficiently realistic. They are too often accompanied by ex-

plicit placement instructions, and they tend to be in perfect print rather

than in the longl_ind that characterizes much of real-life copy for typists.

The supplementary materials for actual typing provided to teachers by the

investigator, howev,ar, were intended to be illustrative rather than suffi-

cient. Teachers were therefore asked to prepare additional materials, taken

from their typing textbook, but converted into longhand and unaccompanied by

explicit placement instructions--in order to provide sufficient "application"

practice on each kind of typing task. A sample of such materials is shown

on the lower half of page 29.

Teachers were asked to turn over to the investigator, in advance of in-

tended class use, a copy of each piece of supplementary practice materials

prepared by them, modeled on those prepared by the investigator. About one

hundred such items were received by the investigator during the course of

the year of programed instruction.kfrom ten fall-term teachers and six

spring-term teachers). Y.atent of actual use of. these materials in class

was estimated by the six spring-term teachers at the end of the year (see

35
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Figure 2. Sample Supplementary Materials

After 8-24

Fill in the blanks in the
circled between columns.

51vck tv

/ LI 5--

731 o

1. If the CH of column
column would be set

questions that follow the table below. IC space is

e 44^ gz,/,c4.,,e AA:LA-

2N4/
M meef

1 begins at 29 on the carriage scale, the LM for that
at

2. The tab stop for column 2 is at 43; the CH for fhat columa begins at

3. In column 3, begin the CH at and set a tab stop at

4. In row 1 of the table, after tabulating to column 3, what should you do?

Instructions. Write a complete plan just below each of the tables below. Show

side margins, tab stops, CH starting points, and a right-end check. IC is cir-

cled between columns.

(5) Pennsylvunia Presidential Election Returns, 1964

(6)

(
-DiD2c4izt-Cerl,(12)

f(1
3i, 51 3

/2_7

C.2))
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avtaAA. /124-cre-c."4.170-41.

7. Type table (6)0 above, centered horizontally and vertically on .a full sheet,

using proper vertical spacing within .the,table. The table title should be

on line

Your name Typing Class Section
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After 14-40 (continued)

2. Type the materials below as the last page (page 8) of a side-bound report.

As footnote 1, type a reference to a book entitled "Training for Typists," by

J. R. Lee, published in 1960 by the Markham Press, in Detroit.

As footnote 2, type a reference to an article by Samue/ L. Fay entitled "Machine

Transcription." The article was published on pages 23-28 of the April 1969 issue

(Volume 21) of "Business Monthly."

Before typing, fill in the blanks below:

a. LM is at ; RM is at c. The ms. starts on line no.

b. The page no. is typed on line d. The divider line is on line no.

1(ta_gAA-Lf
Effect of Dictation Machines on Job Requirements

Th&
A
use of dictation machines is bound to affect the work done by typists.

41 While some people believe that any good typist

ill
transcription jothere feel that a trained

can cseily'switch to machine
C44. 4 4. 2 W

person doeetird better job. Turr-

ing out a mailable piece of work on the firstIll_requires several

understanding the meaning of the copy, ,..pelecting margins that

4eliZre jcpej,i

resul t in at- -11;

/4}

tractive placement of the material on the page, and, of course, typingraccu-
-----T'

rately .efterquickl

After Section 9F (Frames 66-80)

Instructions. Below is a portion of a business letter that includes a table.

On any available full sheet, type the materials below. The letter has about

130 words. Determine the margins according to the length of the letter and

block the table at the letter margins. Determine IC space accordingly.

Please make the following reservations for our salesmen for the coming year.

Please confirm the above reservations% Thank you.

/4 4daero6on

-77i 1.4k 4:

Auv
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Questionnaire Item 81p. 104), covering only the spring term. These estimates

are summarized in Table 5 (programed classes only).

Table 5

Frequency of Student Typing Tasks During the Spring Semester

Type of Task

Two First-Year Four Second-Year
Teachers Teachers

Range Mean Range Mean

Ordinary business letters from
longhand copy, not accompanied
by a word count (ones in which 3-10 61/2 5-9 63/4

the student had to make his own
estimate of length)

Business letters containing a
table

Tables containing at least 1
column heading of more than 1
line

Tables in which intercolumn
space was up to the student

Manuscripts containing at
least 1 footnote

Gonnected longhand matter for
which the student had to esti-
mate length as a basis for se-
lecting margins leading to a
typed product centered both
vertically and horizontally

3-4 31/2 4-5 43/4

7-8 71/2 4-5 43/4

4-5 41/2 3-6 43/4

0-2 1 3-5 41/2

4-6 5 4-10 71/2

Total per teacher 28 33

As total opportunities for Ss to type full-scale vocational tasks during

an entire semester, 28 and 33 are not impressive frequencies. However, not

all pertinent tasks are listed in the stub of Table 5. Omitted are tables

with no 2-line column headings or cnes in which intercolumn space was speci-

fied in advance, business letters with a word count, and manuscripts without

footnotes. Except for business letters accompanied by a word count (presum-

ably from the typing textbook), the others were represented in the supple-

mentary materials prepared by the investigator and by teachers, but are not

listed in Table 5. Even so, the amount of actual typing of pertinent tasks

was not voluminous and perhaps below that required for good mastery over the

various types of tasks. Not negligible proportions of class time during the

I 36
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spring semester were no doubt devoted to oral explanation and discussion by

teachers, as a backup to the programed instruction. Time was also devoted

to ordinary copying skills of the sort measured by straight copy tests: in

Year-1 classes, 10 and 1 percent; in Year-2 classes (despite the investigat-

or's rrgings to the contrary), 10, 30/ 25/ and 25 percent (Item 7, p.104).

Some oc the teachers were apparently unable to rid themselves of the fiction

that ordinary stroking skills contribute appreciably to proficiency at vo-

cational typing tasks (see p. 3 for the pertinent research findings). No

doubt, the Year-2 teachers were concerned with preparing Ss for the straight

copy typing that prevails in Civil Service and much other employment test-

ing of typists and were unpersuaded by the investigator's assurances that a

few straight copy timings on each of a few days during each of the last two

or three weeks of training would be sufficient preparation for employment

testing of simple copying skills.

The reliability of the estimates of teachers in response to end-of-year

questionnaire items is uncertain and undeterminable. It should also be men-

tioned that the two School-B teachers, unfortunately, responded to the ques-

tionnaire as a joint enterprise and gave identical responses to all but one

item. However, they explained that they shared the task of lesson planning

and scheduling and used a common set of lesson plans throughout the year.

Same School-A teachers also shared materials and used a common teaching

schedule, but no uniform identity was found among their questionnaire re-

sponses--as was found among School-B teachers even for "opinion" items.

Teacher Behaviors. Little detailed information about the instructional

practices of participating teachers in their conventional classes could be

made available. The little that has already been reported was based on ques-

tionnaire responses and inferences from the typing textbooks employed in con-

ventional instruction. Much of what was specified by the investigator for

programed instruction has also been described earlier (e.g., pp. 23, 26-31).

Accordingly, the present subsection deals with the extent of teacher cam-

pliance with the investigator's specifications. These specifications were

based on best esttmates, and it was anticipated that they would to some ex-

tent require modification as student behavior with regard to the programed

instruction might dictate. One such modification has already been mentioned:

the discarding of certain advanced typing tasks as beyond what could be cov-

0A 39
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ered with these low-ability Ss in the time available. Other discrepancies

between actual teacher behaviors during programed instruction aud theoreti-

cally ideal ones (i.e., ones that might reasonably accompany a program well

suited to the target audience) are described next, admittedly based on es-

sentially anecdotal and impressionistic information, on questionnaire re-

sponses of undeterminable reliability, and on one or two classroom observa-

tions of each teacher by the investigator and by department chairmen.

Aside from the mechanics of scheduling program assignments and monitoring

program distribution and collection, the principal teachers' roles were des-

ignated by the investigator as:

1. Checking on the extent of student learning from the program by follow-

ing each completed subsection of the program with the unguided, unprompted,

essentially test-like supplementary materials prepared by the investigator

(e.g., pp. 28, 29), plus comparable materials pre4pared by the teacher or

taken from the textbook.

2. Provision of immediate feedback (right answers) for student responses

to the supplementary materials, preferably following Socratic questioning of

Ss aimed at eliciting right answers from them. The teacher was to behave

like the program, often by referring Ss to the pertinent programed frames

and working through them step by step with the class, preferably using fresh

illustrative copy materials.

3. Provision of sufficient additional materials for actual typing that re-

quired application of the placement concepts taught in the program.

4. Furnishing of immediate knowledge of results for student typing--for

example, by glancing at the typed products as Ss held them high, facing the

teacher, for brief visual inspection.
10

5. Periodic formal testing and detailed teacher scoring of test papers.

Among the various teacher responsibilities, the key one arises from the

fact that the programed materials deal only with concepts, not actual type-

writer operation. Accordingly, the central teacher function is that of sup-

plying a sufficient body of materials for actual typing, on the heels of com-

pleting any programed subsection, plus prompt feedback for student efforts.

10That and other modes of furnishing Ss with knowledge of results are de-

scribed in the investigator's "Acquisition of Typewriting Skills" (1969)0 a

copy of which was given to each participating teacher, with the request that

designated chapters be read, principally those on "production" typewriting.
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Teachers were to give only such "live" instruction on the concepts treated

in the program as appeared, from Ss responses to the supplementary materials,

to have been poorly learned from the program--and even then, in the Socratic

manner given in Point 2 (p. 32). They were not routinely to teach "live" the

concepts about placement of materials on the page that it was the function of

the program to teach.

The foregoing caveat seems to have been widely violated, judging from the

comments of teachers to the investigator throughout the instructional year

and from their responses to Item 13 in the end-of-year questionnaire (p.105).

Teachers claimed that Ss had substantial difficulty in applying the programed

concepts to actual typing and that there was no recourse but to reteach "live"

the pertinent program subsection that had been worked on by students as home-

work during the preceeing day(s). A number of the participating teachers in

fact expressed to the investigator their difficulties in restraining their

habitual instructional behavior with low-ability trainees: point by point oral

explanation, explication, illustration. Teachers are accustomed to "teaching"

and unaccustomed to their modified role when much of instruction is preempted

by another agent--in this instance, the programed materials. Thus, their live

teaching probably represented amixture of inability to restrain themselves
from

their habitual behavior, a tendency to extrapolate the difficulties of some

students to all students and to assume that all needed the assistanceof live

teaching, plus undoubted particular instances of programed concepts difficult

for all students. Whatever the sources of their live teaching behavior, their

end-of-year questionnaire estimates of the proportion of student proficiency

attributable to the program and to their live teaching ranged, for the six

teachers, from 10 percent attributable to the program and 90 percent to live

teaching to 35 percent to the program and 65 percent to live teaching.

Across teachers, the mean or average was: Program 2570 Live Teaching 757g.

The presumed extent of live teaching would, on the face of it, call into

question the propriety of characterizing the present investigation as one

that tests the effects of the programed instruction, as its role has been

formally defined in relation to the defined role of the teacher. Accordingly,

a check on the reliability of teachers' estimates of the relative roles of

the program and of their live teaching efforts was carried out. The student

who is frequently absent from school cannot benefit from the teacher's in-

struction because he is not there to receive it. He should, therefore, be
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expected to perform less well than the student who is infrequently absent.

Absence frequencies during the spring semester had been reported to the in-

vestigator for all students on register in each of the 16 classes of the 6

teachers; the completed program sections of all Ss had also been turned over

to the investigator at the end of the school year. The investigator rank

ordered Ss according to frequency of absence and located, in each of the 16

rank-ordered lists, the Ss at the 75tb and 25th percentiles for absences
11

(e.g., the 8th and 24th persons in a class of 31 Ss). In instances of sev-

eral Ss at the P
75

or P
25

absence frequency, the one whose surname was first

alphabetically was selected. Criterion (final exam) scores of the two groups

of Ss on one of each of the three types of tasks (ordinAry business letter,

simple table, ms. with footnotes) were subjected to t tests for differences

in means. In the four instances (af the total of 32 Ss) in which the desired

test item had not been typed by the S first selected, the S with the same

absence frequency who was next alphabetically was substituted. The file of

completed program sections was then checked to determine whether each of the

32 Ss had completed the pertinent sections (Nos. 6 or 8, 10 and 11, 14).

Obtained t's not statistically significant (at the .05 level) would sug-

gest that gross differences in absenteeism had no significant differential

effects on proficiency and, by inference, that the programed materials, not

the live teaching, had ca:ried the burden of instruction--despite the impres-

sions of teachers. The high-abs...AIL S who performs as well as the low-absent

S must have learned from the programed materials. The findings on the issue

discussed here are given in the "Results and Disoussion" section (pp. 48-50).

Another important teacher responsibility--the main one, in fact--was to

provide generous amounts of practice at actual typing tasks requiring appli-

cation of the placement concepts taught in the program. Details on six se-

lected types of tasks were displayed in Table 5 (p. 30). Across those six

tasks, the total for the six teachers ranged between 23 and 35, averaging 31,

or about 5 per task--a rather modest number in the light of the number of

triads at each type of task that one might judge to he necessary in order to

establish genuine proficiency. One wishes that teachers had felt less com-

pelled to provide oral instruction before typing--less guidLnce and more

11In a semester containing 72-75 actual school days, the mean number of
absences at the 75th percentile was 5.56 days; at the 25th percentile, 18.19
days, for a difference.of about 21/2 weeks of instruction in a 15-wek semester
prior to the week of final testing.
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confirmation, more discussion of results after typing by Ss (see Footnote 8,

p. 23). In that way, more actual typing could have been accomplished. The

inevitable effect of much guidance before typing is to reinforce the long-
,

established expectation of low-ability Ss that teachers will "talk" the in-

struction at them, thereby reducing their attentiveness to the programed

homework.

A final instructional feature of high consequence is the frequency of de-

tailed feedbadk for student efforts--the frequency of formal testing and de-

tailed test scoring by teachers. No prescriptions in this regard were spe-

cified by the investigator other than urging teachers to test as often as

possible. Inquiry into the number of such occasions (Questionnaire Item 9,

p. 104) showed a range from 5 to 20 times during the spring semester (20, 14,

5, 10, 14, and 14 for Teachers A-F, respecttvely), for an average of 13.

With such tests commonly consisting of a single item, and occasionally two

items, detailed feedback seems rather modest in frequency in the light of

the more than a dozen subclasses within the three major classes of tasks

(business letters, tables, manuscripts) treated in the program.

Criterion (and Interim) Measures

The criterion tasks were those incorporated into the final testing of

C and p students during the final month (June) of the year's instruction.

Interim measures, applicable only to P instruction, consisted of business

letter and table testing (a) just before the Christmas holidays, to assess

the relative effects of at-home versus in-class work at the program and (b)

at midyear (mid-January)--for the purposes given in the second paragraph of

page 16. Straight copy testing (a 3- or 5-minute timing on ordinary prose

materials) was also done on each testing occasion--to provide information

about relationships between straight copy proficiency and proficiency at

vocational typing tasks and about the relative effects on straight copy pro-

ficiency of much time spent at copying skills (C instruction) versus less

time at such Skills (P instruction). The latter issue also applies to the

mid-December straight copy testing of a'-hame versus in-class programed Ss,

the latter group having dons less actual typing in class during the preced-

ing two months. Criterion (June) testing alao included a 20-word vocabulary

test used to estimate the comparability in ineellectual capacities of C and

P Ss. The various test materials are,displayed in the appendix, except for
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the vocabulary test (to preserve the security of the test and because it is

copyrighted) and the straight copy materials; (a) Crtterion (June final exam)

production test items (pp. 107-112), (b) January production test items

112-117), and (c) December production teat items (pp. 118-123).

(pp.

Criterion Test Items. The testing of C students was on a 64-item test

battery (24 letters, 24 tables, and 16 manuscripts), assembled into various

sets of 8 items (3 letters, 3 tables, and 2 manuscripts) that it was judged

could be completed by the student in one continuous week of testing (McLean,

1971). Additional C scores were obtained from a 9-item test battery (3 let-

ters, 3 tables, 3 manuscripts) drawn from the original 64 tasks.used by Mc-

Lean for reliability and cross-validation purposes in his investigation.

Among the original pool of 64 test tasks, 6 were chosen for final testing of

P students, ones representing the three major classes of vocational typing

tasks treated in the programed instruction (see Appendix pp. 107-112). Straight

copy materials were also identical for C and P Ss, as was the vocabulary test.

Test Administration Conditions. For both C and P criterion testing, the

production test items were assembled into booklets in a variety of orders,

distributed to students serially (to minimize the frequency with which any

R., at a given moment, would be working at the same task as his neighbor). A

1-page body of test instructions (p.106) was distributed to all Ss at the

outset. Test administration conditions, except as noted in Footnote 12 (p.

37), were the same.for P students as Bar McLean's C students. Among the

various test conditions7 the main ones were the instructions to Ss to bting

each completed task to the examiner before beginning the next task in the

test booklet and to type the tasks in the order of their appearance in the

test booklet. Tasks that were partially completed at the end of any test

day were collected by the elcaN.ner and returned to Ss the next day for com-

pletion. Supplies were unlimited and Ss were permitted as many attempts at

a task as they wished before bringing their final version to the examiner.

Ss were urged, however, to use good judgment; i.e., in view of the objective

of completing 6 production tasks in the 4 consecutive days of testing allotted

to those tasks, tasks containing trivial errors should not be retypet.

All production tasks were fnom "unarranged," longhand -zopy, accompanied

only by the general instruction to type, each task attractively arranged on

the page in accordance with established procedures. Products were fzo be

proofread, and errors were to be corrected (by eraser or Ko-Rec-Type, at the
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option of the student). Test booklets were of course collected after each

testing session and redistributed the next day.

One feature of test administration distinguished criterion from interim

testing. In interim testing there was no carryover of partially campleted

tasks into the next day--mainly because the modesty of interim testing in

the light of the available testing ttme made it possible for many students

to camplete the assigned tasks within the class period. The distinction is

nontrivial because, in criterion testing, the examiners observed marked dis-

inclination by Ss to complete the next day a task partially typed the pre-

ceding day. Instead, there was much discarding of partially typed tasks and

beginning anew. Because production speed was mnasured by the interval (time

to the nearest quarter minute) since c_lapleting the preceding task--includ-

ing the ttme spent on the abortiveppartially typed version that the S dis-

carded--criterion test completion times were inflated in relation to interim-

testing completion ttmes on camparable test items. Indeed, programed Ss

were observed to be notably more reluctant than conventional Ss to complete

the next day tasks partially typed the preceding day.
12 The result was to

inflate the completion times (i.e., depress speeds) of P students in rela-

12The present investigator assisted McLean by serving as an examiner on

one day in aix classes in one high school, following the administration pro-

cedures specified by McLean. Partially completed tasks were returned to ex-

aminees for insertion into the typewriter at the appropriate point on the

page, in readiness for resumption of typing at the signal of the examiner.

Ss who did not have an incomplete task to finish were given fresh paper. At

that point the signal Lo begin typing was given. Nearly no instances of Ss

coming to the examiner's desk for fresh paper within a minute of the start-

ing signal were observed. Unfortunately, the present investigator was less

rigid in applying the foregoing procedures to his testing of P students.

The McLean study involved several thousand students, so that occasional fail-

ures to complete the entire test booklet were of little consequence. In

testing of P students two years later, the present investigator was keenly

impressed (and oppressed) by anticipated absenteeism on nne or more days of

the single week available for testing and was eager to maximize the number

of completed test booklets by the end of the week. Accordingly, with the

teacher's assistance, partially typed tasks were returned to the pertinent

Ss while others took fresh paper (all accomplished within about two minutes);

the starting signal was then given, without waiting for reinsertion of in-

complete work, properly lined up for resumption of typing. The consequence

was many Ss tmmediate discarding of incomplete work, beginning anew on fresh

paper, and being "charged" for the time spent on the preceding day's incom-

plete task. The investigator was grievously at fault in permitting himself

the described variation in test administration procedures; for the produc-

tion speeds of P pit were thereby depressed in relation to those of C Ss.
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tion to those of C students. Also, tmplicit in the behavior of Ss with re-

gard to partially completed tasks is the failure of teachers to instruct 3tu-

dents on realigning paper in the typewriter and to provide sufficient prac-

tice at that act. It is a common enough activity of employed typists, but

not one which the programed materials could properly treat because they were

concerned with conceptual, not manipulative, features.

All testing was conducted by the investigator and one thoroughly trained

assistant who had worked with him throughout the year on varions aspects of

the present investigation. Teazhers were not involved in the testing, except

for recording attendance and helping to distribute materials, and had no ad-

vance access to the test copy. The criterion-test week began with the vocab-

ulary test and then a 3-minute straight copy timing, followed by the 6-item

production-task booklet. Commonly, but with exceptions, the production-task

booklet was begun on the second day of the test week, test orientation hav-

ing been accomplished toward the end of the first day, after the vocabulary

and straight copy testing.

Test Scoriu. The 20-item vocabulary test was scored for number correzt.

The 3-minute straight copy timing--on prose at the syllabic intensity rf 1.53

and stroke intensity of 6.0 that are the true averages for dhe vocaculavy

written business communication (West, 1968)
13--was scored for number of er-

rors and for gross strokes, converted, for reporting purposes, to gross wpm

(words per mdnute). The 6 production-task items also had a stroke intftasity

of 6.0 and were scored for speed (completion ttme to the nearest qua: er min-

ute) and for two classes of er-rors: uncorrected typographical errors (Isis-

strokes) and "form" errors--those that have to do with placement or arrange-

ment of materials on the page in accordance with established conventions.

13Syllabic intensity is mean number of speech syllableg: per dictionary

word (total syllables divided by total words). Stroke ii:ensity is mean num-

ber of typewriter strokes per dictionary wore', including spacing and punctu-

ation (total typewriter strokes divided by total dictionary words). Both

indices are essentially measures of vocabulary frequency and have been found

to correlate significantly with straight copy speed, but not with errors, it,

many studies (summarized by West, 1969, Chap. 22). The traditional assump-

tion has been that a syllabic intensity of 1.40 and a stroke intensity of

5.0 reprasent "average" difficulty, and practice and tz.t&E: materials have for

years been constructed on that assumption. The true mean values are, how-

ever, 1.54 and 6,0--the 1.53 copy of the present investigation differs in-

significantly from 1.54:--and the consequences of the traditional underesti-

mation of average difficulty has been to overestimate the proficiency of

students and to underprepare them for the vocabulary of real-life typing.

46
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A team of experienced typewriting teachers; ones not involved in the

present investigation, was hired to score papers. These scorers were

briefed on scoring procedures in a training session conducted by the in-

vestigator and given a scoring manual (pp. 124-129). Upon completion of

first-round scoring of all papers by the scorers, all papers were reex-

amined by one highly trained scorer (not a member of the original team)

to insure consistent application of the scoring rules and to correct any

errors in the original scoring. Finally, a randam sample of about five

percent of the scored papers was spot-checked by the investigator, who

found no more than about a dozen instances of incorrect scoring (mostly

overlooked typographical errors).

As is evident from the error-scoring manual (pp'. 124-129) the standards

of acceptability were extremely high, usually consisting of to-the-line

and to-the-space exactness in placement of materials on the page and clas-

sifying as an error almost any deviation from perfection. Such standards

are rather more rigorous than those cammonly used by teachers, so that the

error frequc,ncies of Ss are a7ave those that would have resulted had the

same papers been scored according to ordinary teachers' standards. The

objective of maximum discrimination among Ss, however, mandated the use of

the rigorous error standards employed here.

Speed-scoring procedures have already been partially described (p. 37).

In more detail: the record of total typing time in minutes eadh test day

for each class was given to the scorer of the papers for that class, per-

mitting computation of time (to the nearest quarter-minut,-...) spent at a task

partially typed on that day. FOT example, on a test day consisting of 32

minutes of typing; if one task was crmpleted in 231/2 minutes and another

-9.sk begun on that day, was completed after 7 minutes of work on the next

day, total time for that task was= 32 - 231/2 + 7 minutes = 151/2 minutes.

Since completion time for any task on a given test day was cumulative, for

two tasks completed the same day, time on Task 2 was Task-2 time minus

Task-1 time (e.g.; Task 2 campleted after 26k minutes; Task 1 after 14 min-

utes, results in a Task-2 time of 26k - 14 = 12k minutes]. Absenteeism

during the test week was differentially coded on the daily class record,

so that no S was charged for work time during his absence. The daily class

test record Con which entries were made as Ss brought completed work to the
4
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examiner) was also differentially color coded to show the day on which any

given task in the test bcoklet was completed. In consequence, the relia-

bility of speed scoring is probably near-perfect.

December and January interim testing used the procedures described

above, except alat there was no carryover of partially typed tasks into

a second test day.

Data Analyses

Test scores, plus background ar...1 identifying data on Ss, were punched

on tabulating card:: and subjected to a vaLiety of statistical analyses,

both descriptive tad analytical. Descriptive statistics (means, standard

deviations, product-moment correlation coefficients) were computed, as

applicable to the various purposes of this investigation. Statistical in-

terences were based, on occasion, on t tests, but for the most part on

analyses of variance: 2-way ANOVA's with 1 interaction term, as given by

Bancroft (1968, pp. 20-30).14 The various analyses required by the vari-

ous purposes are specified, as applicable, in the "Results and Discussion"

section of this report.

Summary of Purposes

The various objectives or purposes of the-presedt- invetIrgation, as de-

tailed below, bear on the performance of disadvantaged high school students

in first-year and second-year typing classes, treated separately. The gen-

eral questions to which the present investigation was designed to contrib-

ute information are listed at the left below; the purposes or measures as-

sociated with each general question are given alongside, at the right. Be-

low, "production" typing refers to the realistic job tasks of business let-

ters, tables, and manuscripts; whereas "straight copy" or ordinary stroking

skills are those commonly measured in employment tests and given much atten-

tion in conventional typewriting instruction.

14Step 1 of e 3-step procedure tests for the presence of any effects

(between C and P treatments, among teachers, teacher-method interaction)

at the .25 level. If a significant F results, the method of fitting con-

stants (a least squares method) is applied to test for interaction (at

the .25 level). If that F is significant, the main effects are also tested

by that least squares method (at .05). If, on the other hand, the inter-

action F is not significant, the method of weighted squares of means
(Yates, 1934) is used to test for main effects (at .05). The various pro-
cedures conservatively guard against a Type I error--against rejecticel of

null hypotheses when they-are true. Accordingly, those significant dif-
ferences that are found may be confidently accepted as "real" ones.



Question

1. In contrast to "live," con-
ventional instruction (character-
ized by much attention to ordinary
copying skills and deferred teach-
ing of production skills, accompa-
nied by much guidance into late
stages of training), what are the
effects on production typing pro-
ficiency of programed instruction
devoted to the decision-making or
placement aspects of production
typing tasks, introduced early in
training and shortly requiring the
learner to make placement decisions
without guidance?

2. Do ordinary copying skills
of the kind measured in straight
copy employment tests suff5tr when

the bulk of the training is devoted
to production typing rather than to

ordinary stroking skills?

3. (For disadvantaged students)
is it necessary for programed (i.e.,
self-instructional) materials tobe
worked onin class, underthe teach-
er's supervision,or can suchmater-
ials be studied as homework?

4. Does early, proficiency suf-
fer when less rather than more
class time is available for actual
typing?

5. Are these programed materials
a more influential determinant of
learningoutcomesthan teachers are?
Put differently: Are theresults of
the P instruction due largely to the
program or largely to live teaching
efforts in support of the program?

6. Does early attention to pro-
duction tasks lead to early profi-
ciency at such tasks approximating
the later proficiency of students
for whom production training is de-

ferred?

0 LI
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Associated Purpose or Measure

1. Relative effects of C (conven-
tional) versus P (programed) instruc-
tion on proficiency in typing busi-
ness letters, tables, and manuscripts.

2. Relative effects on straight
copy proficiency of much time (C in-
struction) versus less time (P in-
struction) devoted to ordinary copy-
ing skills.

3. Relative effects on early pro-
duction proficiency among P students
of at-home versus in-class work at
the program.

4. Relative effects on early (a)

production and (b) s:raight copy pro-
ficiency among P students of in-class
versus at-home work at the program,
i.e., of little versus nore actual
practice at the typewriter.

5a. Relative effects on typing pro-
ficiency of the same versus different
teachers during the year of programed
instruction.

5b. Typing proficiency of frequently
absent versus infrequently absent P
students.

6a. Extent of differcnces between
January test scores of P students and
June test scores of C students.

6b. Extent of differences between
first-year P students and second-year
C students.
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Question

7. Should applicants for advanced
typing training be screened on the
basis of intelligence? Does explic-
it instruction in the decision mak-
ing aspects of production typing
tasks affect the role of intelli-
gence in production typing skill?

8. Is the conventional substan-
tial attention given to ordinary
copying skills (on the supposition
that such skills contribute appre-
ciably to production proficiency)
sound instructional practice?

9. Is each kind of production
task unique, requiring separate
teaching? or is there sufficient
overlap among tasks to justifythe
expectation.of transfer from one
type of task to the next, thereby
requiring less training time for
later than for earlier types of
production tasks?

Associated Purpose or Measure

7. Correlation coefficients for
vocabulary and typing scores, as
between P and C students.

8. Correlations between straight
copy and production test scores, for

C and P students separately and to-
gether.

9. Intercorrelations among produc-
tion task scores.

Results and Discussion

The findings of this investigation relate to the various questions and

purposes listed Immediately above. As bases for the data on the principal

objective (Question 1), findings are first presented (a) characterizing tae

intellectual capacities of Ss and the comparability of C and P students in

that respect and (b) estimating the effects on the terminal proficiency of

P sti.dents of teacher behaviors (Question 5). Then, (c) the effects of C

and P instruction on terminal straight copy and production proficiency are

given (Questions 1 and 2). Treated in turn thereafter are: (d) effects on

early proficiency of less rather than more actual typing practice (Question

4), (e) effects on the early proficiency of disadvantaged Ss of supervised

(in...class) versus unsupervised (at-home) programed work (Question 3), (f)

effects of earlier introduction and at:celerated presentation of production

typing tasks (Question 6), (g) intelligence as a potential partial basis for

screening applicants for advanced typing training (Question 7), (h) Contri-

bution of ordinary stroking skills to production proficiency (Question 8),

and (i) extent of the overlap in work processes applicable to various pro-

duction typing tasks.(Question 9). Finally, the impressions of teachers

and chairmen about the program, via questionnaire and letter, are reported.
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The propriety of contrasting the effects of differential instruction on

student performance hangs, among other things, on the initial comparability

of the students subjected to the differential instructian. In addition,

the possible role of differences in teaching Skill and of live teaching in

support of an instructional mode that was to have been self-instructional

(viz., the P instruction) must be considered (a) to determine whether ter-

minal performance Aata should be analyzed for all Ss or separately for

those who did and did not remain with the same teacher throughout the year

and (b) to characterize accurately the instructional modes labeled here as

conventional" and "programed." The findings on these preliminary issues

are presented next.

Vocabulary Scores

Use of Ss at the sL.me grade levels in the same schools and the essentially

random assignment of Ss to classes should be expected to lead to comparable

Ss in the C and P classes. As a modest check on that expectation, Form 2 of

the 20-word (5-option, multiple dhoice) vocabulary test from the CAVD scale

developed by Thorndike and others (see Buros, 1965) was administered to C

and P Ss on the first terminal test day--as an index of general intelligence.

For two of the five forms of the vocabulary test, Miner (1961) reported cor-

relations (corrected for attenuation) with the WAIS (Wedhsler Adult Intelli-

gence Scale) of .84 and .86. Vocabulary test means and standard deviations

for C and P Ss at eadh of the typing grade levels are displayed in Table 6.

Table 6

Vocabulary Test Means and Standard Deviations
(By treatment ane year)

Treatment
Year 1 Year 2

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Conventional 42 8.19 3.10 148 7.37 2.29

Programed 107 8.02 2.03 220 7.66 2.39

All Ss 149 8.07 2.36 368 7.55 2.35.0411
The obtained F s in analysis of variance for each of the two years in-

divilually were .1453 and 1.32, neither of which is significant at the .05

level. Thus the C and P Ss may be taken not to differ.in vocabulary scores--

to be samples fram the same populatim of intelligeRce. The Year-1 mean
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is significantly higher than the Year-2 mean (for all Ss): t = 2.305, for

which p < .05. However, that difference appears to reside in differences

between the Year-2 classes of Schools A and B (means of 8.42 and 6.69 re-

spectively, resulting in an obtained t of 7.566, for which p.4. .01). Judg-

ing fram the surnames of Ss, School B had substantially more Spanish speak-

ing students of Puerto Rican extraction, whose experience with English was

presumably less than that of the more frequently native-born Ss of School

A. Within School A, the Year-1 and Year-2 means (8.07 and 8.42) do not

differ significantly (t = 1.353, for which pa .05).

As a basis for characterizing the intelligence of Ss in relation to

norms, for all Ss in bnth years the vocabulary mean was 7.70 (SD = 2.37).

The test items are scaled according to difficulty, so that failure at Item

9 is likely to mean failure at Items 10-20, except for correct guesses.

Taking 8 as the typical score of the present Ss, the average S knew that

concur means agree but did nnt know that downcast means sad. An unpub-

lished compilation of normative data on the vocabulary test15 provides

yardsticks against which to assess the intelligence of the present Ss. For

example (Miner, 1957): (a) for 74 persons who had campleted 9-12 years of

school the mean was 10.68, (b) for 110 persons aged 14-17 years the mean

was 9.71. Although mental ages above 12 have uncer,..ain meaning, in rela-

tion to the means of the present Ss (Year 1 = 8.07, Year 2 = 7.55, All Ss

= 7.70), data furnished by Thorndike (1942)16 assigned mental-age equiva-

lents (in years and months) of 13-8 and 13-10 to a vocabulary score of 8

and mental ages of 12-0 and 13-0 to a score of 7. About half the present

Year-1 Ss were 9th graders (age 15), the remainder 10th graders; Year-2

Ss were 10th and llth graders (ages 16 and 17).

Fram the various data given above it is apparent that the present Ss

were of below-average intelligence; i.e., their mean scores were aelow

those of norm groups of cumparable chronological age and schooling, and

the mental-age equivalents of their vocabulary scores were 1-3 years be-

low the chronological ages characteristic of their school grade levels.

15From the Institute of Psychological Research at Teadhers College, Co-

lumbia University (1957), entitled "Vocabulary Test-GT, Directions and

Norms."

16Based on two forms of the Otis Self-Administering Intelligence Ex-

amination administered td 53P pupils in grades 7-9 and 456 pupils in

grades 10-11.
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In summary, the Ss in the C and P classes did not differ significantly

in intelligence (i.e., vocabulary) and were clearly of below-average gen-

eral mental ability.

Role of Teacher Behaviors in Programed Instruction

As explained earlier (pp. 13-14) same P Ss in Sthool A remained with the

same teadher throughout the school year; others changed from one P teacher

to another for the second semester of the year. (All Ss in School B re-

mained with the same teacher throughout the year.) The School-A shifts

raise the question of whether data analyses need to be carried out separ-

ately for Ss who did and did not remain with the same teacher throughout

the year; and the underlying issue is one of whether the programed mater-

ials played a role in determining outcomes sufficient to overcome whatever

differences in teaching skill and teaching procedures may have been applied

to Ss taught by different teachers during the year.

A parallel and more campelling issue--in the light of the reports by P

teachers of much live instruction in support of the programed materials

(see pp. 33-34)--concerns the contribution to outcomes of the live teach-

ing activities of P teachers and, thereby, the question of whether those

outcomes may be attributed more to the programed materials than to the live

teaching support or vice versa.

The findings on each of the foregoing two issues are given next: the

first, via analyses of terminal test scores of same-teacher versus different-

teacher Ss; the second, via data analyses of terminal test scores of fre-

quently absent and infrequently absent programed Ss, as specified earlier

(pp. 33-34).

Same vs. Different Teachers. Analyses of variance (as given on page 40)

were applied to the June (final) test scores of same-teacher vs. different-

teacher Ss in P classes. The criterion measures, as listed in the stubs of

Tables 7 and8 (pp. 46 and 47), consisted of the vocabulary test scores, the

number of production test items completed during the test week (out of a

possible maximum of EiN), tha SC (straight copy) speed (gross wpm) and num-

ber of errors (in a 3-minute timing), and the speed (completion time to the

nearest quarter-minure) and number of "form" errors (those in arrangement

or placement of materials on the page) and number of uncorrected typograph-

ical errors (typos) on each of six production teatitems. Tables 7 and 8
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display descriptive statistics in the center and the results of F tests at the

right. "Treatment" refers to the same-different dichotomy; "Teacher," to vari-

ations among teachers regardless of treatment. "Interaction" means that, for

smne teachers, Ss who remained with them throughout the year were superior to

those who changed teachers, whereas fQr other teachers the converse prevailed.

Table 7

Criterion Test Statistics of Year-1 Programed Students
Taught by the Same or Different Teachers

Variable
a Same Teacher Diff. Teacher

Mean SD

Vocabulary 53 8.17 2.04

No. of Tasks 53 4.81 1.36

SC speed 53 28.20 6.61
SC errors 5.26 3.25

Letter 2
Speed
Typos
Form

Letter 17
Speed
Typos
Form

Letter 23
Speed
Typos
Form

Table 4
Speed
Typos,
Form

Manuscript 1
Speed
Typofi
Form

Manuscript 15
Speed
Typos
Form

54

56

53
53

36 111.58 38.21 49
3.42 3.57
3.89 5.24

46 51.26 24.53 50
1.93 2.86
1.63 1.61

48 82.77 37.44 48
3.17 3.57
1.92 3.06

41 96.95 34.30 46
3.07 2.98
2.85 2.71

Probability of Obtained Fb

Mean SD Treatment Teacher Interaction

7.89

5.18

30.39
7.09

2.02

1.19

9.11
4.75

106.37 35.47
5.27 4.11
4.06 2.37

49.26 27.40
2.28 2J:12

1.66 1.55

66.02 27.84
4.23 3.56
2.17 1.86

95.91 34.89
3.39 2.99
4.43 2.26

41 82.66 27.17 47 83.66 34.40
4.00 2.97 5.94 4.85
5.73 2.61 7.47 2.49

43 51.09 24.40 48 45.79 26.31
1.65 2.28 2.00 2.04
1.67 1.04 1.79 1.30

NS NS NS

NS 4.005 NS

NS NS 4.10
NS NS 4.25

NS NS NS
NS NS NS
NS NS NS

NS NS .4.10

NS NS NS
NS NS NS

NS 4.05 hS
NS NS 4.01
NS NS NS

NS NS NS
NS NS NS
NS 4.005 4.25

4.025
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS

4.005 NS
NS NS

4.005 NS

NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS

4The six production tasks (Letter 2 through Manuscript 15) are on pp. 107-112.

bNS reans not significant (at the .25 level for interacion at .05 for
treatment and teacher).
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Table 8

Criterion Test Statistics of Year-2 Programed Students
Taught by the Same or Different Teadhers*

Variable
Same Teacher Diff. Teacher ProbabilitY of Obtained F

Mean SD N Mean SD Treatment Teacher Interaction

rocabulary 68 8.72 2.20 45 8.22 2.28 NS NS NS

o. of Tasks 68 4.69 1.60 46 5.00 1.40 NS NS .4.005

iC Speed 65 38.56 7.31 42 36.69 8.90 NS NS NS

;C Errors

etter 2

7.20 4.37 8,07 5.09 NS NS NS

Speed 48 77.23 26.17 35 81.71 24.91 NS NS 4.25

Typos 4.50 3.41 2.60 2.58 4.01 NS NS

Form 3.44 1.91 4.00 2.39 NS NS 4.10

L.etter 17
Speed 55 34.55 13.36 39 45.46 20.42 <.005 NS NS

Typos 2.31 2.61 1.79 1.78 NS NS NS

Form 2.00 1.82 1.54 1.48 NS NS NS

Letter 23
Speed 58 52.88 19.94 41 52.22 15.44 NS NS NS

Typos 3.88 3.17 2.61 2.52 <.05 NS NS

Form 1.53 1.60 1.73 1.61 NS NS NS

Table 4
Speed 51 72.86 29.91 38 77.18 29.:.2 NS 4.005 NS

Typos 3.57 3.23 2.29 2-34 <.05 NS NS

Form 4.61 2.84 4.61 3.23 NS NS NS

Manuscript 1
Speed 58 71.20 34.58 37 70.70 29.55 NS NS .25
Typos 5.84 3.90 4.43 3.91 NS <,025 NS

l'orm 4.84 1.91 5.16 2.56 NS 4.005 NS

Manuscript 15
Speed 50 33.68 11.41 38 34.26 14.89 NS NS NS

Typos 1.68 1.72 1.36 1.68 NS NS NS

Form 2.06 1.48 2.08 1.17 NS 4.05 NS

*The footnotes of Table 7 also apply here.

Tables 7 and 8 show comparable general ability (i.e., vocabulary scores)

among programed Ss taught by the same or different teachers. Of dhe remain-

ing 21 variables in the stub of eadh table (42 variables for both years),

for 5 (fewer than one-eighth of them) there were significant treatment ef-

fects. Of those 5, 3 relate to uncorrected typographical errors on which

fhe programed instruction had no bearing whatever, while none was for "form"

errors,which are the central focus of the instruction. Nine instances of
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significant differences among teachers, independent of the same-different

dichotamy, were about as often in one direction as the other (as between

Teachers A and B in Year 1 and Teachers C and D in Year 2). Of the 42 typ-

ing performance variables in Tables 7 and 8, there were nine signficant

interaction effects, two of which were at probability levels of .05 or

less. Taken together, in the light of the issue to which the data of these

tables apply (viz., treatment effects: it may be concluded Chat the role

of the programed materials in relation to the terminal ptoficiency of Ss

transcended, in the great majority of instances, the possible effccts of

instructional variations accompanying a change of teachers during the year

ands in turn, that analyses of terminal performance differences between P

and C students may be carried out for all S.s in those two groups, without

regard to a change of teacher, i.e., with the "teacher" camponent of these

analyses referring to the spring-semester teacher.

Live Teachin S ort for the Pro ramed Instruction. As described ear-

lier (pp. 33-34), if the live teaching support for the P i...struction was as

consequential as teachers estimated it to be, then the performance of the

frequently absent student should be expected to suffer. On the other hand,

if the programed materials played the more substantial role in instruction,

there should be little to dhoose between the terminal performance sr.!ores of

frequently absent and infrequently absent Ss. Following the procedures de-

scribed on page 342 absence data for the 16 classes of the 6 teachers during

the spring semester are shown in Table 9.

Table 9

Range and Mean for Days Absent (Spring Semester)
At Selected Percentiles

Range Mean

All Ss

At P
75

At P50
At P

25

0-59

2-10

7-26

11-34

5.56

11.94

18.19

In a semestel. containing 72-75 school days prior to final testing the me-

dian number of absences was about 12 days (i.e. P
50

= 11.94 days). The
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present contrast is one for a difference of 12.63 days of absence (18.19 mi-

nus 5.56) or about 21/2 weeks in a 14-15 week semester. The criterion test

statistics and the results of t tests for vocabulary, a business lettcr (see

p.112), a table (p.109), end a manuscript with footnote (p. 110) are shcwn in

Table 10.

Table 10

Criterion Test Statistics for the P
75

and P Absentees
25

Variable

Mean SD
(Means)

P
75

P
25

Ditf.a P75 P25

Vocabulary 8.06 7.81 - .25 1.56 2.16 .363 NS

Letter 23
Speed 48.06 54.94 6.88 14.94 18.14 1_134 Ng

Typos 3.25 5.31 2.06 2.38 3.96 1.725 NS

Form 1.62 2.71 .69 1.36 1.57 1.276 NS

Table 4
Speed 82.92 62.56 -20.38 32.81 21.46 6.367 . 01*

Typos 2.44 4.69 2.25 1.90 3.40 .722 Ns

Form 4.25 5.75 1.50 2.82 2.61 1.512 Ns

Manuscript 1

Speed 73.19 65.25 - 7.94 47.35 32.47 .536 N9

Typos 5.69 7.38 1.69 3.58 4.03 1.214 NS

Form 5.12 6.50 1.38 2.57 2.83 1.393 NS

=11././....MIMMIII 11...
a
P
25

minus P
75

*The difference between means is statistically significant at the

.01 level. For all t tests, df = 30 (i.e., 16 + 16 - 2).

As shown in the first data row of Table 10, the two groups of absentees

do not differ significantly in general ability (i.e., vocabulary). For 7

(of 9) production test criterion measures (speed, number of uncorrected typo-

graphical errors, number of errors in form or arrangement on each of the

three types of production tasks), the differences favor the less frequent

(P
75
) absentee--higher speeds (i.e., shorter ompletion times) and fewer er-

rors. In all but one instance, however, the differences are small enough

in relation to the variability in scores to be attribu-able to sampling

fluctuation rather than to the differences in extent of absenteeism. In-

deed, the one significant difference (Tab's 4 speed) favors the more fre-
...

quent (P
25

) absentees.

k 37
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In drawing inferences from the data of Table 10/ several questions arise.

For one, is a 21/2-week difference in absences enough of a difference to make

a difference? For example, if there redundancy in instruction (several

days of practice being devoted to a _cular kind of typing task) and if

absence tends to be scattered a day at a time rather than concentrated in

blocks of several days, perhaps attendance on some but not all of the days

given to a particular task is sufficient. No data on the distribution of

absences are available. However, teachers reported that in order to meet

the investigator's prescriptions for program coverage by the end of the sem-

ester they had to proceed at a breathless rate through the program subsec-

tions, leaving little time for redundant or repetitious practice at a given

kind of task. Instead, redundancy was built into the programed materials

and is intrinsic to a given class of typing task; for example, the processes

applicable to the design of a simple table also apply to more complex tables.

The foregoing discussion notwithsimnding, more extreme differences in absen-

teeism could of course have been contrasted (e.g.
'

P80
vs. P20 or P

90
vs.

P
10'

1. The former possibility would change less frequent absence from 5.56

di:7s to 5.00 days and more frequent absence from 18.19 to 20.31 days--the

difference changing fram 12.63 days to 15.31 days, or from 21/2 to 3 weeks.

In view of the varieties of typing tasks covered, those changes (from the

P
75

and P
25

values to the P80
and P

20
values) hardly seem sufficient to be

sensitive to whatever redundancy may have been rresent in teachers' oral in-

struction. The more extreme alternative (P90
vs. P

10
) is not a practicable

ones because the P10
absentee ranged up to 49 days (10 weeks) of absence,

averaging 29.19 days or nearly 6 weeks in a 14-15 week semester. Those were

often persons frequently or entirely absent during the test week, so that

test scores, required for the camparison with P90 absentees, were often non-

existent. All things considered, the P
75

vs. P
25

contrast reported here

seems a reasonable choice.

A second alternative hypothesis is represented by the possibility that the

more frequent absentee tends to be the one who learned from study of the pro-

gram and who deliberately absented himself from class on the day or days im-

mediately following completion of a programed subsection to save himself the

boredom (to him) of unnecessary teacher explanations. That hypothesis seems

to the investigator to be, on the face of it, rather far-fetchedespecially

since it is not common practice for teachers to inform Ss in advance of in--
.,
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structional plans for subsequent day(s).

A third possibility is that Ss might have absented themselves on days pri-

marily devoted to ordinary stroking skills rather than to production typing

activities associated with the programed materials. That supposition Inay be

dismissed out of hand: partly because teachers reported that the prescribed

coverage of programed topics required daily production typing dur-

ing the spring semester, partly because ordinary stroking skills are commonly

attended to via 5-10 minutes of "warmup" at the beginning of each class per-

iod rather than via all or most of a class period devoted to such skills,

and partly because Ss' complaints of insufficient practice at ordinary copy-

ing skills ("Where you don't have to think"), as reported by teachers, would

hardly lead Ss to absent themselves frcm ordinary copying practice--were it

to be assumed, doubtfully, that scme lesscns were mostly devoted to such

practice and that Ss were so informed in advanr,...

The various alternative hypotheses discusr-c,d above -Ao not seem to be per-

suasive oaes. Although it is not possible to allocate percentages to the

relative roles of the program and of live teaching in accounting for the

terminal performance of programed Ss, the data of Table 10 make apparent

that teachers' oral explications of programed "placement" concepts were de-

cidedly less consequential than teachers ha,d esti17ated (75 percent). In-

deed, the programed materials may well have been as consequential as, or

even more tmportant than, live explicatior of programed placement concepts.

Terminal Performance--C vs. P Instruction

The findings on the terminal performance ot7 rrogramed Ss taught by the

same or by different teachers durlag the yEE-r (pp. 45-48) permit dealing

with all programed Ss as one grcup; and the general absence of statistically

significant differences in terminal performance between frequently and in-

frequently absent programed Ss (rable 10) permits characterizing the P in

struction as one in which the supporting live instruction did not play the

dominating role--despite the estimates of teachers. Accordingly, the ter-

minal test statistics for the programed and conventional Ss--relating to

Questions 1 and 2 (p. 41)--are displayed in Tables 11 and 12, for Year-1

and Year-2 Ss. Descriptive statistics are given in the center section of

these tables, and the analysis of variance results (F tests) are shown

at the right. "Treatment" refers to P vs. C instruction; "Teacher:" to

variations among teachers regardless of treatment. "Interaction" means that

59
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for some teachers P Ss were superior to C Ss, whereas for other teachers the

converse prevailed. The "treatment" effects are of course the ones of inter-

est, and significant treatment effects (i.e., ones whose probabilities are

less than .05) areindicativeofreal dLfferences in the outcomes of P and C in-

struction, over and above "teacher" and "interaction" effects.

Table 11

Criterion Test Statistics of Year-1 Conventional and Programed Students

Variable
a

Conventional Programed Probebility of Obtained F
b

N Mean SD N Mean SD Treat. Tchr. Interact.

Vocabulary 42 E.19 3.10 107 8.03 2.03 NS NS NS

SC speed 44 29.98 9.91 106 29.29 8.00 NS NS <.01

SC errors 7.18 4.84 6.18 4.15 NS NS <.10

No. of Tasks 45 5.04 1.83 109 5.00 1.28 NS <.001 NS

Letter 2
Speed 15 70.40 25.58 85 108.58 36.52 <.025 NS NS

Typos 6.80 5.63 4.48 3.98 NS NS NS

Form 10.67 5.19 3.99 3.82 <.001 NS NS

Letter 17
Speed 21 44.67 24.94 96 50.22 5.95 NS NS NS

Typos 3.29 2.65 2.11 2.45 NS NS NS

Form 4.52 1.44 1.65 1.57 -4..001 NS NS

Table 4
Speed 17 55.65 27.77 87 96.40 34.42 <.001 <.025 <.05

Typos 2.65 2.89 3.24 2.97 NS NS NS

Form 11.65 3.87 3.69 2.59 <.001 <.005 NS

Manuscript 1
Speed 23 76.57 32.46 88 83.19 31.07 NS <.05 NS

Typos 5.96 3.51 5.03 4.18 NS NS NS

Form 10.78 3.53 6.66 2.68 . 01 .c...001 .25

Manuscript 15
Speed 22 34.95 17.09 91 48.30 25.43 / NS .025 NS

Typos 1.27 1.12 1.84 2.15 / NS NS NS

Form 3.27 1.08 1.74 1.18 1 .001 NS NS

4The production test tasks are shown on Apperdix pages 107-112.

bNS means nonsignificant (at .25 for interaction, at .05 for treatment and

teacher).

Five, rather than six, production tasks 'ire listed in Table 11 because for

the sixth task (Letter 23) there were no szores for conventional Ss; that is,

no conventional Ss taught by one or another of the teachers also involved in

ft, 47;
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the P instruction had completed Letter 23 during the Year-1 testing in the

earlier investigation (McLean, 1971) that provided the scores of C students.

For Year-2 Ss, however, Letter-23 scores were available (Table 12).17

Table 12

Criterion Test Statistics of Year-2 Conventional and Programed Students*

Variable
Conventional Programed

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Probability of Obtained F

Treat. Tchr. Interact.

Vocabulary 148 7.37 2.29 220 7.66 2.39

SC Speed 147 36.09 7.50 216 36.73 7.42

SC Errors 8.90 4.59 8.05 5.48

No. of Tasks 168 5.84 1.94 224 5.15 1.34

Letter 2
Speed
Typos
Form

Letter 17
Speed
Typos
Form

Letter 23
Speed
Typos
Form

Table 4
Speed
Typos
Form

Manuscript 1
Speed
Typos
Form

Manuscript 15
Speed
Typos
Form

56 69.23 19.19 181 84.90 26.56
3.98 3.82 3.96 3.46

7.79 2.90 3.97 2.30

72 37.00 12.97 195 42.07 17.82
2.71 2.53 7.98 2.11

4.24 1.97 2.22 1.84

22 53.82 17.76 112 56.86 18.68
3.86 2.49 3.46 2.96

3.86 2.34 1.96 1.59

61 64.98 24.19
2.43 2.61
8.03 3.34

188 76.87 29.28
2.90 2.77
4.86 2.91

68 61.10 26.12 200 70.58 27.20
4.32 3.45 5.38 3.83

10.07 3.20 5.10 2.28

NS .4.001 NS

NS <.005 NS
NS NS NS

..001 <.025 <.01

<.025 NS
NS NS
<.001 NS

NS
NS
NS

NS NS NS
NS NS NS
<.001 NS NS

NS <.025 4.025
NS NS NS

<.001 <.01 4.25

.05 NS NS

NS NS NS
4.001 <.01 .10

NS NS NS
4.05 NS NS
<.001 <.005 4.25

73 36.68 14.32 188 37.72 17.17 NS <.05 <.025

1.34 1.45 1.56 1.72 NS NS NS

3.10 1.70 2.09 1.36 <.001 4t.025 4.25

*The footnotes of Table 11 also apply here.

17Letter 23 was campleted by Year-2 C students in fhe classes of Teadhers

D and r only. The Ns for the other five production tasks (in Tables 11 and

12) include C students taught by all six teachers (A-F), as do all scores of

P students in Tables 11 and 12.
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The criterion test means of C and P Ss for each of the six teachers in-

dividually are shown in Table 26 (page 100). In order to provide a visu-

ally clearer basis for discussion of the findings across teachers, selected

data from Tables 11 and 12 are displayed in another form in Table 13. Of the

three criterion measures, uncorrected typographical errors have no bearing on

the instructional focus on placement concepts; accordingly, no significant dif-

ferences between P and C Ss were anticipated. That expectation is in excellent

accord with the findings: of the 11 production tasks listed in Tables 11 and

12, in only one instance (Manuscript 1, Year 2) was there a significant dif-

ference in number of "typos." Accordingly, Table 13 omits the data on "typos."

Table 13

Criterion Test Means and Significance Tests for Year-1 and Year-2
Conventional and Programed Students

Variable

Year 1 Year 2

Mean Treat.
p

Mean Treat.
p -.05

C - P C - p

Vocabulary 8.19 8.03 .16 no 7.37 7.66 - .29 no

SC Speeda 29.88 29.29 .69 no 36.09 36.73 - .64 no

SC Errors 7.18 6.18 1.00 no 8.20 8.05 .15 no

No. of Tasks 5.04 5.00 .04 no 5.84 5.15 .69 yes

Speed
b

Letter 2 70.40 105,58 - 38.18 yes 69.23 84.90 -15.67 yes

Letter 17 44.67 50.22 - 5.55 no 37.00 42.07 - 5.07 no

Letter 23 --- --- 53.82 56.36 - 3.04 no

Table 4 55.65 96.40 - 40.75 yes 64.98 76.87 -11.89 yes

Ms. 1 76,57 83.19 - 6.62 no 61.10 70.58 - 9.48 no

Ms. 15 34.95 48.30 - 13.35 no 26.68 37.72 - 1.04 no

Total 282.24 386.69 -104.45 322.81. 369.00 -46.19

Form Errors
Letter 2 6.80 4.48 2.32 yes 7.79 3.97 3.92 yes

Letter 17 4.52 1.65 2.87 yes 4.24 2.22 2.02 yes

Letter 23 3.86 1.96 1.90 yes

Table 4 11.65 3.69 7.96 yes 8.03 4.86 3.17 yes

Ms. 1 10.78 6.66 4.12 yes 10.07 5.10 4.97 yes

Ms. 15 3.27 1.74 .53 yes 3.10 2.09 1.01 yes

Total 37.02 18.22 18.80 37.09 20.20 16.89.
a
Gross wc,rds per minute

bCompletion time to the nearest quarter minute
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Table 13 provides a bird's eye view of the findings on the chiof iL,sues

of this investigation: effects of the differential instruction on terminal

proficiency at (a) production typing tasks (Question 1, page 41) and at (b)

straight copy typing (Question 2, p. 41). It may first be noted (Table 13)

that there were no significant differences in vocabulary scores; the P and

C students were camparable in general intellectual ability. Accordingly,

differences in typing performance may be attributed to the differential in-

struction.

Production Typing Speed. As shown in Table 13 ("No. of Tasks"), Year-2

C Ss completed during the week of testing significantly more tasks than did

P Ss--an outcome that parallels the faster completion times for C Ss shown

in the "Speed" section of Table 13. In that connection it is pertinent to

mention that P Ss worked fram a 6-task booklet, whereas C .5.s worked either

from an 8-task booklet used in McLean's original testing or from a 9-task

booklet administered to different Ss to estimate test reliability. It is

conceivable, although not determinable or testable, that advance awareness

of the scope of the work (6 vs. 8 vs. 9 tasks to be completed) affects work

rates--that typists pace their work at a rate they estimate will accomplish

it in the time available, an instance of Parkinson's Law. If so, part of

the difference of .69 in number of production tasks completed by Year-2 C

and P Ss might reflect differences in number of tasks in the test booklet.

That speculation aside, more direct evidence is furnished by the "Speed"

data of Table 13. As shown, C Ss in Year I were significantly faster than

P 5s in two out of five instances; in Year 2, in two out of six instances.

Summing across tasks and converting quarter minutes to whole minutes, Year-1

C Ss completed five tasks in 70.5 minutes; P Ss, in 96.7 minutes, for a dif-

ference that approximate:, 26minutes. Put another way, C Ss completed five

tasks in 73 percent of the time required by P Ss (282.24/386.69). Sme'ler

differences, but in the same direction, were found for Year-2 Ss, covering

six (not five) tasks: 80.7 vs. 92.25 minutes for C and P Ss respectively,

for a difference of 11.55 minutes; Year-2 C Ss completed the work in seven-

eighths the time required by Year-2 P Ss (322.81/369.00=87.5 percent).

The statistically significant speed differences, it may be noted, pertain

to planning the layout of tables (Table 4 and Letter 2, which contains a

table--see Appendix pp. 109 and 107). For the simpler letters and the two

manuscripts, the speed differences were of a size that could arise by
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chance more than five percent of the time in samples of the present size.

The five (or six) production subtests of Table 13 are based on differ-

ent Ns--the identical group of Ss was not 4.nvo1ved in each subtest. Even

so, and despite the absence of statistice.11y significant speed differences

in three out of five (Year 1) and four out of six (Year2) instances, the ac-

cumulated means shw substantial speed differences in favor of conventional

Ss. In the light of the greatly fewer form errors by programed Ss and in

view of the dominating focus in the programed materials on placement con-

cepts reflected by a product typed in correct form, "taking the time to do

things right" by "thinking before you type" would seem the most likely ex-

planation for the longer task completion times of programed Ss. It had ori-

ginally been conjectured (by the investigator) that unremitting attention

in the programed m. rials to placement features might lead to higher speeds

than those of conventional Ss, who, in their presumed lesser mastery over

placement features, would need more time to make placement decisions before

beginning to type. However, that conjecture is not borne out by the re-

sults, perhaps because of insufficient practice among programed Ss at apply-

ing placement decisions to actual typing in the classroom (too much teacher

talk--not enough student typing). Footnote 12 (p. 37) is also applicable.

Before turning to error findings, the speed data aI:e presented, in Table

14, in gross words per minute, a form familiar to typewriting teachers.

"Length" is number of 5-stroke words, including the conventional 1-stroke

allowance for each operation of a service mechanism t.space bar, tabular key,

carriage return, backspacer) and covering the entire task (e.g., from date

through initials or enclosure in a business letter). Words per minute (wpm)

is computed as number of words divided by completion time in minutes.

As shown in Table 14 (page 57), production speeds ranged from a low of

3.11 wpm on a table among first-year typists to a high of 11.15 wpm on a

simple letter by second-year typists. Those speeds may be contrasted with

their straight copy speeds of about 30 and about 37 wpm (Tables 11 and 12),

varying from about one-tenth to about three-tenths of straight copy speed

(10.6 percent and 30.9 percent, to be exact). Error correction no doubt

accounts tor some of the loss in speed. Mbst of it, as handsomely demon-

strated by Muhich (1967) and corroborated here, is attributable to the

64
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time-consuming placement decisions of production typing and to the differ-

ent set (i.e., perception) adopted toward production tasks, leading to the

use of slower keystroking rates than those of straight copy typing. Find-

ings such as these are typical and demonstrate not only the fallacy of the

conventional assumption that ordinary copying skills are important contrib-

utors to production proficiency, but the foolishness and irrelevance of pro-

duction typing standards applicable to prearranged teaks, requiring no

placement decisions by the typist. The production speeds of Table 14 are

for typists of beloweaverage general ability, but they are only a few words

per minute (aielut 5-10) below the production speeds found among more able

students whose straight copy speeds were substantially above those of the

present Ss (see West, 1969, Chap. 13 for a surnamey of the earlier research)..

Table 14

Peoduction Speeds (wpm) of Year-1 and Yeav-2 Conventional and Programed Ss

1

Words per Minute

Description ar 1 Year 2Ye

1

C P C P

1
Letter with table 1 8.52 5.53 8.67 7.07

! Letter with listing i 6.72 5.97 8.11 7.13

Simple letter -- -- ,11.15 10.55

4-column table 5.39 3.11 4.62 3.90

Ms. with footnote 7.84 7.21 1 9.82 8.50

and corrections

Simple ms. 8.58 6.21 8.18 7.95

7.44 5.43 1 8.36 7.32
I

*Manuscript 1 uses fixed margins that do not have to be esttmated; ms.

15 requires esttmation of length of copy to determine appropriate vertical

and horizontal margins.-probably accounting for the samewhat lower speeds

on what would appear, superficially, to be the simpler task. Or, on ms.

15, a bad guess at margins was made at th:,_ first trial, and the task was

retyped.

Subtest
Length

(i n words)

.
Letter 2 150

Letter 17 75

Letter 23 150

Table 4 75

Ms. 1* 150

Ms. 15* 75

All Tasks 675

Also apparent in Table 14 are differences in inter- and intratask diffi-

culty. A 75-word table was typed at about two-fifths the speed of a simple

letter that had twice as many words; a letter containing a table was typed

at about 70 pereent of the speed of a Simple letter of the same length.

Phenomena such as these demonstrate-that.it is internal task features, not
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mere word length, that determine task dirulty.

Form Errors in Production Typing. As shown in Tables 11 and 12 (pp. 52-53),

differerces in number of form errors were found to be highly significant (-13<_

.001) for each product4on task in each year. Table 13 (p. 54) shows the dif-

ferences to be very large and uniformly in the direction of fewer errors by P

Ss. Specifically, in Year 12 form errors for P Ss were 49.2 percent of those

for C Ss (18.22/37.02); in Year 2, form errors by P Ss were 54.5 percent of

those for C Ss (20.20/37.09). Although the error differences are very large,

the absolute number of errors made by P Ss shows that their performance does

not tend to meet business standards of acceptability. An average (Years 1 and

2 togethe:) of about 31/2 form errors per task among P Ss and of about 6% form

errors per task among C Ss constitutes "unmailable" work. Neither the conven-

tional nor the programed instruction equipped students to carry out realistic

vocational typing tasks at acceptable levels of quality. Pr:/gramed instruc-

tion, however, brought about substantial improvement in quality of work, and

it is conceivable that improvements in the programed materials and in the as-

sociated instructional activities of teachers could lead to marketable levels

of quality or accuracy for vocational typing tasks.

Finally, it may be noted (rable 13) that the chief difficulties reside in

the layout of tables and in the correct placement of manuscript footnotes

(Table 4, Letter 2 containing a table., Manuscript 1); for those three tasks

the number of form errors is notably higher than for the other tasks. For

Manuscript 1, however, the Year-1 form errors among P Ss (6.662 in Table 11)

were inflated by the students of Teacher A, who excluded manuscript typing

from the instruction: for Year-1 Teachera A and B mean ntnnber of form er-

rors on Manuscript 1 among their P Ss were 8.33 and 4.65 respectively.

Overall Terminal Productin Ploficiency of C and P Students. For Years 1

and 2, of 11 production task comparisons: there were four significant differ-

ences in speed, favoring C Ss; whereas significant differences in form errors

were found in all 11 instances, all favoring P Ss. The effects of P instruc-

tion were to reduce form errors to about half the number made by conventional

Ss, at the price of a reduction in speed of 27 percent among Year-% Ss and of

about 121i percent amoug Year-2 Ss. Since, with occasional exceptions, form

errors tend to be uncorrectible and to require complete retyping of the task,

it is apparent that the very.large superiority of P Ss in the quality of

their work swamps the loss in speed. Overall, significant superiority in pro-
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duction proficiency is evid.ant for progamed over conventional instruction

among the low-ability vocational high school students of this investigation.

Straight Copy Proficiency. As shown 4.n Table 13: differences in straight

copy speed between C and P Ss in Years 1 and 2 were trivially small (less

than 1 wpm) and not statistically significant. Small differences in errors

in favor of fewer errors by P Ss were also not statistically significant.

In view of the substantially larger amount and proportion of training time

devoted to ordinary copying skills in conventional instruction, as compared

to programed instruction, it is apparent that ordinary copying proficiency

does not suffer when the bulk of the training is given to production typing

rather than to direct speed and accuracy practice aimed at copying Skills.

In view of the typical negative acceleration of the performance curve for

ordinary stroking skills, one might speculate that for those whose copying

skills are as modest as those of the present Ss any kind of typing leads to

gains. Whatever the explanation may be for the equivalent copying Skills

of the present Ss, despite gross differences in amount of practice at such

skills, the present findings demonstrate the fallacy in the conventional

focus on copying Skills and in the typically 1FA:e introduction of produc-

tion typing tasks and point to the desirability of early introduction of

production typing tasks and dominating attention to such tasks thereafter.

Correlational data (pp. 77-78) are congruent with the foregoing recommen-

dation; production proficiency is only trivially related to and, by infer-

ence, dependent upon copying proficiency.

Year-1 vs. Year-2 Proficiency. Of tangential interest (i.e., not among

the direct objectives or purposes of the present investigation) is the ques-

tion of gains accruing from a second year of training. These are displayed

in Table 15 (speed) and Table 16 (errors). It Should be noted that differ-

ent Ss are involved in the two training years; the gains or Changes are not

for the same persons in a second year of training. It may be recalled, how-

ever, that in School A, at least, Year-1 and Year-2 vocabulary scores did

not differ significantly (p. 44). Also, a substantial proportion all Ss

were in School A.
18 Tables 15 and 16 apply to both schools, A and B.

18School A included all the Year-1 Ss and, in Year 2, 70 of the 148 (47.3%)

conventional Ss ard 113 of the 220 programed Ss (51.4%)--or nearly half (49.7%)

of all Year-2 Ss.
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Table 15

Differences Between Year-1 and Year-2 Speed Means (wpm)

Variable
Conventional Programed

Year 2 Year 1 Diff.
a Year 2 Year 1 Diff.a

Straight copy 36.09 29.98 6.11 36.73 29.29 7.44

Letter 2 8.67 8.52 .15 7.07 5.53 1.54

Letter 17 8.11 6.72 1.39 7.13 5.97 1.16

Table 4 4.62 5.39 - .77 3.90 3.11 .79

Manuscript 1 9.82 7.84 1.98 8.50 7.21 1.29

Manuscript 15 8.18 8.58 - .40 7.95 6.21 1.74

All produc-
tion tasks

7.81 7.44 .37 6.73 5.43 1.30

% gain 5.0 23.9

aYear 2 minus Year 1

Discussion of the findi7igs on gains from a second year of training fol-

lows the display of error data in Table 16.

Table 16

Differences Between Year-1 and Year-2 El.ror Mearo.

(Straight ropy errors and production form errors)

Variable
Conventional Programed

Year 1 Year 2 Diff.a Year 1 Year 2 Diff.a

Straight copy 7.18 8.20 -1.02 6.18 8.05 -1.87

Letter 2 6.80 7.79 - .99 4.48 3.97 .51

Letter 17 4.52 4.24 .28 1.65 2.22 - .57

Table 4 11.65 8.03 3.62 3.69 4.86 -1.17

Manuscript 1 10.78 10.07 .71 6.66 5.10 1.56

Manuscript 15 3.27 3.10 .17 1.74 2.09 - .35

All produc-
tion tasks

37.02 33.23 3.79 18.22 18.24 - .02

% reduction
b -10.2 + .1

aYear 1 mlnus Year 2

b3.79137.02 = 10.27,1 and .02/18.22 = .1%.

As shown in Tables 15 and 16/ a second year of training led to gains

in straight copy speed of 6-7 wpm and an increase in 3 minutes oE 1-2

errors. The Year-1 and Year-2 Ss were/ however/ -irtually equivalent in

era'
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relative accuracy (i.e., words per error): 13.44 wpe (Year 2) and 13.31 wpe

(Year 1), for the C and P trainees taken together.

Concerning production speed, conventional instruction led to a 5 percent

gain (less .ehan .4 wpm); programed instruction, to a 24 percent gain (1.30

wpm). However, the lower Year-1 speeds of tne programed Ss left more room

for gains. The error data are more striking. Superficially, it would ap-

pear from the data of Table 16 that conventional instruction led to same im-

provement in quality of work in a second year of training (10 percent);

whereas programed instruction led to a slight (and no doubt nonsignficant)

decrement in work quality among second-year trainees (.1 percent). Since

different trainees are involved in the two years, the consequential infer-

ence from the data of Table 16 is that programed instruction led to a level

of work quality in production tasks among first-year typists as good as

that found among second-year trainees. Although the Year-2 Ss in School B

had significantly lower voeabulary scores, inspection of the teacher means

(in Table 26, Appendi_xpage 100) reveals little to choose betwenn the Ss

in the two schools. Such significant "teacher" effects as were found (Ta-

ble 12) pertain to quite small dIfferences in means as between School A and

School B teachers (i.e., Teachers C and D versus Teachers E and F).
19 Thus

the findings for programed Ss in Tables 15 and 16 are little affected by

differences between School A and School B trainees. With correct placement

(as measured by form errors) the most important criterion of performance,

it is clear from Table 16 that programed instruction among first-year train-

ees led to a level of work quality greatly superior to that achieved after

two years of conventional instruction; form errors among first-year programed

Ss were 54.8 percent (18.22/33.23) of those made by aecond-year conventional

Ss: for every 20 form errors made by Year-2 conventional Ss, Year-1 programed

Ss made 11 form errors (in the five tasks cammon to all Ss).

The foregoing data provide the trost striking and compelling inferences of

this entire investigation: (1) Early and unremitting attention to the place-

ment features of production tasks in first-year training (here, via programed

instruction) permits-confining typing instruction to one year if the outcomes

19The significant "teacher"
and Manuscripts 1 and 15. For
Teachers C and D) totalled 19.

effects of Table 12 are for Letter 23, Table 4,

these four tasks mean form errors in School A

65; in School B (Teachers E and F)0 20.40.
0

t"!Ci
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of two years of conventional instruction are considered acceptable. Of

course, those outcomes are not acceptable: an average of 6-7 form errors

per production task is not "mailable" work. Accordingly, (2) Following

first-year focus on production typing (e.g., via these programed materials)

by a second year of training with the same focus should be expected to lead

(a) to terminal performance vaatly superior to that ensuing from two years

of conventional instruction and (b) to absolute letiels of work quality that

are mailable or marketable. The less than satisfying absolute levels of

work quality (and work speed), even among the programed trainees of this

investigati,mare probably attributable, in large part, to such factors as:

inexperience of teachers in accommodating their live instruction to the pro-

gramed materials, the cramming into one year of a curricular scope charac-

teristic of two years of instruction, and the reservations of teachers about

the scope of coverage insisted on by the invectigator. Given appropriate

modification of supporting live instruction and less tight a scheduling of

topics (e.g., the six criterion tasks of the present investigation spread

over 2k-3, rather than 2, semesters), marketable and even high skill might

reasonably be expected after a full two years (4 semesters) of instruction

among traiaees like those of the present investigation. Among more able stu-

dents, for the relatively simple criterion tasks of the present investiga-

tion one year of training focussed on production typing should easily lead

to adequate (i.e., marketable) skill, while additional training could lead

OD "senior" typing skills--at more complex tasks included in the programed

materials but excluded from the curriculum of the disadvantaged trainees of

the present investigation.

On the original issue of gains from a second year of training--but sub-

ject to the imprecision resulting from different trainees in the two years

of instruction--a second year of conventional instruction led to nominal

gains in production speed (5 percent); of programed instruction, to larger

speed gains (24 percent). Production quality after a second year of con-

ventional instructionwassomewhat improved (10 percent), and the modesty of

the improvement probably reflects the typical deferring of much of produc-

tion typing to'the second year. Among programed Ss there is nothing to

choose between the production quality of Year-1 and Year-2 trainees; i.e.,

the latter group's first year of conventional instruction contributed noth-

ing to the production quality that followed programed instruction in Year 2.

4 10
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The findings on the major purposes of the present investigation (Ques-

tions 1 and 2, p. 41) have been given in the preceding subsection (pp. 51-

62). Findings on the secondary purposes) as itemized on the lower half

of page 42, follow, in turn.

5a.r1Prz_ciencFo3_jB.owinDifferentAmounts of Practice

As described earlier (pp. 15-16)/ for the first two months of programed

instruction (mid-October to mid-December), one P class of each teacher

worked on the program in class, under teacher supervision; the other P

class(es) of each teacher worked on the program at home, each homework

assignment covering a specified subsection of the program. The P teachers

instantly reported that program work in class preempted virtually the en-

tire class period, leaving little and sometimes no time on the same day

for actual typing of production tasks based on the program. In contrast,

the "homework" classes, following same discussion of programed placement

concepts at the begi-aning of the clsss period following completion of the

homework assignment, had substantially more time for actual typing prac-

tice at production tasks based on the programed placement concepts. As re-

ported by teachers, the scheduling of program subsections for the IC (in-

class) and HW (homework) Ss was kept approximately parallel by deferring

the assignment of a new subsection to HW Ss until IC Ss were able to com-

plete some actual typing based on the earlier subsection (often, not until

the day after IC work on a subsection had been completed).

Test Procedures, rhe effects of the large differences in actual typ-

ing practice were examined via mid-December testing on straight copy (five

minutes, using the same copy as in the 3-minute, June criterion testing)

and on production tasks based on completed program subsections: simple

business letters and simple tables, as follows: a 75-word simple business

letter (see p.118), a 150-word staple business letter (p.119), a 372-word,

3-column table with minor heading and column headings (p.122), a 75-word,

4-column table with minor heading and column headings (p.123), and parallel

37k- and 75-word tables, but without column headings (pp. 120 and 121). In

each of the 16 classes of 6 teachers (those who continued with P instruc-

tion in the spring semester), the testing was conducted on one day by al-

locating different production tasks to different classes, as follows: the

two business letters to the Year-1 clasaes of Teacher A, the two tables
1.

4 71
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without column headings to the Year-1 classes of Teacher B, the two letters

to the Year-2 classes of Teacher C in School A, the two tables with column

headings to the Year-2 classes of Teacher D in School A, and the two tables

without column headings to the Year-2 classes of Teachers E and F in School

B. In that fashion the two business letters were typed by some Year-1 Ss

and same Year-2 Ss; the tables without column headings by some Ss in both

years, and the tables with column headings by Year-2 Ss only. Because Year-

1 teachers could not be persuaded to teach erasing or other mode of correct-

ing misstrokes by mid-December of first-semester instruction, all testing

was conducted under no-erasing conditions and, for that reason, the work

was scored for speed (completion time to the nearest quarter minute) and

for form errors, but not for uncorrected typographical errors. In antici-

pation of some Ss being unable to complete two production tasks (and a 5-

minute timing) in one class period, for alternate Ss in elch class the two

production tasks were done in short-long and long-short order (i.e., the

37k and then the 75-word table, and vice versa; the 75- and then the 150-

word letter, and vice versa). As a result, Ns for each completed produc-

tion task were more equal than they would otherwise have been--cince many

Ss were unable to complete the second task.

The performance scores were subjected to analysis of variance, as given

in Footnote 14 (p. 40). However, since (with one exception") only one

teacher was involved in any given pair of production test items, analysis

of variance is "one way" (for the HW and IC Ss of that teacher), and F =

t
2

. Accordingly, for production task comparisons, t's are reported, with

their associated probabilities. For straight copy performance and "No. of

Tasks" completed (out of a maximum of two), F's are reported, because analy-

sis is "two way," providing measures of "Teacher" and "Interaction" effects.

Results. For the first two months of programed instruction--during which

one class of each P teacher worked on the program in class, while tha other

class(es) of that teacher worked at home--the results o:,E mid-December test-

ing are shown in Table 17 (Year 2) and Table 18 (Year 1).

9n
"The exception is for Teachers E and F in School B, all of whose classes

typed the same pair of production tasks (tables without column headings).
However, to keep the analyses uniform for all production iask comparisons,
the HW classes for the two teachers were combined into one group, and the IC
classes into another. t tests were'carried out for the resulting two groups.

4 a

T
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Table 17

Test Statistics of Year-2 Homework and In-Class Programed Students

Variablea
Homework In-Class Probability of Obtained Fb

N Mean SD N Mean SD Treat. Tchr. Interact.

SC Speedc 1 75 33.82 7.47 98 33.43 6.64 NS NS NS

SC Errors 12.39 11.49 14.64 13.61 NS 4%025 NS

No. cf Tasks 80 1.46 .50 101 1.46 .50 NS .05

Pb

Short Letter
Speed 19 21.84 7.03 22 14,63 4.04 1.821 4.05

Form 2.95 1.43 2.14 1.42 5.736 4.001

Long Letter
Speed 19 37.79 10.57 21 36.29 5.93 .559 NS

Form 2.95 1.43 2.43 1.57 .476 NS

Short Table,
w/CHs

Speed 12 51.00 13.25 8 42.75 10.38 1.480 NS.

Form 3.50 2.02 3.50 3.25 .000 N'S

Long Table,
w/CHs

Speed 7 66.29 7.93 9 65.22 12.29 .199 NS

Form 3.57 2.76 4.00 2.60 .852 NS

Short Table,
w/o 011s

Speed 30 36.70 13.28 47 37.34 10.90 .306 NS

Form 2.83 1.71 3.53 2.08 1.518 NS

Long Table,
w/o Cils

Speed 29 52.41 10.55 40 54.10 12.58 .265 NS

Form 4.38 2.14 4.50 2.24 NS

aThe production test tasks are shown in Appendix pages 118-123. For the ta-

bles, w/CHs means "with column headings" and w/o Clis means "without column

headings."

bNS means nonsignificant (at .25 for interaction, at .05 for teacher and

treatment in the F tests and at .05 in the t tests).

°Straight copy speed is in gross words per minate, production speed in

quarter minutes of completion time.

Discussion of the data on typing performance after different amounts of

actual typing practice follows presentatidon (..,f the findings for Year-1 Ss

in Table 18 (p. 66).

73
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Table 18

Test Statistics of Year-1 Homework and In-Class Programed Studantsa

Variable
Homework In-Class Probability of Obtained F

N Mean SD N Mean SD Treat. Tchr. Interact.

SC Speed 41 21.24 5.63 31 22.96 6.46 NS NS NS

SC Errors 5.78 4.13 8.26 6.44 .n.05 NS

No. of Tasks 42 1.57 .50 32 1.31 .47 NS .c..001 n.001
.4

Short Letter
Speed 24 27.79 7.29 9 31.44 13.54 1.003 NS

Form 2.08 1.32 3.33 3.08 1.658 NS

Long Letter
Speed 25 46.16 11.76 8 38.38 7.69 1.821 .05
Form 2.08 1.66 2.63 1.30 .848 NS

Short Table
w/o CHs

Speed 10 50.90 13.07 II 37.27 7.52 2.851

Form 2.10 1.97 3.27 2.15 1.265 NS

Long Table
w/o CHs

Speed 7 63.71 8.48 14 63.86 14.12 .026 NS

Form 2.57 1.18 2.50 1.24 .125 NS

aThe footnotes of Table 17 also apply here.

In Tables 17 and 18 the larger N for "No. of (Production) Tasks" conpleted

than for the straight copy timing reflects latecomers who missed the SC timing

administered at the beginning of the period, but who arrived in time to com-

plete at least one of the two production tasks.

With respect to task difficulty, although details are not shown here, a much

larger percentage of Ss (in each year) were able to complete two business let-

ters than were able to finish two tables, as one would expect. In fact, only

8 (of 32) Year-1 Ss were able to complete two tables in the one class period

devoted to testing.

The Ns of Tables 17 and 18 are for those who conpleted the specified task,

and the probabilities of significant differences in performance as between HW

and IC Ss are based on those Ns. Also pertinent to the issue is the percent-

age of attendees who completed specikfied tasks, shown in Table 19.

Ct. I 74
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Table 19

Percentage of Homework and In-Class Attendees
Who Completed Each Production Task

Variable
Year 1 Year 2

HW IC HW IC

Letter
Short 92.3 64.3 86.4 95.7

Long 96.2 57.1 86.4 91.3

Average 94.2 60.7 86.4 93.5

Table w/o CHs
Short 62.5 68.8 81.1 75.8

Long 43.8 87.5 78.4
-:-.----

64.5
53.1 78.1 70.2Average ...7

Table w/CNs
Short -- -- 66.7 57.1

Long -- -- 38.9 64.3

Average 52.8 60.7

Occasional substantial differences in volume of completed output are evi-

dent in Table 19: e.g., in Year-1, more letters completed by HW Ss, but

more tables completed by IC Ss; in Year-2, the reverse situation obtains.

It must be remembered, hcgever that each of the three kinds of tasks

listed in the stub of Table 19 is associated, within each year, with a dif-

ferent teacher. The testing design does not permit measures of treatment-

teachcr interaction, so that the effects cf different teaching behavior on

the data of Table 19 are not determinable.

As a basis for drawing inferences about the effects on performance of in-

class vs. at-home work on the programed materials during the first two months

of programed instruction, the data of Tables 17 and 18 are summcrized in

another form in Table 20 (p. 68).

One kind of variation resulting from in-class vs. at-home work at the

program has already been nentioned: more actual typing practice by NW than

by IC Ss. That variation might be expected to affect ordinary stroking

skills/ especially among Year-1 Ss whose skills were nominal (21-23 wpm).

As shown in the upper section of Table 20, stroking speed was unaffected;

whereas, among Year-1 Ss, significantly fewer errors were made by the HW Ss.

However, the characteristically low reliability of error measures in straight

copy samples as short as five minutes suggests that little importance be

given to the finding just mentioned.
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Table 20

Means and Significance Tests for Year-1 and Year-2 Programed Students
In Homework and In-Class Classes

Variable
IC

SC Speed
SC Errors

No. of Tasks

Year

Treat.
p .05 IC

Year 2

22.96 21.24 1.72 no
8.26 5.78 2.48 yes

1.31 1.57 .26 no

Speed
Short Letter 31.44 27.79 3.65 no

Long Letter 38.38 46.16 - 7.78 yes

Short Table 37.27 50.90 -13.63 yes
w/o CHs
Long Table
w/o CHs
Short Table
w/CHs
Long Table
w/CHs

Total 170.95 188.56 -17.61

63.86 63.71 .15 no

Form Errors
Short Letter
Long Letter
Short Table
w/o CHs
Long Table
w/o CHs
Short Table
w/CHs
Long Table
w/CHs

3.33 2.08 1.25 no
2.63 2.08 no

3.27 2.10 1.17 no

2.50 2.57 - .07 I no

Total 11.73 8.83 2.90

4

IC - HW
Treat.
p 05

33.43 33.82 - .39

14.64 12.39 2.25

1.33 1.34 - .01

no
no

no

18.63
36.29

37.34

54.1.0

42.75

65.22

254.33

2.14
2.43

3.53

4.50

3.50

4.00

20.10

21.84 3.21
37.79 1.50

36.70 .64

52.41 1.69

51.00 - 8.25

66.29 1.07

yes
no

TO

no

no

no

266.03 -11.70

2.95 .81 yes
2.95 .52 no

2.83 .70 no

4.38 .12 no

.00 no

3.57 .43 no

20.18 .08

Regarding differences between means for production tasks .(IC -11W columus

in Table 20), negative signs mean higher speeds (faster completion times)

and fewer form errors by in-class Ss; positive differences favor HW Ss. The

concomitants of the differential treatments (HW vs. IC) pull in opposite

directions. More actual typing practice by HW Ss might lead to superior

performance by them. On the other hand, Ss who worked on fhe program in

class had the assistance of teachers, who furnished help in respoading to
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programed frames to students who requested such help. The net effect of

these two concamitarts--although based on data from different Ss taught by

different teachers for each of the three major classes of production tasks--

is evident in Table 20. Of twenty comparisons, there were four differences

that are statistically significant, all favoring in-class Ss (three for

speed, one for form errors). Summing across tasks and converting completion

time to whole minutes, in Year 1, in-class Ss completed their tasks in 4.4

fewerminutes than eLd homework Ss; in Year-2, the difference was 2.9 minutes

in favor of in-class Ss. In Year 1, in-class Ss were about 10 percent faster

than hamework Ss; la, Year 2, about 5 percent faster. Concerning form errors,

which measure the daminating objectives of the programed instruction and,

indeed, of vocational typing training, there was nothing to choose between

the second-year HW and IC students; whereas in Year 1, the HW Ss made three-

fourths the number of errors made by the IC Ss. In summary, there was a

general tendency toward higher speeds among in-class Ss in both years and

toward fewer errors by first-year homework Ss. The few statistically sig-

rificant differences and the varying direction of differences (sometimes fa-

voring IC Ss, at other times favoring HW Ss) suggest that the benefits of

more actual typing practice among HW Ss were more or less offset by the as-

sistance with the programed materials given IC Ss by their teachers.

Need for Teacher Supervision of Disadvantaaed Students

The foregoing findings (on HW vs. IC performance) show to be groundless

the fears of teachers that disadvantaged vocational high school students of

below-average general ability could not (or would not) learn from programed

self-instruction unless urder the direct supervision of teachers. This is

not to gainsay the benefits of teacher support for programed instruction

when the student is in class, but merely to make apparent that in the pres-

ent instance unsupervised work at the program was about as effective as

directly supervised work. Accordingly, there seems no reason to preempt

class time, among disadvantaged students, for monitoring self-instruction.

The self-pacing of responses that is one of the defining characteristics

of programea instruction makes in-class treatment of it in "group" fashion

at best unwieldy and at worst impossible. Fortunatelyat least in the

present instance--group management over programed instruction was not found

to be necessary. Even for disadvantaged students, programed instruction

should be conducted as it is designed to be--independent of the teacher.
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Mid-Year Programed vs. Ead..of-Year Conventional Performance

For the reasons given in the second paragraph of page 16: programed Ss

were tested at mid-year (late January). During the three weeks of instruc-

tion that intervened between the Christmas holidays and the mid-year test-

ing, all work on the program was done as homework (in-class work at the

program was discontinued). In anticipation of late-January testing, teach-

ers were asked to provide Ss with adequate practice at proofreading and cor-

rect:kmg errors (by eraser or Ko-Rec-Type at the option of the student) and

had been informed that the testing would consist of business letters and

tables (without column headings for Year-1 Ss, with column headings for

Year-2 Ss).

The six test tasks are shown on Appendix pages 112-117 and are character-

ized in Footnote a of Table 21 (p. 71). The testing was conducted during

one class period on one day, using four tasks in each class (the two let-

ters and two tables in Year-I classes, the two letters and the other two

tables in Year-2 classes), each S being asked to complete two tasks (one

letter and one table), plus a 3-minute straight copy timing, given first,

uslmg the same copy as in the June criterion testing. In order to maximize

the chances of approximately equal Ns per task, the four production tasks

yere distributed to Ss in successive seats serially (about one-fourth of

each class for each of the four tasks). Upon completing the first task

each S was then given the test copy for the other-length other task; i.e.,

for fourths of dhe class the two tasks were: short letter/long table, long

letter/short table, short table/long letter, long table/short letter. Of

course, many Ss (especially in Year 1) were unable to complete the second

task.

The purposes for which the January testing was conducted require compari-

son of results with those of end-of-year (June) testing of conventional Ss

on the same tasks and, iu consequence, the reporting of data only for those

teachers whose conventional Ss had completed one or more of the same tasks

during the earlier McLean study that furnished the scores of conventional Ss.

The foregoing requirement was met for Year-1 Teacher B and two other Year-1

teachers who did not continue with P instruction in the spring semester, and

for Year-2 Yeachers D and F. Unfortunately--and not known at the time of

selecting the micl-:year test tasksthere were no conventional scores for Year-

1 Ss on the long letter (Letter 23). Results are shown in Table 21 (p. 71).

7";.- '1/
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Table 21

Performance Means on Mid-Year Programed and End-of-Year Conventional Testing

Variablea Nb

Year 1

MeLn

C P C P C - P

SC Speed
c

42 76 34.51 25.80 8.71

SC Errors 6.50 6.50 0.00

Speed
Letter 8 11 36 50.27 45.92 4.35

Letter 23
Table 2 7 27 53.43 47.11 6.32

Table 20 9 31 74.56 65.10 9.46

Table 12
Table 22

Total 178.26 158.13 20.13

Form Errors
Letter 8 7.64 1.44 6.20

Letter 23
Table 2 3.43 2.67 .76

Table 20 2.78 2.81 - .03

Table 12
Table 22

Total 13.85 6.92 6.93

222c2R
Letter 8
Letter 23
Table 2
Table 20
Table 12
Table 22

Total

1.64 2.28 - .64

1.00 1.19 - .19
2.11 2.48 - .37

4.75 5.95 -1.20

Year 2

Mean

C P C - P

29 41 34.52 32.99 1.53
8.49 7.46 1.01

18 32 38.50 33.47 5.03

18 32 53.82 47.76 6.06

17 30 41.00 45.85 -4.85

14 30 65.00 71.05 -6.05
198.32 198.13 .19

2.67 2.21 .46

3.86 2.20 1.66

5.54 4.00 1.64
5.30 5.41 939
17.97 13.82 4.15

1.94 2.51 - .57
3,86 5.34 -1.48

.57 2.87 -2.30
3.50 4.27 - .77
9.87 14.99 -5.12

aTables 2 and 20 are without column headings; Tables 12 and 22 are with

column headings (37.1i words in Tables 2 and 12; 75 words in Tables 20 and 22).

Letter 8 has 75 words; Letter 23 has 150 words. (See Appendix pp. 112-117.)

bThe Ns are based on the classes of three Year-1 and tvo Year-2 teachers.

Those, shawn in the "Speed" section also apply to. Form Errors and Typos.

cGross words per minute,

dQuarteT minutes of campletion time.

The data of Table 21 are purely descriptive and were not subjected to sta-

tistical tests for significant differences between C and P Ss--for.a number

cf reasons. Mainly, there was one consequential difference in test adminis-
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tration conditiora that could conceivably have affected production speed;

viz., carryover of incamplete tasks to the next day in June testing but not

in January testing. The possible effect of that difference is to increase

(by an undetelminable, but possibly small, amount) the production comple-

tion times (i.e., depress the speeds) of conventional June examinees in re-

lation to those of January programed Ss. That aside, the principal purpose

of January testing of programed Se was to estimate the extent to which early

and deliberate focus on the concepts and 9rocesses governing tlne form or ar-

rangement of production tasks (in the programed instruction) could lead to

results in a half-year approximating those following a full year of conven-

tional instruction, in whiCh production typing is deferred until later in

training, accompanied by much "guidance." Purely descriptive data are felt

to serve that purpose adequately.

DIscussion of Results. Although ordinary copying skills, as measured by

the 3-minute straight copy timing, are not the issue here, Ott° findings given

above the dashed line in Table 21 aay be mentioned in passing. As is virtu-

ally ordeined by tne negative acceleration of the acquisition curve for

stroking speed, Year-1 Ss made a substantial gain in speed (8.71 wpm) in

their second semester of training: first-semester speeds are so modest that

any kind of typing contributes to gains in speed. On the other hand, but

equally expectable, a fourth semester of training adds little (1.53 wpm) to

third-semester achievement. Concerning stroking errors, although first- and

second-semester Year-1 Ss made the same absolute number of errors in three

ainutes (6.50), a full year of training led to 2;reater relative accuracy

(15.93 versus 11.91 words per error). Among third- and fourth-semester

Year-2 Ss (i.e., P and C Ss in Year 2), the former were more accurate--

absolutely and relatively (7.48 vs. 8.49 errors, 13.23 wpe versus 12.20 wpe).

The surprising near identity of second- and fourth-semester stroking speeds

(34.51 and 34.52 wpm of C Ss in Years 1 and 2) is accounted for by the 13

Ss of one of the Year-1 teachers (who did not continue with P instruction

in the spring),Who averaged 39.18 wpm. The 29 Ss of the other two Yaar-1

teachers in C classes averaged 32.4 wpm.

Turning to the major data on production performance (below the dashed

line in Table 21), positive differences between means (in fhe "C-P" columns)

favor programed Ss, negative differences favor conventional Ss. First-

semester programed Ss were faster at all three tasks than second-semester

6.(1147.41,
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conventional Ss, the difference (of 20.13 quarter minutes) equalling about

five minutes. That difference seems greatly larger than the time that would

be required for the correcting of the additional 1.20 uncorrected typographi-

cal errors made by the P Ss. In Year-2, third-semester programed Ss were

faster at business letters, but slower al tables, than fourth-semester con-

ventional Ss. Very likely, the programed whose training has focussed on

correct placement, took the time to plan table layout more carefully; busi-

ness letters, on the other hand, make fewer and simpler conceptual demands.

Across all four Year-2 tasks there seems little to choose between the speeds

of P and C Ss (a difference of .19 quarter minutes equals about 3 seconds).

However, P Ss had an excess of 5.12 uncorrected typographical errors; cor-

recting them would probably have added 1-21/2 minutes to completion time,

varying with eraser versus Ko-Rec-Type use. Accordingly, fourth-semester

conventional Ss should probably be considered to be slightly faster at pro-

duction tasks than third-semester programed Ss.

The foregoing speed findings are, on the one hand, somewhat uncertain

because of the difference in test administration conditions mentioned ear-

lier and, on the other, of less consequence in relation to the more impor-

tant criterion of quality of work (form errors). Here, the clear superior-

ity of the programed instruction is evident. First-semester programed Ss

made half as many form errors (49.96%) as were made by second-semester con-

ventional Ss. Third-semester programed Ss made about three-fourths the er-

rors (76.91%) made by fourth-semester conventional Ss.

In contrast to same of the more complex tasks employed in June criterion

testing (see Table 14, p. 57), some of which were lightly treated, if at all,

in conventional instruction, the January test tasks were simple ones rou-

tinely included in one-year and two-year conventional training programs.

The data of Table 21 strongly suggest that, with respect to the dominating

criterion of quality of production typing (absence of errors not correcti-

ble by eraser--form errors, that is), early, continual, and intensive fo-

cus on placement concepts and processes can, for fhe simple letters and

tables used here, lead to-substantially superior performance in substan-

tially less timein contrast to the deferred production typing and

excessive guidance characteristic of conventional instruction. Here, the

novel medium was programed instruCtion. But the important point is early

and deliberate focus on placement concepts and processes, whatever the med-

ima of instruction may be.
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Relationships Among Various Kinds of Performances

The relationships of interest, for the conventional and programed Ss sep-

arately and together, are these:

1. Between vocabulary and typing performance scores (straight copy and

production tasks)

2. Between straight copy and production typing scores

3. Between speed and errors in production tasks

4. Among the three classes of production tasks (business letters, tables,

manust=ipts) for speed, form errors, and uncorrected typographical errors

The data on the four classes of relationships enumerated above are given,

in turn, below, as are the instructional questions that underlieland the in-

ferences to be drawn fromIthe data. Correlation coefficients were computed

by level (Year 1 and Year 2) within treatment (conventional and programed).

However, with occasional exceptions, there were few nontrivial differences

between Year-1 an& Year-2 correlations. Accordingly, the tabled findings are

given across years, and the few instarces of nontrivial "level" differences

are mentioned in the accompanying discussion. All the scores are those of

end-of-year (June) criterion testing, consisting of: a 3-minute straight

copy timing, a 20-word vocabulary test, three business letters for P Ss but

two business letters for C Ss, one table, and two manuscripts. Ns per task

per level varied widely; therefore, the mean correlation coefficients (r's)

given in the tables that follow, computed by z transformation, were weighted

by N. Since the larger Ns were for P Ss in both years and among Year-2 Ss in

both treatments, the overall r's for "both" treatments are more heavily influ-

enced by P than by C Ss and by Year-2 than by Year-1 Ss.

Vocabulary and Typing Performance Scores. One issue here is that of the

extent to which typing proficiency is associated with intelligence (as in-

ferred from vocabulary scores). Might intelligence scores be a partial ba-

sis for screening candidates for advanced typing training? In contrast to

earlier findings on heterogeneous students, do those for disadvantaged stu-

dents support the desirability of different training techniques for such stu-

dents? A second issue stems from investigations (e.g., Stolurow 1964) that

showed programed instructionto lead to "essentially zero" correlations be-

tween IQ scores and achievement measures. Are the correlations obtained here
4

lower for P than for C Ss? If so, then the present programed materials may

be judged more efficient than it-stonventional instruction.
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In agreement with a very large volume of earlier research (summarized in

West, 1969, p. 522) showing trivial relationships between intelligence and

ordinary copying skills as measured in straight copy tests, for N = 504, r's

of .115 and -.050 were found between vocabulary scores and gtraight copy

speed and between vocabulary scores and straight copy errors in the present

investigation. Copying skills are largely independent of intelligence. Be-

tween vocabulary scores and number of production tasks completed during the

test week: r =.-.094 (N=514). Production task data are shown in Table 22.

Table 22

Correlations between Vocabulary and Production Typing Scores
(Dectmals omitted)

Variable

Range
Mean r Mean NBoth

From To From To From To C P Both C P Both

Speed,

3 Letters -35 17 -20 04 -35 17 -08 -12 -11 35 138 91

1 Table -22 05 -12 05 -22 05 -16 -07 -09 i 32 133 85

2 Mss. -25 16 -18 06 -25 16 -08 -04 -05 85 138 90

Form Errors

3 Letters -38 -02 -14 02 -38 02 -13 -04 -05 ; 35 138 91

1 Table -18 01 -01 02 -18 02 -03 01 01 32 133 85

2 Mss. -47 05 -13 05 -47 05 -15 -09 -10 85 138 90

Typos

3. Letters -62 14 -18 11 -62 14 -32 -07 -12 35 138 91

1 Table -19 -09 -08 -01 -19 -01 -17 -06 -08 32 133 85

2 Mss. -47 05 -13 -05 -47 05 -18 -08 -10 85 138 90

All Tasks

Speed -35 17 -20 06 -35 17 -10 -08 -09 38 137 90

Form Err. -38 01 -19 02 -38 02 -12 -05 -06 38 137 90

.Typos -62. 05 -18 11. -62 11 -24 -07 -10 38 137 90

Production speed was measured by cóMpletion time; accOrdingly0.the nega-

tive r's with speed 'mean that as vocabularY scoreS increaéed, completion ttme

decreased (i.e., production speed increased). For errors (form and tYpos),
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negative signs show increases in vocabulary going with decreases in errors.

Although the mean r's are in the anticipated direction, none of them is

large enough (in relation to the mean Ns) tc differ significantly from zero,

using p = .05. Earlier studies of heterogeneous trainees (e.g., Cook and

Appel, 1941) reported correlations between IQ and production typing scores

of up to .81. For the present disadvantaged Ss, however, there was substan-

tial restriction of range in the vocabulary scores (low of 22 high of 15,

with about 95 percent of all scores between 3 and 13). Another explanatory

factor arises from the established generalization that in complex tasks in-

dividual differences increase with practice (Anastasi, 1934). The below-

average abilities of the present trainees probably led to relatively 14mited

amounts of practice (i.e., number of different typing tasks completed during

the training). Thus, production typing scores were also probably restricted

in range. The present low correlations no doubt reflect, in part, substan-

tial restriction of range in both variables (vocabulary and production skill).

Even so, there is no present evidence that intelligence is useful in screen-

ing disadvantaged trainees for vocational typing courses. Firmer data re-

quire, at a minimum, sufficient practice to widen the range of production

typing scores.

Concerning the typical finding of at least moderate correlations between

aptitude and achievement following conventional instruction, it has been held

that such relationships reflect instructional inefficiency--the inability in

mass instruction for the "live" teacher to take into account in his teaching

the various pertinent individual differences among students. With more ade-

quately individualized (e.g., "programed") instruction, studies such as those

of Stolurow (1964) found "essentially zero" correlations. Inspection of the

mean r's for the C and P Ss in Table 22 shows the shift to be, in 11 of 12 in--
stances, in the predicated direction: the mean r's for P Ss are, with one ex-

ception, below those for C Ss. The various Ns that underlie the mean r's

preclude testing whether the differences are statistically significant; the

near-uniform direction of these differences is, however, apparent. In the

present context of individualized instruction reducing relationships between

aptitude and achievement, it seems probable that the learning sequences of

the present programed typing materials were more "efficient" than those of

conventional, live instruction. Efficiency, here, is in relation to apti-

tude correlations, not to the achievement of marketable typing skills.
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it(.g.22.9.idProducti-LTirrptrail. As described earlier, con-

ventional instruction, especially of disadvantaged students, tends to give

substantial attention to ordinary copying skills. Among heterogeneous stu-

dents, the assumption would appear to be that such skills contribute appre-

ciably to proficiency at realistic vocational typing tasks; among students

of below-average ability it is perhaps assumed, as well, that their eapaci-

ties preclude mastery over the more consequential typing tasks. A summary

of the earlier evidence on relationships between straight copy and produc-

tion typing proficiency among heterogeneous high school and college students

(West, 1969, p. 330) showed moderate correlations for speed and law corre-

lations for errors (under no-erasing conditions). The present findings on

this issue are displayed in Table 23.

Table 23

Correlations between Straight Copy and Production Typing Scores
(Decimals omitted)

Variable

Range
Mean r .

Mean N
C P Both

From To From To From To C P Both C P Both

SC Speed with

Letter Speed -63 -21 -31 05 -63 05 -36
a

-23
c

-25
b

35 136 90

Table Speed -09 02 -17 -03 -17 02 -06 -13 -11 37 132 84

MS. Speed -47 -23 -31 -15 -47 -15 -35a -24c -26a 42 137 65

All Tasks -63 02 -31 -15 -63 02 -31 -22c -23a 38 136 89

SC Errors with

Letter Speed -12 05 -24 26 -24 26 -04 05 04,. .35 136 90

Table speed 08 19 -06 01 -06 19 _11 712 03 37 136 90

MA. Speed -25 21 -12, 15 -25 21 09 02 -01. 42-137 _65

All Tasks -25 211 -24 26 -25 26 -04 03 02 38 136 89

aSignificantly different from zero at the .05 level.

bSignificantly different tram zero at the .02 level.

c-Significantly different trona zeroat-the-.01'level.

Again: with SC (straight copy) Speed measured in words per-minute but

production speed in completion time, negative Speed Qorrelations in Table 23

.;

t!)
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mean that as wpm increases, production completion time decreases (i.e., pro-

dUction speed increases). The mean r's for speed-with-speed in Table 23

show rather more transfer of SC stroking habits to letter and manuscript

typing than to table typing--a finding that is quite to be expected from

the continuous prose character of letters and manuscripts, but not of tables.

The more the production task content consists of the continuous prose of

straight copy typing, the more will straight copy skills contribute to pro-

duction speeds. Even for such tasks, however, the obtained r'l are low--

well below those found among highly trained high school and college typists

of heterogeneous ability. Also, although the nature of the data precludes

statistical tests for significance of differences between the mean r's of C

and P Ss, it may be noted for letters and manuscripts (the two tasks to

which the issue applies) that the r's are lower for P than for C Ss. For the

conventional trainee, given little explicit instruction in making placement

decisions, his production speed depends more heavily on ordinary stroking

speed than does that of the trainee given explicit placement instruction

and practice in making placement decisions. Put another way: as the think-

ing,through of the placement decisions enters more prominently into produc-

tion typing, the role of ordinary stroking speed is reduced.

Correlations of SC errors with production errors are not reported because

they have no logical relationship. Nisstrokes are wholly independent of

the kinds of mental processes that apply to form errors, and there can be

no interest in whethe: misstrokes under no-erasing (SC; conditions are asso-

ciated with uncorrected misstrokes (typos) under the erasing conditions of

production typing. In Table 231 correlations between SC errors and produc-

tion speed are shown because, if the stroking habits of SC typing are also

used in production typing and if production misStrokes are to be corrected,

then the more production misstrokes the longer the production completion

time. As shown in Table 231 the obtained r's are trivially small--a find-

ing that suggests that the stroking habits bearing on accuracy in SC typing

are not the ones used in production typing and that the conventional extreme

focus on stroking accuracy in straight copy typing (during training and in

employment tests) is sericrvsly mistaken. That inference is more directly

supported by error correlations under no-erasing conditions for both tasks

and by the characteristically low reliability of measures of SC errors. The

present data merely add tangential support to the earlier direct evidence,
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as summarized by West (1969, pp. 330, 296).

Production Speed and Errors. Does the faster production typist tend to

do work of higher quality? For straight copy typing, data on fhousands of

typists in dozens of studies (summarized in West, 1969, p. 238) show fhe

two criteria to be virtually uncorrelated i.e., about as often very low

negative as very low positive. For the present Ss, fhe r for straight.copy

speed and errors was .08 for both C and P Ss, little different from the r

of .14 found among typists covering the full range of copying skills fram

9 fhrough 108 wpm (West, 1969, p. 238). For fhe realistic vocational typ-

ing tasks of "production" typing, four earlier studies (see West, 19690 p.

398) reported speed-error r's ranging between .08 and .52. The findings

for the present Ss are displayed in Table 24.

Table 24

Correlations between Production Speed and Errors
(Decimals omitted)

Variable

Range

P Both Itlan r* Mean N
C -7

From To IFrom To From To C P Both C 'P Both

3 Letters I

Form -11 20 -23 19 -23 20 03 06 05 37 140 93

Typos -30 22 -09 48 -30 48 -08 17 14 37 140 93

1 Table

Form -04 07 07 10 -04 10 -08 09 05 39 136 88

Typos -46 -05 -29 -05 -46 -05 -19 -13 -14 39 136 88

2 MBS.

Form -14 12 01 08 -14 12 00 06 04 46 141 94

Typos -15 13 -33 13 -33 13 -05 01 00 46 141 94

All Tasks

Form -14 20 -23 19 -23 20 00 06 05 41 140 92

Typos -46 22 -33 48, -46 48 -08 07 04 41 140 92

*
None o' the mean r's is significantly different from zero.
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With few exceptions, the mean r's of Table 24 are near zero, and none dif-

fers significantly from zero. Speed at production tasks is essentially in

dependent of that aspect of work quality bearing on attractive arrangement

of materials on the page (form errors). "Typos" are not number of misstrakes,

but number of uncorrected misstrokes. However, purely probabilistically,

the more misstrokes, the more of them that can be overlooked. Also, a typ-

ist could be faster because he does not take the ttme to correct misstrokes,

or slower because he does correct mistakes. The near-zero r's for "typos,"

as for form errors, Show no tendency in either direction. Speed and quality

seem essentially independent--at least among the present law-ability Ss.

Intertask Relationships. If there is overlap in the processes cpplicable

to typing the various vocational tasks, transfer of Skills from one kind of

task to another should be expected; and if the commonalities in task proces-

ses are accurately identified and there is deliberate "teadhing for transfer,"

tratning time can be economized. The pertinent data are shown in Table 25.

Table 25

Median Intercorrelations Among ProdUction Tasksa

(L = Letter, T = Table, Mb = Manuscript; Decimals amitted)

Task
Both

Ls T Mss Ls T Mss Ls T Mss

Speed

22

51*

59*

27

62*

36

40*
22
26

38
45*
-11

34
31
10 L

23* 16

47*

31*

20*
16
08

46*
42*
45*

27*
40*
34*

23*

44*

46*

17

49*

32*

22*
17
10

45*
43*
38*

28*
39*
31*

Letters
Table
Manuscripts

Form Errors

Letters
Table
Manuscripts

Typos

Letters
Table
Manuscripts

aFrom left to right across the rows, the mean Ns are--Letters
raw: 20, 24, 24, 1240 1200 1260 98, 82 85; Table raw: 25, 1220
74; Manuscripts raw: 160 124, 72.

*
Differs significantly fram zero (i.e., p <.05 to .<.01).
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In Table 25, same of the r's among conventional trainees are higher than

the corresponding r's for the programed trainees, but fall short of differ-

ing significantly from zero only because of the smaller Ns on which they are

based (see Footnote a). That aside, the correlation coefficients of Table

25 confirm what s more or less to be expected. The tasks whose content con-

sists substantially of continuous prose and whose placement decisions are

largely confined to the determining of margins (viz., letters and manuscripts)

show greater agreement with each other than either of the two do with tables.

Tables, uniquely, add internal decisions about the location of tabular stops

for columns and the centering of column headings, as well as the alignment

of digits in columns. The two manuscripts show relatively less agreement

with each oCler than one might, superficially, expect. However: one of the

two manuscripts contained features not present in the other one: editorial

corrections and footnoting. Clearly, the more the overlap in task features

(and, therefore, in placement processes), the higher the intertask correla-

tions. In general, the extent of overlap in the six criterion tasks (3 busi-

ness letters, 1 table, 2 manuscripts)--for the present Ss--may be character-

ized as low to moderate and tending to be higher for placement processes (form

errors) than for speed of work. The tendency to proofread and to correct

misstrokes (i.e., "typos") was more in evidence for letters than for the

other two tasks.

Differences between the r's for P and C trainees--although not suscepti-

ble to statistical tests of signficance--bear on the deliberate t.ttempt in

the programed materials to teach for transfer, resulting in a substantially

smaller range of form-error r's among the P trainees (from .42 to .47) than

among C trainees (from -.11 to .62). Clearly: the programed materials led

to levels of agreement among scores substantially less variable than those

found among conventional trainees. The programed instruction seems to have

accomplished its objective of transfer of applicable placement processes

among tasks. Conventional instruction, it may be Inferred, tends more often

to treat each kind of task as unique; commonalities among placement processes

are not routinely and deliberately pointed out to trainees.

Finally, there were a few instances of nontrivial differences between

Year-1 and Year-2 r's--aboui: as often in one direction as the other among

both P and C trainees.. The more general data of Table 25 and the inferences

drawn from that data are unaffected.

Rci
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Judgments of the Programed Instruction by Teachers and Chairmen

The subjective tmpressions of teachers about various aspects of the pro-

gramed instruction were solicited via questionnaire at the end of the year.

The chairman of the Secretarial Studies Department in each of the two par-

ticipating vocational high schools was also asked to comment, by letter to

the investigator, on any aspect of the instruction, using the teacher's

questionnaire as an approximate indicator of the issues of interest. Their

comments tended to be in general accord with the questionnaire responses of

teachers. Some of the questionnaire findings were given in the "Procedures"

section of this report. Other findings are given here, and the question-

naire is reproduced on pages 103-105.

The present findings apply to eight teachers: the six involved in the

full-year instruction, plus two other teachers in School A (one Year-1 and

one Year-2 teacher) who replaced the fall-term teachers who left or were

reassigned. The two replacements were involved only in spring-term pro-

gramed instruction of Ss whose earlier fall-term programed instruction had

been in classes of the teachers who left at the end of that semester. How-

ever, the one-semester experience with programed instruction of the two new

teachers is felt to have furnished as adequate a basis for judgment as did

the full-year experience of the other six teachers. The test papers of Ss

in the four classes of the two new teachers were not scored, however, be-

cause those teachers had not been involved in the earlier NcLean investiga-

tion that furnished the scores of conventional Ss; i.e., for those teachers

there were no C scores against which P scores could be assessed. The two

teachers were not so informed, however; they and their classes were treated

throughout prectsely as were the other

eluding full June criterion testing.

Questionnaire Item 3 (p. 103) asked

students with various attitudes toward

favorable). Among the eight teachers,

six teachers and their classes, in-

for estimates of the percentage of

the program (unfavorable, neutral,

estimates of unfavorable attitudes

ranged from 10 to 95.percent, averaging 65 percent; neutral attitudes ranged

from 5 to 50 percent, averaging 20 percent; favorable attitudeaTanged from

0 to 50 percent, averaging 15 percent., Put another way, of every 20 T train-

ees, 13 were judged to have unfavorable attitudes, A tobe neutral, and 3 to

have favorable attitudes. With values of'10 20 and 3 as-signed tO the atti-

tudes (from unfavorable through favoNable), the mean was 1.50halfway be-

go
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tween unfavorable and neutral.

Questionnaire Item 4 (p. 103) asked for estimates of program suitability

to students (highly suitable, moderately suitable, unsuitable). Responses ap-

proximately paralled those for student attitudes--as might be expected,since

attitudes and suitability are correlated phenomena. Specifically, the pro-

gramed frames were judged to be unsuitable for 10 to 85 percent of Ss, aver-

aging 71 percent; moderately suitable ranged from 10 to 40 percent, averag-

ing 18 percent; and highly suitable applied to 0-60 percent of Ss, averag-

ing 11 percent. With slight rounding of these estimates, the judgment were

that of every 20 P trainees the program was unsuitable for 14 of them, mod-

erately suitable for 4, and highly suitable for 2 students. With values of

1, 2, and 3 assigned to the estimates (from unsuitable to highly suitable),

the mean value of 1.41 is two-fifths of the way between unsuitable and mod

erately suitable.

The general tenor of these estimates (about student attitudes and pro-

gram suitability) is markedly negative and, however subjective, cannot be

gainsaid. Even so, some emotionalism and lack of discrimination in the re-

sponses of same teachers is evident. It is hardly likely, for example, that

no student in a pair of classes had favorable attitudes toward the program;

yet, one of the eight teachers (Iwith 50+ students on register in two classes)

so estimated. Similarly, two of the eight teachers (100+ Ss on register in

four classes) estimated that there were no students for whom the program

was highly suitable and only ten for whom the program was moderately suit-

able. Extremes such as those cited contradict reasonable probabilities and

cannot be taken seriously. In view of the perceptions and expectations of

six of the eight teachers concerning student abilities and attitudes toward

hamework (as given in the "Procedures" section), it may be that, to same un-

determinable extent, the present estimates represent a self-fulfilling pro-

phecy, revealing teacher attitudes as much as they do student attitudes.

The foregoing conjecture deserves some exploration, admittedly specula-

tive. The disadvantaged Ss of the present investigation are not "readers";

they have been trained throughout their school experience to expect instruc-

tion to be largely at the hands of the teacher, gotten "through the ears"

and from the blackboard. Insofar as thinking about'what one reads is hard

work, such students are ot overjoyed with instructiA that requires thought

on their part. In turn, teadhers of such students probably reinforce stu-
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dent expectations about instruction and, indeed, account in no small part

for those expectations. One teacher, in fact, confessed to the investigator

personal resentment at the preempting of a consequential portion of that

person's normal teaching activities by the programed materials. Inexperi-

ence in accomodating their live instruction to the programed portion of it

is another fcctor bearing on teachers' estimates of program suitability and

student attitudes, and the rather too full curriculum imposed by the inves-

tigator on both Year-1 and Year-2 trainees is also pertinent. Given more

teacher experience with programed instruction and deeper training in using

sueh materials, plus modification of teachers' stereotypes about disadvan-

taged students and concomitant revision of instruction away from intermin-

able "guidance" for relatively trivial tasks and toward "confirmation" tech-

niques applied to more consequential tasks, teacher and student attitudes

might well be appreciably improved. The present programed materials were

hard work indeed, for both students and teachers. However, the resulting

proficiency at the vocational typing tasks of the present investigation, in

relation ta the outcomes of conventional instruction, show the effects of

the progr.med instruction to have transcended the attitudes reported by

teachers.

Teachers were also asked (Questionnaire Item 5, p. 103) to specify the

sections of the program that students found most diflicult. All eight

teadhers listed various subsections of Section 9 (Advanced table typing) as

most difficult, and five of the eight also mentioned one or another of the

earlier sections on simple tables (Sections 578). . Four of the eight teach-

ers included manuscript typing (Section 14) as among the half dozen most

difficult topics. Despite the particular wording of the question, responses

refer to the task, not to the programed treatment of it. Table typing is

notoriously the most difficult vocational typing task, whatever the medium

of instruction; and manuscript typing was new to the curriculum and to these

teachers--not included in earlier conventional instruction. That "diffi-

culty" wes to same extent confused with "novelty" is evident in the specifi-

cation by one teacher of badkspace methods of typing tables as among the

more difficult topics. Backspacing is much simpler than arithmetic methods

and is, indeed, the only method of table typing taught in one of the coun-

try's leadg typewriting textbook, one that studiously excludes the more
4

complex tables for which backspace methods are wholly inadequate. Backspace
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methods are simple, and they apply to simple tables--but that method was

new to the

previously

of tables.

teacher in question, as it was to all eight teachers, who had

taught only arithmetic methods of planning the horizontal layout

For students routinely characterized by their teachers as excep-

tionally weak in arithmetic, the conventional use of arithmetic rather than

nonarithmetic methods

instruction

In other

In accord

instances

of table placement illustrates the failure to modify

with student characteristics.

of topics characterized as difficult, the tasks were

familiar, but the program's procedures for executing those tasks differed

to greater or lesser extent fram those familiar to teachers (e.g., placement

of business letters).

Teachers were also asked (Questionnaire Item 10, p. 104) what program pro-

cedures they felt were superior to the ones they had employed in their ear-

lier conventional instruction. Mentioned, with frequencies in parentheses,

were: business letter placement, i.e., procedures for determining vertical

and horizontal margins (5), estimation of copy length (4), lavish use of

longhand rather than perfectly printed copy for typing (2), manuscript typ-

ing (2), and badkspace methods of table placement (1).

They were also asked (Question 12, p. 105) about their future intended

inclusion of topics and use of placement procedures that were contained in

the program (to a considerable extent, to some exrent, not much). Of the

eight teachers, responses were equally divided between "not much" and "to

some extent." It is perhaps amusing to note that three of the four "not

much" respondents had specifically listed a number of program procedures

they felt were superior to their umlal ones (Question 10).

Finally (Question 16, p. 105), teachers were invited to comment freely on

any aspect of the programed instruction. Five of the eight teachers accep-

ted the invitation. Excepting the few irrelevant or factually incorrect

comments (and including these in the chairmen's letters to the investigator),

the pertinent ones were:

1. Too much work in too little time; students felt breathlessly rushed.

2. Our pupils do not work well under pressure; they become jittery.

3. The skills taught were beyond the camprdhension of [our] pupils.

4. The program required reading comprehension that pupils did not have.

5. The program is more suitable-to.brighter or college students--prob-

ably a good one for students of gyerage or higher ability.
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6. [High school students] do not willingly do homework.

7. Pupils are accustomed to teacher [emphasis mine] explanation, repeti-

tion and review.

8. The program's procedures for typing are good for the teacher--to use

in teaching verbally. These kids want the teacher to teach; they don't

want to read.

9. The need for close concentration [on the programed frames] was just

too much for many students.

10. The precision of the program's placement procedures perhaps made pu-

pils conscious of minutiae at the expense of broader concepts.

11. Teaching more than one placement procedure for a given type of task

[e.g., backspace and arithmetic table planning methods, moving and fixed

datelines in letters, pica and elite type] confuses students. Better to

teach such students one and only one way to do things.

12. Any kind of arithmetic [e.g., for table placement, estimation of copy

length] is too much for these students.

13. For the many clerical and bookkeeping majors, "interest in typing is

at best peripheral."

14. [From one chairman] There was a great deal of tea-ther resistance to

the program; same were never "sold" on it. There were too many topics to

be covered, with inadequate time for application. Teacher paper work and

clerical chores were also a burden.

15. Pupils were achieving better in judgment areas than former pupils of

these teachers had done [because] pupils were forced to use their own judg-

ment and not rely on their teachers.

The foregoing comments are given almost verbatim, and No. 15 strikes to

the heart of what instruction aimed at marketable vocational typing skills

is all about. Even so, the program is probably not well suited to low-

ability trainees. The highly favorable typing performance outcomes of the

programed instruction were perhaps accomplished by brute force--by a level

of effort that probably cannot be routinely expected short of a revolution

in teachers' perceptions of law-ability students and in the modes of teach-

ing such students characteristic of all their schooling. One principal re-
.

quirement, in the judgment of the investigator, is the replacement of pap

with substance, of trivial skills for which there is uo market with skill

at real-world tasks. Another is gross reduction in the amount of leading

1-

t-,
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by the hand, coupled with explicit teadhing of pertinent concepts and ample

practice in applying those concepts without continuous assistance--an assis-

tance that is rarely aveilable in real life once formal training has been

completed.

Finally, it is regrettable that an opportunity to test the programed in-

struction on heterogeneous students, including ones of average and higher

general ability, could not be arranged. Conceivably, the program would be

found to be well suited to the average student. For such students, bypass-

ing the substantial amount of live instruction devoted to the placement con-

cepts of vocational typing tasks (by home study of materials such as the

present ones) could result in important economies in t.-ain4nz, time and/or

in higher proficiency resulting from more time available for practice at

the typewriter in applying placement concepts to realistic vocational typ-

ing tasks.

Summa of Findin s Concluicions and Recommendations

As a basis for enumerating the specific findings of the present investi-

gation and the conclusions and recommendations that flow from the findings,

the major purposes and characteristics of this investigation are first sum-

marized briefly.

Chiefly at issue are the relative effects on proficiency at vocational

typing tasks of conventional versus programed instruction, applied to low-

ability first-year and second-year typing trainees in two vocational high

schools. The programed instruction was conducted for a full school year

in four first-year classes of two teachers and in twelve second-year classes

of four teachers. Outcomes were contrasted with those following conventional

instruction among students of comparable general ability in the classes of

the same teachers in the same schools two years earlier (three first-year

and nine second-year classes). For first- and second-year instruction re-

spectively, findings are based on 45 and 168 conventional students and on

109 and 225 programed trainees.

The real variables under investigation are represented by the character-

istics of the two contrasted instructional modes. Conventional instruction

had the following leading dharacteristics:

1. Substantial focus on ordinary copying-skills of the kind measured in

straight copy tests.

2. Relatively late introduction of vocational typing tasks.
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3. Restriction of vocational typing tasks to the simplest ones (viz., sim-

ple business letters and simple tables).

4. Instruction wholly teacher nediated (oral and blackboard), accompanied

by much teacher guidance for student responses into late stages of training.

5. Teaching of one procedure for a given kind of fagk, by rote and not

strongly accompanied by "whys and wherefores."

6. Student practice almost entirely from perfectly printed materials.

In contrast, the programed instruction had the following characteristics:

1. Substantially less practice given to ordinary copying skills.

2. Early (middle of October) introduction of realistic typing tasks.

3. Coverage of a wide range of task difficulty, indentically in first- and

second-year classes.

4. Deliberate instruction, via "home" work on linear programed "frames,"

dealing with the concepts and procedures governing attractive placement or

arrangement of typed materials on the page, followed, in class, by practice

at the typewriter in applying the placement concepts and procedures to rep-

resentattve tasks (here: business letters, tables, and manuscripts). Prac-

tice and test materials following campletion of a subsection of the program

were wholly "unarranged," unaccompanied by specific placement information,

and required the student to make his own decisions about marL;ins, tabular

stops, et al., without teacher assistance. The chief roles of the teacher

were to monitor the completion of programed subsections by students and to

furnish ample practice at the typewriter.

5. Teaching, when applicable, of more fhan one procedure for typing a given

task (e.g., both backspace and arithmetic methods of table planning, both mov-

ing and fixed date ltnes in business letters).

6. Large amounts of student practice from the longhand materials that pre-

dominate in real-world typing activttles.

In addition, the programed materials incorporated the step-by-step sequenc-

ing of events and the individualization of instruction that is nearly impos-

sible to achieve to comparable degree in live (oral) conventional teaching.

Programed students were tested at mid-year on simple business letters and

tables. All trainees, both conventional and programed, were tested at the

end of the school year on the same tasks: a 20-word vocabulary test used as

a measure of general ability, a 3-minute straight copy timing on pruse of

average difficulty, a 150-word letter that included a 3-column table with

.41
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column headings, a 75-word letter including an enumeration, a 150-word sim-

ple business letter, a 4-column table with one 2-line and three 1-line col-

umn headings, a 150-word manuscript including one footnote and editorial cor-

rections, and a 75-word simple prose manuscript without special features.
21

The six produc:Lion tasks were scored for speed (completion time), for errors

in form or arrangement of materials on the page (form errors), and for un-

corrected typographical errors ("typos"). All production test copy was un-

arranged, and students were required to make their own placement decisions

and to correct mistakes (by eraser or Ko-Rec-Type).

Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations

The principal findings are given below, with citails presented on the

pages of this report given in square backe.t ch tinding or group of

findings is followed by conclusions and rccaalmemdations. The objective of

the programed instruction (and, indeed, of vocational typing training) makes

"form errors" the principal criterion of proficiency, with speed of work sec-

ondary. Neither mode of instruction, conventional or programed, had any dir-

ect differential bearing on proofreading and correction of misstrokes; ac-

cordingly, uncorrected typographical errors were not expected to be differ-

entially affected by the two contrasted instructional modes.

As a preliminary to the findings on performance, the students in the C

(conventional) and P (programed) classes did not differ in general ability

(as inferred from vocabulary test scores) and were of below-average general

mental ability ;pp. 43-451. Accordingly, the results may be attributed to

the instructional modes, uncontaminated by differences in student aptitudes.

§traiE,LLyroficienc. Despite substantially less practice at ordi-

nary stroking dkills in P (programed) classes, neither in Year 1 nor in Year

2 did P and C students differ significantly in straight copy performance, as

measured by gross words per minute and number of errors [pp. 52-530 59]. In

addition, straight copy speed was little correlated (r = -.23) with produc-

tion speed (completion time); and straight copy accuracy was uncorrelated

with production speed (s. = .02). [pp. 79-80]

Conclusion 1. The conventional assumption fhat ordinary copying skills

21It was found, updn readying data for statistical analysis, that there

were no scores on record for first-year C students for the 150-word simple

business letter. Accordingly, results for Year-1 trainees are based on

five rather than six production'typing tasks.
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make an tmportant contribution to proficiency at vocational typing tasks and

the consequent substantial attention to copying skills throughout training

are seriously in error. Three inferences seem appropriate: (a) Vocational

proficiency depends mostly on decision-making about the placement of mater-

ials on the page; (b) The stroking habits of straight copy typing are not

identical to those

the typist's "set"

tasks; and (c) The

curves for copying

typically found at

of typing practice

of production typing--probably because of differences in

or perception of the requirements of the two kinds of

characteristic negative acceleration of the acquisition

speed and errors suggests that Che levels of copying skills

the earlier stages of training are so modest that any kind

(e.g., at realistic vocational tasks) contributes to gains

in ordinary stroking.skills.

Recommendation 1. Drastically reduce the conventional focus on ordinary

copying skills of the kind measured in straight copy tests. Such skills con-

tribute little to proficiency at realistic vocational tasks and do not suf-

fer when the bulk of traiuing is devoted to vocational skills.

Production Typing Proficiency. Findings on production proficiency are

given, in turn, Dar first- and second-year trainees, for both years together,

and for less programed instruction in contrast to mDre conventional instruc-

tion. [pp. 51-62, 70-73]

a. Among the five Year-1 terminal production tasks, C (conventional) stu-

dents were significantly faster than P (programed) trainees in two instances

(table and letter with table), whereas P students made significantly fewer

form errors in 4ch of the five tasks. There were no significant differences

in number of "typos." Summing across all five tasks, C students completed

them in 73 percent of the time required by P tratnees (70.6 vs. 96.7 minutes--

7.44 vs. 5.43 words per minute). Form errors by P students were 49.2 percent

of the number made by C trainees (18.22 vs. 37.02). (pla 51-59]

b. Among six Year-2 production tasks, C students were significantly faster

fhan P trainees in two instances (table and letter with table), but made sig-

nificantly more form errors in each of the six tasks. One of the six differ-

ences in "typos" was

ming across tasks, C

quired by P students

statistically significant, favoring C students. Sum-

trainees completed them in 87.5 percent of the ttme re-

(80.70 vs. 90.25 mlnutes--8.36 vs. 7.32 words per min-

ute). Form errors by .1) students were 55.5 percent of the number made by C

trainees (20.20 vs. 37.09). [pp. 51-59]
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c. Summarizing across both years, of 11 task camparisons, there were four

significant speed differences, favoring C students; whereas P trainees made

significantly fewer form errors in all 11 instances (the largest differences

being found for the table and for the manuscript containing a footnote). At

the cost of a 27 percent reduction in speed among Year-1 trainees and of 12k

percent among Year-2 students, programed instruction reduced placement or

form errors by nearly half (38.42 vs. 74.11). [pp. 58-62]

d. First-year programed instruction led to a level of work quality greatly

superior to that achieved after two years of conventional instruction: for

every 20 form errors made by Year-2 C students, Year-1 P trainees made 11

form erxors (on the five tasks common to both years). [TT. 58-62]

e. Contrasting first-year and second-year performance among C and P stu-

dents, production speed among C students in Year-2 was only .37 wpm abovc

that of first-year students; among programed trainees, the gain was 1.30

wTom. On fhe other hand, among conventional students form errors in Year 2

were 10.2 percent below those of Year 1; whereas among P students the dif-

ference was .1 percent. It is apparent that among Year-2 programed train-

ees their first year of conventional instruction contributed nothing to the

production quality (form errors) that followed programed instruction in

their second year. In other words, for quality of work, programed instruc-

tion in Year I was as effective as Year-2 programed instruction that had

been preceded uy - year of conventional instruction. [pp. 58-62]

f. Programed students were tested at mid-year (January) under conditions

that tended to inflate their speed scores (in relation to end-of-year scores)

but that could have no differential effect on errors. Camparison of mid-

year P scores with end-of-year C scores (3 tasks in Year 12 4 tasks in

Year 2) had results as follows: In Year 1, P students after one semester

of instruction completed 3 tasks in 5 fewer minutes than did C students

after a full year of instruction, and they made greatly fewer form errors

(P = 6.92, C = 13.85). In Year 2 there were no speed differences between

half-year P students and full-year C trainees, whereas P trainees made

fewer forn errors (P = 13.82, C = 17.97). [pp. 70-73]

Conclusion 2. Early introduction of and continual focus on the concepts

and procedures applicable to the placement features of vocational typing

tasks (here, via programed instruction), accompanied by practice in apply-

ing those procedures to realistic tasks, wifhout teacher assistance, is

markedly superior to fhe conventional piactice of deferring vocational
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typing tasks until relatively late in training, accompanied by large amount

of teacher (or textbook) assistance in making placement decisions. Indeed,

the former tactic--among low-ability students, at any rate--led to nearly 5

percent improvement in work quality in about half as much training time.

Recommendation 2. Vocational typing training should (a) drastically re-

duce the amount of attention given to ordinary copying skills; (b) introduc

vocational tasks very early in instruction (perhaps by mld-October); (c) gi

students, fram the start, explicit instruction in the procedures governing

attractive arrangement of typed products, accompanied by ample practice in

applying placement procedures to realistic, unarranged materials (preferabl

in longhand), without teadher guidance. Strenuously to be avoided is in-

terminable teacher assistance in making placement decisions. These recom-

mended tactics more or less reverse those of conventional instruction. Pal

ticularly, the ".;lerical" training programs common among low-ability studer

result in skills that have little marketable value and should be replaced i

ones of genuine vocational valueeven if confined to the simpler tasks rai

than covering a wide spectrum of task difficulty.

Role of the Teacher in Pro ramed Instruction. Teachers reported that si

dents found the programed materials difficult and that much live explanatis

and reteaching of the programed placement concepts were required. Indeed,

they estimated outcomes to be due more to their support of the program tha3

to the program itself (Program 257.0 Live Teaching 757.). However, among nil

end-of-year test comparisons, only one significant difference was found be

tween frequently absent (18.19 days) and infrequently absent (5.56 days) s

dents--in a 72-75 day spring semester. [pp. 48-51]

Conclusion 3. Whatever the contributions to outcomes of live teaching

support for the programed instruction) they were clearly less than teacher

estimated. The frequent absentee who performs as well as the infrequent a_

sentee must have learned from his programed homework.

Recommendation 3. Programed materials progressively move from heavily

guided or prompted framee to unguided "test" frameshere, under whdlly pa

and-pencil conditions Bar placement concepts and processes. The appropria

post-program teacher, behavior is to supply-opportunities for actual typing

requiring application of placement procedures--not heavily guided oral re-

explication of placement procedures prior to typing. Teachers' tendencies

to extrapolate the difficulties of the few to the many is particularly to
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guarded against. (See, also, Recommendation 4, below).

Teacher Judgments of Student Attitudes and Program Features. Concerning

the programed instl-uction used as the particular vehicle for implementing

fhe instructional tactics described in Recommendation 2, above, the subjec-

tive judgments or impressions of teachers and department chairmen were so-

licited via formal questionnaire and informal letter. Findings were [pp.

82-Sn:

a. Of every 20 programed trainees, 13 were estimated to have unfavorable

attitudes toward the program, 4 were neutral, and 3 were judged to have fa-

vorable attitudes. The average judgment VAS halfway between unfavorable

and neutral.

b. Judgments of fhe suitability of the programed instruction for low-

ability trainees paralleled those for student attitudes. Of every 27 P

students, fhe program was judged to be unsuitable for 14, moderately suit-

able for 4, and highly suitable for 2. The average judgment was two-fifths

of fhe way between unsuitable and moderately suitable.

c. Table typing was judged to be the most difficult task, while the teach-

ing of manuscript typing was novel to teachers.

d. The program's placement procedures were felt to be superior to the

ones employed in earlier conventional instruction with respect to: busi-

ness letter placement, estimation of copy length, lavish use of longhand

materials, manuscript typing, and backspace methods of table placement.

e. Unstructured comments heavily stressed the low reading and arithmetic

abilities of fheir disadvantaged students, the over-full curriculum imposed

by the investigator, the resistance of disadvantaged students to working

under pressure and to homework, and, especially important, the expectation

of such students, built in over years of schooling, of oral instruction

from the teacher rather than of concentrated attention to written instruc-

tional materials tilat require thought.

f. In general, it was judged that the program would be a highly appro-

priate one for students of nt least average ability.

Conclusion 4. The particular programed materials used here are probably

not optimally designed for law-ability students without extensive live teach-

ing support (but see the preceding subsection on "Role of the Teacher .").

HoWever, terminal production proficiency. following the programed instruc-

tion (see above) suggests that the lionstruction transcended the negative stu-

itC1J
.1
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dent attitudes and was not unmanageably beyond the modest abilities of stu-

dents. Especially evident, by inference fram the findings on proficiency

in relation to student attitudes, is the predominance of acquisition vari-

ables over motivational ones. "You don't have to love it to learn it."

Recammendation 4. The comments of teachers and direct observation of

their teaching by the investigator suggest that more effective use of these

(or ary) programed instruction among low-ability students requires modifi-

cation of teacher stereotypes about such students and, among all students

of whatever level of general mental ability, explicit training of teachers

in accammodating their /ive instruction to the programing of parts of it.

Particularly needed among teachers: especially of low-ability students, is

restraining the tendency to behave as if little learning is possible except

via the agency of their live instruction. The consequence of redundant oral

re-explication of programed instruction is to bore the more able students

and to reduce the attentiveness of all students to the programed materials.

"Why work on the program if the teacher is going to explain it all anyway?"

A number of ancillary findings, associated with secondary purposes of

the investigation, follow.

Supervised vs. Unsupervised Work at Programed Materials. To test the

predictions of participants that their low-ability students required direct

teacher supervision over their work at the program, for the first two months

of programed instruction (mid-October through mid-December), one class of

each P teacher worked on the program in class, under the supervision and

with the assistance of the teacher; the other class of each P teacher worked

on the program as hamework. (Thereafter, homework applied to all students.)

Among six mid-December production test tasks, for only one task were there

significant differences (favoring Year-2 in-class students). Among Year-1

trainees, two of four speed differences significantly favored in-class stu-

dents, with no form-error differences on any of the four tasks. [pp. 63-69]

Conclusion 5. The initial fear of teachers and chairmen that their low-

ability students would not responsibly work on the program at home or learn

from it without the teacher's assistance was largely. unfounded. Study of

programed materials by low-ability students benefits little from teacher su-

pervision and assistance. Besides, programed materials are designed to be

self-instructional and are, by definition, self-paced. In-class use of such

materials on a group basis is unwieldy #nd'unmanageable because of variations
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In work timeas was instantly reported by teachers.

Recommendation 5. Efficient management of programed instruction and pres-

ervation of its consequential features mandate the assignment as homework of

a specified portion of the program, which all students work on at their own

rates. In-class activities following cumpletion of programed homework can

then be uniformly and efficiently applied to all students.

Intelligence and Typing Proficiency. Essentially zero relationships we're

found between general mental ability (as inferred from vocabulary test scores)

and straight copy proficiency--in accord with much earlier evidence. Although

correlation coeZficients were depressed by restriction of range in the scores;

for the low-ability students of the present investigation there was only a

slight (and nonsignificant) tendency for intelligence to be correlated with

production typing proficiency among C and P students. However, in eleven

out of twelve instances, relationships were lower for P than for C students--

in agreement with earlier findings that the greater individualization of tn-

structton accomplished by programed instruction reduces the dependence of

adhievement on aptitude. [pp. 74-76]

Conclusion and Recommendation 6. There is no present evidence that in-

telligence is a useful partial basis for screening law-ability applicants

for vocational typing training. However, the reduced dependence of achieve-

ment on aptitude following programed instruction is all to the good and ar-

gues for the widespread use of well developed programed-learning materials.

Inter- and Intratask Relationships. As mentioned earlier, straight copy

proficiency is little related to production proficiency [pp. 77-78]. Ir ad-

dition, production speed was found to be uncorrelated with production fo,m

errors (r_ = .05) or with uncorrected typographical errors (r = .04) [pp. 79-

80]. Correlations among production tasks (letters, table, manuscripts)

ranged from low to moderate (-.11 to .62) , the higher ones being found for

taaks that share internal features and therefore placement processes. The

range of intertask r's (for form errors) was greatly narrower for P than

for C trainees. [pp. 80-81]

Conclusion and Recommendation 7. (See Conclusion and Recommendation 1,

pp. 89-90.)

Conclusion and Recommendation 8. The essential independence of produc-

tion speed and quality suggest that the two aspects of performance be given

-;*
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separate instructional attention and, depending on the reliability of speed

and error measures, be separately scored.

Conclusion and Recommendation 9. To the extent that vart,us production

tasks (business letters, tables, manuscripts) share internal features and,

in consequence, the procedures applicable to attractive placement on the

page, economies in training time and higher proficiency may be expected to

result fram deliberate "teaching for transfer"--tntentional pointing to

task cammunalities and placement processes--in contrast to treating each

task as unique. In the sense of greatly more consistent predictability of

task performance levels among programed than among conventional students in

the present -Investigation, transfer effecta,atmed at by the programed in-

struction, were better achieved than by conventional instructton.

Bringing the findtngs of the present investigation to bear on the origi-

nal problem of the widespread camplaints of employers about the undersupply

of typists sufficiently skilled at vocational typing tasks, the evidence

seems compelling that near-reversLl in conventional instructional practices

may be expected to ameliorate employers' complaints. Drastic reduction in

emphasis on ordinary stroking skills, early introduction of vocational typ-

ing tasks, explicit instruction in how to make placement decisions, and

ample practice in applying those decisions, without teacher guidance, to

realistic materials (unarranged longhand) are clearly indicated. In the

present instance, the foregoing tactics were tmplemented via prn.-.-ramed (self-

instructional) materials dealing with placement processes. Their excellent

success under disadvantageous conditions (low-ability students and teachers

inexperienced with programed instructian, plus long-established expectations

by both of teaching and learning via live, oral instruction) points to the

usefulness of programed instruction for the objectives given above and pro-

mises even greater success among students of at least average abilities, es-

pecially upon appropriate retraining of teadhers for their modified roles

in support of programed instruction. Even among low-ability students, "cler-

ical" curricula confined to typing skills of little marketable value can be

replaced by typing skills desired by employers.
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How to Use These Instructional Materials

These materials are an example of what is called Programed Instruction. They

are designed so that you can learn from them without the aid of a teacher and arP

different from ordinary textbooks.

The materials are "prograued" in a series of'small steps called frames. Each

frame gives a bit of information. You show that you have understood the informa-

tion by filling in one or more missing words in the frame. In that way, you will

be paying close attention and will be taking an active role in your learning.

After you have filled in the blanks, check your answers against the model answers

given alongside the next frame.

A program is not a test. The frames are designed to teach you, not to trick

you. You fill in blanks only to see whether you have learned the information

given in the frames.

Three features of programed instruction give these materials a simple appear-

ance:

1. The step-by-step presentation of subject matter

2. Your activity in filling in the blanks

3. The immediate checking of your anavers against model answers

But it is just these three features that insure that you will learn, PROVIDED you

give full attention and complete concentration to each frame. If you skim through

the program in a casual way, you will not learn much.

This is what you do:

1. Read each frame carefully and fill in the blanks. Sometimes a frame will

have one blank, sometimes several.

2. After you have filled in all the blanks in a frame, check your answers against

the model answers shown at the left of the next frame.

a. Your answers will usually be correct IF you have read the frame with close

attention and IF you remember what you learned in earlier frames. If they are

correct, go on to the next frame.

b. If your answers are wrong, read the frame again or refer back to the ear-

lier frame that contains the necessary information. Try to understand why your

answers are wrong and why the model answers are the correct ones. In that way

you will probably avoid making the same kind of mistake again. Do not erase any

wrong answers you may make; instead, draw a light line through your wrong answer

and fill in the correct answer above .(or below ot alongside) your original wrong

answer. When you have made the correction, go on to the next frame.
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. Continue in this manner throughout the program:

Read attentively
Answer by filling in blanks
Check your answers against the model answers
Reconsider your answers if they were incorrect; lightly line out any wrong

answer and fill in the correct one
C-ontinue with the next frame

Since a program is not a test, you have nothing to gain--and much to lose--if you

look at the model answers in advance. Cover the model answers with a card; uncover

and examine them only after you have written in your answers.

In this program each frame has one or more blanks to be filled in. Some examples

of the types of fill-ins are given below. Notice that the model answer is given

alongside (at the left) of the next frame.
What You Do

Tuesday

7

50

1. The day after Monday is .

. The first president of the U.S. was .

a. Thomas Jefferson
b. Abraham Lincoln
c. George Washington
d. Woodrow Wilson

(a/b/c/d)

. A week has days.
(how many?)

4. The number of states in the Union is
(48/49/50)

rite Tuesday
in the blank

Write the letter
of the correct
answer in the
blank--write c
(for George
Washington)

Write 7 in the
blank

Select the right
answer from the
choices given
in parentheses
and write it in
the blank--
write 50

The four most important points are these:

1. Don't just read the frames; read with close attention.

2. Remember what you learn in each frame so that you can use the information in

ater frames.

3. Before you fill in a blank, make sure you understand the question.

4. If an answer does not occur to you immediately, don't give up too quickly.

THINK about it and try hard to supply ananswer.before you look at the model

answer.

II
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Programed Typewriting 'Teacher's Questionnaire

Name

1. List below the assigned (by LJW) subsections of the program that time did

not permit your students to complete. [E.g., 9g, 14(28-40)]

2. List below the subsections of the program completed by students, but for
which time did not permit providing at least 2 class days of pertinent ap-
plication practice (i.e., actual typing of materials based on the program).

3. As best you can, estimate the percentage of students who had each of the
attitudes toward the program given below. (The sum should be 1000

Unfavorable Neutral Favorable
PmiINIIm

4. In your judgment, for what proportion of your students was the program:

Highly sultable Moderately suitable Unsuitable .111=11.

5. List below the particular subsections of the program that you consider to
have been most difficult for the students. Start with the most difficult
subsection and list up to 6 subsections in descending order of difficulty.

6. Listed below are several possible sources of poor results of program use.

Add as many more as you think are applicable. Then, to the right of each

indicate (by SD, D, NS, A, SA) whether you "strongly disagree," "disagree,"

are "not sure", "agree," or "strongly agree" with each statement.

a. These students, on the average, do not and will not do homework--
especially for a subject like typewriting.

b. The reading level of these students is, on the average, so low

that they are unlikely to learn much from any material that re-

quires reading.

c. These students, in general, probably could have learnTarjrom
the typing program if it had been written more simply.

d.; Weakness in arithmetic is a prominent reason for students'
difficulties with certain portions of the program.

e. The typical student has a negative attitude toward school in
general.

f;;ø

g

h.
:

11
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Teacher's Questionnaire

7. During the Spring 1970 semester, what percentage of class time was spent on
activities directly related to the program and what percentage to ordinary
stroking skills (e.g., daily warmup, speed and accuracy practice on ordinary
prose materials, straight copy practice and test timings, number and symbol

practice, etc.)? [The total should be wag.]

Related to the program Related to stroking skill
MlimaMMMEIMM

8. Refer to your collection of supplementary practice materials (including those
supplied by LJW) and to your lesson plans and record the numbee of items of
each kind (as listed below) actually typed by students during the Spring 1970

semester.

a. Ordinary business letters from
longhand copy, not accompanied
by a word count (ones in which
the student had to make his own
estimate of length).

b. Business letters containing a
table.

c. Tables containing at least 1

column heading of more than 1

d. Tables in which intercolumn
space was up to the student.

e..Manuscripts containing at
least 1 footnote.

f. Connected longhand matter
for which the student had
to estimate length as a ba-
sis for selecting margins
leading to a typed product
centered both vertically
and horizontally.

9. On how many occasions during the Spring IWO semester did you collect, exam-
ine, score, and return to students their work on letters, tables, and mss.?
[Count all such work done on any one dar as orm occasion.]

10. List below the particular placement features taught in the program that you
feel are superior to those you had used formerly (e.g., vertical placement

of business letters).

a.

b.

C.

d.

Others

11. What topics and procedures contained in the program were not in your curricu-

lum in earlier years (e.g., fixed date line in letters, backspace method of

centering tables, side-bound mss. footnotes, etc.)?

a. b.

c d.

e. f.

g h.
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Teacher's Questionnaire

12. To what extent in your future teaching do you expect to teach topics and place-

ment procedures contained in the program that you had not employed in your
preprogram teaching years? [Check one of the blanks below.]

To a considerable extent ; To some extent ; Not much

13. What proportion of student proficiency would you estimate is due to the pro-

gram and what proportion to your live teaching. [The total should sum to 100%.]

Program Live teaching

14. To the best of your knowledge, what proportion of your students feel that, in
future years, typewriting will be a primary skill for them, either vocation-

ally - personally? A subsidiary or secondary skill? Of no use to them?

Primary use Secondary use Little or no use

15. Rate yourself as a typewriting teacher in relation to your colleagues. [Check

one and note the percentage of all typewriting teachers in each category.]

Excellent , Very good , Average , Fair , Poor

10% 40% 20% 10%

lb. If there are aspects of the program work not covered above that you feel are

pertinent or if you wish to comment or expand on any of your earlier answers,

please do so below in your own words. For example, what are your recommenda-

tions for program use? Whac sorts of program revisions are desirable? For

what sorts of students might a revised program be applicable?
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Student Test Instructions

1. A business letter should look like this:

Not like this

The longer the letter, the narrower the side
margins and the closer to the top of the
page it should start.

Type each letter in accordance with the con-
ventions that lead to an attractive appear-
ance, usirg any acceptable letter style.

Or like this

)
Be sure that each of your business letters
has all the information required (for example,
a date).

If a letter contains a table, the table should
be centered horizontally; that is, the right
margin should be the same as the left margin.
Note the instructions in paragraph 3, below,
for the way in which column headings must be
typed.

2. Specific instructions for the rough draft copy are given at the top of each
manuscript. If a manuscript contains a footnote, it should be typed at the
bottam of the page, leaving a 1-inch bottom margin. The divider line should
be 20 underscoring strokes. Ii the instructions state that the manuscript
is to be centered both vertically and horizontally, you will have to estimate
in advance how much space will be needed for the rough draft copy after all
corrections are made--and place it on the page accordingly.

3. Type each table in accordance with the conventions that lead to attractive
appearance, but follow the test copy exactly in determining the number of
lines to use. Do not use column headings unless they are shown in the copy.
Tables dust be EXACTLY centered, both vertically and horizontally. Look at
the table below for same other requirements. Thia is an example only!

abcdefghij

-.1-4bcdefghi

abcde
abc

abcd
abcdef

abcd
abc
ab
abcd

bcde
ab
abcdefg

Notice that the space
bc between columns is the
bcdefghijkl same; that is, distance
bcde 1 equals distance 2.
bcdefg

4-2-

Notice, also, that each column heading is centered over its column, and each
line of the column heading is centered in relation to the other line, as well
as over the column. Type all tables across the Elk" width of the paper.

4. In all work, erase and correct all errors, on both originals and carbons.

DO NOT MAKE ANY MARKS ON THE TEST COPY. DO EACH TASK IN THE ORDER IN WHICH IT
APPENRS IE THE TEST BOOKLET. HAND IN EACH TASK AS SOON AS you COMPLETE IT.
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Type the letter below in any acceptable style; its message

contains about 45 words. Use your initials as typist and

the current date.
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Center the table below horizontally and vertically
on a full sheet. Use 8 spaces between columns.
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Center the table below horizontally and vertically on a

full sheet. Use 3 spaces between columns.
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Center the table below horizontally and vertically on a full

sheet. Use 11 spaces between columns.
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Center the table below horizontally and vertically on a
full sheet. Use 5 spaces between columns.
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Type the lett?r below, arranging it attracti\21y on the page in
any acceptable style. Its body contains about 45 words. Use
your initials as fhe typist of the letter and the current date.
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AAA . ari"r t

git.awk. 41*-01.. dor-c" 4,44L-1 a,t-ogAt

1/~4.4:411. A.W.tie.. 13a.ted. 04.46-;is.- AA/J.4

NA/

titA4t4"61 a71 (oe Ma" Pad ILL 14#44)°

AVIL4, +AA, bolt Aka,/ -401/444.4,-et oruil-

A44' (3^- friunAL-ei Alitea erces4A.- Aemtk

;cu. 4144 a4evue

Ay .6N k
24.14. g4A4.-"ite't"

;
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Type the letter below, arranging it attractively on fhe page in any accept-

able style. Use your initials as the typist and the current date. The

body of the letter has about 115 words.

. Tizte Mel, 44 s
to 44-- 2.t/AAA-

&ratoov etA4e. oz.(37

soot- AAA . AtotetAA..s:

vu, idzeg ae...a4.
Attelat.:1 ML C4nitAA.Zun., 4
-6e. ef 2 A-A. 6,44 C04.0 Atp,it F.,36,(4.ta/Gy frh-ee-e eue

ae40.441 intiat.tktitoa et.q. 114 ioto7fL4L~.-

SA 4LEAL.e Art.& .4e fou,,,, eiszda.ke,04, Aige44401

41te, 44444..L.
al-vidue /4- -14,/h14114. of4,A....40dg'
44tet4e4, ce, ,A4A.%a etc ax4.44-rtfe, occe4/244-49

pAAteet., el4.4LA.4,1 114e letre 10.14-41 /14"-

41.1 ftitAlo fta-1444/141.- eetoim- 04 "to 14.54. ,K44-t

4410 ma4A, ite of it occet-147.e9:442, 144

b=44cLAA4e *34:64. tu.t Atn,62 'et

)64-,46-azi Ate, twamei-d044/ /AA. "ita-ke.

fltintte Iteun"6.ibm.44,,c, 144- ÷0.0.e*.eauX-

144:*%1411

Cete 4 10114,A113

Cpiket;t
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Center the table below horizontally and vertically on

a half-sheet of paper. Use 8 spaces between columns.

Nod 0 oots-

a 11-sic$N44...
lice1404

liturcebA0 cortsb*Aft(46A-
virtLik aliat 4C .4?r

qout iewst, 14e &Pe", Ai *A/ ten/tat 7 1r
4)(6114 ok ce/611A ataaraz t14444*-t4-

6,1r
1CA, tiectit; -rrit .66,0te woutkiedv s.9c



Center fhe table below harizontally and vertically on a

full Sheet of paper. Use 5 spaces between columns.

OFFIC6. CsitolNet.rr sePoR1uiv111g5

to.uic lie

Ceeitic

tielcetta%

eadkudi

te CefiAlt

Ree0Aviift-

S+2Citt+1411

0446-146
1117,

eitot y Assuag-i

siudbu Atreiu-ci

Avouvim 41 6r;(4;ici

Coss,G4i Apo',

grfrt

rmsz.
(;-okespitoit Invw.

Moe tbutv4A CO.
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44-L4C

-7q0- IS 04

3too

OD- 41.4-7

415 4r2-00

401...116+
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Center the table below horizontally and vertically on a
half-sheet of paper, using proper vertical spacing within
the table. Leave 8 spaces between columns.

MFArr .170 NJ) ofpgP; NeC5

eturld "P staAtty

Coq 44.-44- ate I 1

144144 (.4\y.x. q f I 41 fo

Affif &I go fig
&ukcie, 7.f go /tiff

/Vizte, Adi44l 4.44, 8: g 90 1147f
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Center the table below horizontally and vertically on a

full sheet of paper, using proper vertical spacing within

the table. Leave 5 spaces between columns.

UEWiWt 5-essi tv es-

NAhZeiv CD ilqz

-Saatra_iaJ'

Icidoty PAArget444-
Gito.44Z

ti -Tie 4044 Avoe.4410.

c41-641#c
sw44446(4144t

ortmicKe

(44 Awujirm., NZ-)

64014 raf+4t1m1 Azoultwices
p&a I '.4"'

i

atJ.347 re"4411
Szatit.-



Error Scoring Manual

The scoring manual applies to the scoring of the office-typing

tasks for uncorrected typographical errors and form errors.

Uncorrected Tymgraphical_Prrors

'The following are to be considered as errors. No one word can

have.more than 1 error.

Spacing: two spaces between words
extra space within word
one space after a period or colon, ex6ept In enumera-

tions
two spaces after a comma or semi-colon
omission of space between words

Mis -strokes: incorrect letter
transposed letters or words (count as one error

only)
strike-over (count as one error per word)
capital letters not on line
letter not visible

Other: word or phrase repeated (count as 1 error)
*word or phrase omitted (if omitted in succession, count

the entire omission as 1 error. But if omissions
are separated, count each such omission aa a separate
error)

incorrect word division

Form Errors

Form errors differ from one class of task to another. Reference

should thus be made to the particular class of task being scored. If

a form error is consistently made throughout a task, it is counted

the first time on27, except where otherwise indicated. In addition,

each error is to be malted without regard to the relationship of one
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error to another. For example, if a student does not center a column

heading over a column, and this makes for an uneval number of spaces

between columns, two errors, ratiaer than one, wou:Ld be counted.

Scoring for

Table Headings

Title omitted

More or less than 2 blank liaes
following table heading or
less than 1 blank line if
table rows are sLngle spaced

Table heading not centered hori-
zontally kAllow a difference
of 2 spaces)

Table heading underscored

Colummar Arrangement,

Columns and/or rows out of order
(1 error for each inversion)

Column not blocked at the left

Space between columns not the
same

Less than 4 spaces between col-
umns (except on Table #6,

Pica, 3 spaces is permissible)
or more than 20 spaces. (1

error for total table unless
the constant column (i.e., the
one used most often) is 4 or
more spaces,. In which case the
errc::. is counted each time it
occurs)

Tables

Column Headings

More or less than 1 blank line
following column headings

Column headings not exactly cen-
tered over column (if odd space,
can be on either side) (count
each time)

2-1Ine heading with underscore not
extending the width of the
longest heading line and not
typed on the bottom line

ColuAn heading in solid caps

Column headings not underscored
(count each time)

Column headings omitted (count
each heading)

Vertisal and Horizontal Spacing

Top margin exceeds bottom margin
by more than 1 line

One side margin exceeds othAr side
margin by more than 2 spaces

Left and right margins of less
than 6 spaces, except for
Table #6 if Pica type is used
(count as only 1 error)



Braced Headiaaa

Not cer..tered exactly over the two

columns (i.e., not the same'
number of spaces to right and
left of headings braced)

1,0otional)

Braced heading .:an be directly
over COLIMA headings or can be
separated by one blank line

Underscore of braced heading can
be only under the braced head-
ing or can extend over the col-
umns that are braced

Other column headings should be on
the same line as the headings
that are braced, or they should

be centered between the braced

heading and the headings braced

ORtions

Table headings may be In either
upper or IoWer case

Tables may be either on'whole
sheets or half sheets, but

must be centered

If-a wrong word is used, count as

a typographical error

Miscellaneous

Table typed on onion skin rather

than on bond paper

Hole in paper from erasing

Short table single spaced; single
or double spacing op:lon on

others

Spacing of more-than double in
short tables

Carbon copy typed

Omitted line

Unnecessary part

Scoring for Letters

Paper Usage

Original typed on onionskin rath-
er than on bond paper

Carbon copy not typed

Hole in paper from erasing

Carbon copy typed on back of orig-

inal

Carbon.copy typed on bond paper



Vertical and Horizontal Soacinja

Top margin should equal bottom
margin (Allow a difference of

up to 6 lines)

Lettr not wquarely placed on the
page, i.e., crooked

Initials following Enclosure no-
tation

Writing line width should be:

Pica Elite

Short letter 40-50 50-60

Long letter 50-60
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Internal:Su...9Am

Letter not single spaced, except
for a short letter, which must

then use indented paragraphs

Less than 3 blank lines between
date and inuide address

Mare or less than 1 blank line be-
tween inside address and salu-
tation

Mare or less than 1 blank line be-
tween salutation and body

60-70 Mare or less than 1 blank line be-
tween paragraphs

Riaht margin should be equal to

left or narrower, but not by
more than 1/2 inc

Enumerations

Enumerations may
wording or at

Enumerations not
paragraphs by

be blocked under
left margin

separated from
a blank line

Table Within Letter

Table must follow rUles for scor-
ing tables

Table not centered WITHIN the

letter

Unequal space above and below a
table

Miscellaneous

Omitted line
(one error per line)

More or less than 1 blank line be-
tween body and complimentary
close

Less than 3 lines or more than 6
blank lines between complimen-
tary close and typed signature

Plank line between typed signature
and title

Mare or less flhan 2-3 spaces be-
fore ZIP Code

Initials above signature line or
mare than 4 lines below

Letter Parts

Complimentary closing omitted

Signature line omitted

Initials omitted

Date omitted



Options

Date may be centerAd, start at
center, start at left margin,
or end at right margin, depend-
ing on letter style used. AnY
other options are incorrect.

Enumerations may have 1 or 2
spaces following the nuMber,
but spacing must be consistemt

Complimentary close and'signature
line should start at center or
left margin, depending on let-
ter style used. (one error
each)

Enumeratione may be Indented

Sooting for Manuscripts

Title

Title omitted

More or less than 2 blank lines
follow:121g title

Title not centered horizontally
(Allow a difference of 2
spaces)

Title underscored

Titles typed in upper case where
copy is lower case,- or titles
typed in lower case where copy
is upper case

Internal Spacing

Manuscript single spaced or more
than double spaced

Mbre than e couble space between
paragrapiAs

Paragraphs not indented a uddlorm
number of spaces (5, 7, or 10)

Less than or more than 2 blank
lines between paragraph end and
r.ext side beading

.Vertical and Horizontal 8PacinE
_

CENTERING: Must follow instruc-
tion at tbp of copy

If centering indicated

Top margin / bottom margin (Allow
1-line difference)

Left and right margins less than 6
spaces each

Left margin X right margin (Allow
2-space difference)

If specific instructions,given

Top margin less than or greater
than 8-9 lincs deep

Left margin not: 14-16 (Pica)
17-19 (Eli4-e)

Right margin not: 9-11 (Pica)
11-13 (Elite)

(Determine right margin by the
_point at which the majority of
full lines end, 1.e., line of
beat fit.)



Vertical and Horizontal Spacing

If specific instructions given
(Continued)

One line that is short of line of
best fit or extends beyond lilacs

of best fit by more than 6
spaces

Footnotes

Period after footnote notation

Footnote sign in body not raised
irline

Footnote sign in body with spaL:e
separating it from the preced.
ing word

Divider line omitted

Divider line not straight

Divider line less than 10 or more
than 25 strokes long

More or less than 1 blank line
after divider line

If footnotes used, bottom margin
lass zhan or greater than lu
lin (i.e., 6-9 lines)

1 Footnote omitted 6 errors

2 Footnotes omitted 10 errors

1 of 2 Footnotes omitted 4 errors

(Above error count based on number
'of potential errors if footnote(s)
typed.)
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Miscellaneous

Draft typed on onionskin rather
than on bond paper

Carbon copy typed

Hole in paper from erasing

Manuscript must be on full sheet

Unnecessary parts typed

Omitted line (one error per line)

Indicated correction not made

Options

If initials are used in the copy,
eittpr alternative (i.e., space
or no space between initials)
is acceptable.

1:37


